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PREFACE

Each year. tOr the past four years. the Australian Science Education Research
Association. has been able to claim "a first-. In 1970. the Association held its first

annual k*A !tt.1 OKA.' , to 1971 its first publication appeared; in 1972. the proceedings of the

animal diffidence appealed in a neu fininat; and. this year we had our first international
visitors who conhibuied tit Our annual conference It is probably significant, too, that
the annual meeting decided to change the name k,f the present publication.

sciewt, Ldueati,w . Research 1973 represents another significant step forward
tin the Austi aim Science Education Resealch Association, Not only is the publication

a latg, i one than the previous issues of Research 1971 and Re. carob 1972 indicating

an increase in research activity but. it contains reports covering a wider range of issues
in science education, and a special section dealing with research techniques. This last
mentioned section was included in the conference with the express objective to develop

our oun understandings of some techniques which can be of great assistance to the
science education researcher.

For convenience of presentation the papers have been grouped under headings,

or themes. Although the responsibility for the groupings must again rest with the editor,
it did seem that clusters fell, quite naturally, under the several headings. One of these was
the Analyses of Curricula and the four papers related to this theme indicate a new area of
research Activity for Australian science educationists.

Science Education : Research 1973, though still a modest publication, is ample
evidence of an increase in the number and quality of research projects in Australia. It
demonstrates too, that we have international interests and ties. If the nature and quality
of the papers contained in this publication are any guide, the future for science education
research in Australia, looks brighter, if more challenging, than ever before.

R. P. Fisher
University of Queensland
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A NATIONAL APPROACH TO SCIENCE

EDUCATION RESEARCH

ann 1n illy rape! is to develop a tiaine\soik m,1111111 v,Ilich :onsider edu-

cational lisks01.:11 it h ieleience sitenc.e education in An examin-

ation ot this tisonewoik ma enable us to ident6 ateas where more teseal:11 Is indicated.

I his appr.la,h asstst Its to assign pi ionties and to tationalise ow limited resotlre

And 11 lead to the ,leel-,pinent 4,t ....,,,pciato,c 11,01011,11 projects

la Alt,tas !/Lit that it is /10/ ea, rile to disthigmsh chmacter-

isik !, all"n Nei/Male tioni education geneiall We ale ,onsstantiN aware that

-do..0ZIon rd,W,I, and Ith; piohicm, and 0:11\1111:, 1,:ieme education a'e

II; Illy ,-mpl,An

Ni,i1 I i:,31 Ills' Iii11111)( '31 1,1 .113 \\T kei implied in

k A ", ..1s; It 111,:inde- '1.11)12 to make some

1 ,q nit 1.1des people Iii I .1(s% 1114)il 1)01)31(1th:tits

eniohn,mr., o. ilium des dopei s anaI iesislis gailieted duling trial testing.

Nlippi)Nt: 11..11, as pal t of these introduc toi lemaiks, I should also define edu-

,-.1non. hilt Vsill 1.nel ah,hkate this task. Suffice it to say that education is eowerned

ht,th the ...,1,!nitie and ncii-:ognitne deelopment of people. I will be limiting my

:omments 1,, formal oduLai ion in ptlitial and secondar schools. leAing the tertiary sector

1,, sohe os ,r'ail problem .

The needs of students

I decided to develop a tratnewoik lot science education r watch based on needs.

The bask: neekls ate those of the students of science.

I legal d )1 as salutat and non-111\1a' to alibm that teachers. schools, Education

Depaitnitnts and even scienLe education to.itarchers do not exist or work for their own

sakes, but in a service tole to help to meet the legitimate needs of the students. That is why

clnlose to 1:.sgaid the needs 01 the students as hash: to my frainewmk.

Cuilentl . the inain needs of the students are perceived to be cognitive. Politicians

recognise this since education s sterns are funded to increase the knowledge (and employ-

) of the students. Parents recognise this they ask their children "What did you learn

rodx_. not "What new attitude was inculcated in you today. Sometimes. even the students

recognise that they are at school to learn!

I will therefore concentrate mainly on students cognitive needs. not forgetting

that there are interactions with many non-cognitive factors as well.
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The main questions 1 pose, and attempt to answer are

'What are the students' cognitive needs. especially in science'
'flow are they being met at presentl'

lesearal is ilidWated 10 improve the situation'''

tei Us assume that students accept that they are studying %I:11.'1We at se11001 to order
to learn \V thetefore asSilnie that they 11111S1 Jilin science knowledge and undeistanding.
then base need is n have then thirst adequately quenched. They tot +have sanslying
le_inung expencnces which are relevant to then intellectual development and to their life in
the target society hey and the school.

The need of students to know what they know

One need of the students is to know what they know. They need to develop a frame
icieience for then learning expettences, If they have been studying a iolliept they need

tit know the extent to which they have learnt

They need to know what they know in both relative and absolute terms. In relative
emits we dealing with normative evaluation. The science student needs to know how he
compares with Ins colleagues. This is especially important where selection procedures exist
w Inch ate based on aillieVellient: for example. matriculation results as a basis for entry to
tertiary studies. or school-awarded certificates as a basis 101" employment.

At this point I will not discuss the desirability of this competitive thrust in the school
and SA hAety . but note that it exists and that one of the students perceived needs is to be
equipped to play the game according to current rules.

Even in a cooperative atmosphere, such as individualized mathematics and reading
programs at primary school, some students still act competitively and often enjoy doing so.
Learning theory tells us that mild anxiety facilitates learning.

Students need some nonnative evaluation. This indicates a need for some standardised
tests with normative data. I suggest that the range of achieverrint tests in science. properly
constructed and !limited tor Australia, could be increased. Mud, of the construction could be
done at local levels, with perhaps national coordination to avoid unnecessary duplication of
elloit. If national norms are needed. this requires a national project.

Of more importance than normative evaluation is meeting the student's need to know
what he knows in absolute terms. This leads us to the idea of mastery learning. In essence
the learning theory behind the idea is that most students can learn most topics given adequate
instruction and adequate time. These ideas are summarized in Block (1971) and expounded
in Bloom. Hastings and Madaus (1971).

The best simple statement I know about the value of mastery learning is implied by
the analogy between achievement and pregnancy given by Coffman (1969), and which I
paraphrase . achievement is a tangible product, the achiever has some choice in the activity,
the achiever has immediate knowledge of results, the evaluation is made by the achiever, and

iiidgment is absolute not relative.



the 0-dilation inaSiel5 t an he selt-adimmsteied and oniecied, of teacher
administeied anti ckliteCted, or a mixtule of both types. The couespondmg research need

is tot the deselopment 01 Mat* ClititeldnIn Units and associated mastery tests based on

mastery learning ideas.

At the same nine there is a need tot mastei tests !Or use within content school

contexts- I hese tests will usually have thagnosfic and remedial aspects also.

I think that ill would be difficult to orgamse in direct this research nationally,

since I would expeCt Mali\ spontaneous efforts, often from unexpected places. It is desir-
able that infoimation about these units and tests, at die planning, development and pro-
duction stages, he widely disseminated, It would be valuable it the poSints responsible for
11W infinmation disselnillatiOn could also :011daCt a SW-Vey Into the nature of elfective intro-
duction of these inuotause ideas,

the need students to know what they know, especially in the itiliStery sense, is

also very important tor then non-cognitive development. i student's image of himself or
herself as a pet as set iseh-esteem. sellconcept I depends in pan on achievement. The research
findings reveal a dear. perhaps causal. relationship between a student's academic perform.
ante and proves, and both his sell-concept and ins menial health... (Block. 1971, p.95)
Civet) the ounpiexny of today's and tomorrow's society, the school has an OhligatiOn to make
as large , ihu non as it can towards developing a positive self-image in students so that
they can cope adequately with these complexities.

The need of students to learn efficiently

The next student need is to learn efficiently. Teaching is both an art and a science.
1 hesitate to comment on the artistry of teaching. The science of teaching is a different
matter. 1 see it as a con elate of his profession.lisin that a teacher should be a master of what

is known about the science or technology of teaching. "It is obvious that the effectiveness
of teaching is directly related to the state of knowledge about the learning process and the
teacher's effectiveness in applying it. (Rowlands, 1%7, p.15) Or simply: "Many science
teachers teach poorly because of their limited conception of how learning takes place.
Batson, 1973, p.5)

Learning theory is complex but there are certain general ideas for which there is
enough empirical evidence to regard the ideas as laws of learning.

On this matter a recent paper by Bloom (1972) is relevant. He says that many
educators complain that nothing is really known about the educative process and boast about

their innocence.

Bloom maintains that there have been advances in our understanding of education
and related phenomena. These new insights represent loss of innocence: ". , . the burden
of responsibility for appropriate actions and practices rests with the professionals in the
field once new ideas are adequately communicated." (Bloom, 1972, p.349)

So my suggestions for research in this area focus on the need to implement effect-



veiv in the science' dassr,ionis 01 Australia v+ hat is alteady known ut the science of teach-
ng. As in nr plevious section, I press for the studs of strategies of change in attitudes,
tings; ;11 teacher behaviour, etc.

I here are two areas %heft ; see dui more information is needed to help the
tadent to learn more of

Without A %slung to espkiuse an particular model. it seems obvious that the mote
A e knou about learning hierarchies, and the more actual hierarchies we investigate and
.Instruct wit hut a science topic, then the more efficiently we can help students to learn
he topic,

I his research level lends itself to national coordination linked to a great deal Of
Baal .1C11111 In particular, at the national level key conceptual ideas and models could be
A ,1 ked complete with literature surveys. etc. Basic research methodologies could be
levc1.4ped at the national level and published as in a technical report handbook form.
A Inch could he used by an alert science classroom teacher to prepare and test a hierarchy in

binned area of interest

I he 11111V1 area tot WOik on learning efficiency is Al I tapinude-treatment niter-
icnon ). The term is borrowed from Cronbach and Snow (1969). In other words, which
:teannents tteachtng methods. etc.) arc best for which students for which curriculum topics
1tder winch ctilidlinqiN, Under treatment I include the range of audio-visual media also.

I think we need to tackle much more systematically the question of how to assist
the student to accomplish effectively and satisfactorily the components of his curriculum.

I have been upset for several years by the sight of thousands of teachers re-inventing
Wheels, and the energy thus dissipated which could be spent more usefully. By this I mean
that a teacher often prepares his own set of notes. examples, tests, assignments. teaching
this. etc. in isolation from the efforts of his colleagues in the same school and elsewhere.

I am not advocating that the pendulum should swing the other way with all
teachers using standardised packages. Nor would I wish to restrict the professional respons-
:bility of the teacher to tailor his offerring to the perceived learning needs of his students.
But if a carefully prepared set of materials is shown to be effective in helping students to
learn a given topic it seems that the onus lies with the teacher to demonstrate that the
students. learning needs are met better by the teacher's idiosyncratic approach than by the
prepared curriculum materials.

If each science teacher tries to be all thing to all men' then his expertise will be
spread thinly. It seems to me that he would be better advised to concentrate his expertise
on a particular topic. c.ontribLte the results to a 'pool', and draw freely on the rest of the
-pool' for his other topic requirements. There are also important attitude changes for the
teacher associated with this 'contributory openness' as compared to 'idiosyncratic self-
Nufficiency*.

Under this, sec!ion I should include large scale curriculum materials development



I t ..O, .11 P I ience 1 thicaison Proyet ) The work tit ASiT covers,

in a Iii' ie totnial w , the ideas I base been stating about cooperative developnwnt
matetials

A Ilioligh ealitation of ASI-1) is needed, it as an accountability exercise,
be,aitse 1,0 g. N-11;\ t)1 11111C\ hase been spent in AiiNii:111.1 tin this innovative

.1C11%

Without defining what could he covered by the evaluation of ASH'. it seems

1111P11.1111 to o'"1%1111-11e the -1,211%11101131101wilY while encouraging local re'searc'h studies.

The need of Students to have their questions answered

Anothei need of a science student IS to have his questions adequately answered by
leis soence le&

lesel this means that the science leacher must be competent in his own
knowledge and undo \landing of science. Here is a research question: 'How much compet-
ence tit science is enough foi which students?'

The student 's questions may arise from within a (Mina! curriculum. from within
a general studies informal problem-orientated curriculum, or from within a student's out-
otschool experience.

Ii ii a need f or reasonable expectation) of the student that the teacher should be
able to answer such questions. The answer may be a direct factual answer, as if the student
had asked the nigh scientist or opened the right page in a book.

However iln% teacher is employed as a teacher not as an encyclopedia. The answer-
ing of the question may be mated more to the managerial role of the teacher.

regard a science teacher primarily as a manager of learning experiences in science,
not as a scientist. I have not heard of any research in Australia on task analyses of science
teachers. Here is another set of research questions: 'What types of tasks fill the science
teacher's day (and the working part of his night?) What are the relative proportions of these
tasks! Which of these tasks are associated in which ways with effective and satisfactory
student leatning experiences''' How should the teaching behaviour of the science teachers
be modified to-improve student learning?'

May I digress to explain what 1 mean by teacher behaviour modification, based on
a visit I made to an individualized mathematics instruction project in Pittsburgh (IPI:
Individually Prescribed Instruction)_ the teachers in the scheme were free to deal with the
problems of individual students while the rest of the class proceeded with their own work.
The researchers had noted that the teachers tended to spend several minutes with each en-
quiring individual, which meant that only a few students met the teacher each day. As a
corollary there were some timid students who hardly ever spoke with the teacher.

The researchers were in the process of training the teachers not to spend much
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tune with each student. the teacher was being named to lead the student 10 the it sleP
only. throwing the onus on the student to pick up the learning nom there. The teachers
were also trained to make some work-related contact with each student in the class each
per cod

Let me also mention some student behaviow modification from the s; nre project!
After each section the students did a lest and took it to the clerical assistant to he mat ked.
which took some time. So the smarter students look tests premanne4, and s:i'.vied
them to marking. Of course the tests were returned as unsatisfactory, The re-t_st
re-test, re-mark: etc. cycle was a long one with plenty of rest periods for the .r.ents!

This brief comment on teacher-student contact provides an introductior to the
important field of teacher-student interactions. The key research questions are: 'What are
the relationships between personality and behaviour characteristics of science teachers and
effective student learning?' *How may teachers' behaviour be modified, either preservice Or
mservice, to maximise the development of the desirable characteristics and to eliminate
undesirable ones?' The survey by Rosenshine (1971 1 is a valuable introduction to this area
of study.

I will turn to a particular aspect of teacher-student interaction. I said earlier that
a need of the science student i. that the teacher should answer his questions.

You will be aware that questions may be asked on several levels. So far 1 have
dealt with questions taken at face value. The student thirsts for knowledge and the teacher
meets the need.

Often a question has a deeper meaning. The words of a question of a primary
student may say: 'Why does electricity turn a motor?' The real question beyond the words
may ask: 'Are there strange forces which really run this world?' Or it may ask: 'Are you
a mature person with whom I, as a growing person, can establish a meaningful relationship
that will help me to grow up and understand this complex world?'

A young adolescent may ask: 'What are the effects of smoking cigarettes?' The
latent question may ask: 'How do I make decisions about my life-style which are both
rational and satisfying ?'

The science teacher has two responsibilities with respect to these questions. First-
ly he has a responsibility as a teacher to be sensitive enough to his studer ..r. to hear the
real question. which may be the latent one. Secondly he has a responsibility as a teacher
to attempt an answer. As I said earlier, one of the legitimate needs of the students is to
obtain answers to their questions.

To my mind this area of teacher sensitivity is very important. Research in the
area will also require great sensitivity. The research questions are 'How can we identify,
categorise and measure teacher-student sensitivity situations ?' How can we select
teachers with the ability to deal adequately with these situations ?' How can we modify
the behaviour of all teachers to ensure that they have a minimum level of adequacy in
sells' t MIN situations?' 'What is meant by dealing adequately with a sensitivity situation?'



The need of students for career guidance

1 A 111 briefly comment on another area of student needs.

Students express then need to obtain a 'good job' at the end of their schooling.

They and then parents expect an appropriate certificate when the students leave school.

This is one of their needs.

Unfortunately there is often dissonance between student, parent and teacher

attitudes on this future career aspect of the work of the school.

At A('FR 1 am working on a follow-up study, in which we collected information

in 1972 from the l:)-year-olds who were members of our 1970 sample of 14-year-olds

fPopu!ation 11).

'flie students were asked how important it was to their teachers, their parents
and themselves that they got good results in tests and exams.

The data from our pilot study indicate considerable dissonance.

Table 1 Importance of good results in tests and exams

Not at all
important

;

Slightly
important

'17,,

Fairly
important

%

Very
important

%

'To your teachers 19 26 36 19

To your parents 1 1 22 76

To yourself 1 1 12 86

(Number of students = 194)

A similar question inquired into the press upon students to make career

decisions.

Table 2 Importance of deciding future occupation by
the end of the year

Not Slight Fair Very

To your teachers 47 29 14 10

To your parents I I 11 31 47

To yourself 11 5 22 62

(Number students = 190)

For further insight into this need, let us recognise the changing nature of the
secondary school population. The retentivity has increased markedly. Students now see
secondary education as a right. Only a few decades ago it was a privilege. The incr irtg

number of secondary and tertiary students leads to the idea of the 'mass elite' (Bowriian,

1970).
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I will quannt the changing le tent penile suppl mg some data e

"'lkcwd as part or 04: IF: Science 13101ect. 1detine retentl'lti .IN the pioportl,an ot the
ss no ale at se:ondx school,

Table 3 Retentivity of Australian students 1950, 1960, 1970

NSW 'hasVI,: ()Id SA A Aus

15 -1 earOlds lost) 37 28 34 30 49 35
1900 -t4 00 57 62 5_` 71 57

1070 81 so 71 84 71 83 51

I 0- ear-olds 1050 15 1t 13 14 18 17 lb
1%0 26 3 ,9 34 26 30 -10_

1070 52 62 36 57 30 43 51

ear olds 1950 6 b 5 5 5 7 6

1%0 t) 12 13 11 13 11 11

1970 31 33 18 25 18 20 28

Source : !E Age-grade tables tniotpotating arious estimates.

It is an important research problem that we investigate how t- change the
altitudes and behaviour of all the parties in the educational enterprise teachers. students
and parents in a way that rationalises their expectations and avoids the dissonance which
currently interferes with the effectiveness of the enterprise.

You will notice in my last few statements I have consciously advocated changing
teacher behaviour. 1 believe this to be consistent with my earlier statements that there is
a science or technology of teaching, albeit immature, of which the professional science
teacher is obliged to be a master.

This leads me to comment that those with a responsit"lity help train teachers,
that is, to change teacher behaviour, also have a responsibility to carry out follow-up
analyses of their trainees. This research procedure will be informal for most teacher edu-
cators, and will become an important research exercise for some, The nett result will be
the development of feedback-type models where training techniques, etc. are modified as a
result of observing the behaviour of the trainees.

Up until now I have mainly dealt with achievement, and also mentioned various
non-cognitive learning outcomes. It may be possible to deal with aspects such as sensitivity
or self-esteem as isolated factors, for example, in preparing measuring instruments. It is
not possible to identify useful relationships at this simple level.

As I keep saying, eduLation is very complex, and valid simple relationships do not
occur. Most studies of factors effecting achievement will be complex, and this implies
careful samples and multivariate analyses. The recent book by Keeves (1972) provides
an example of the statistical treatment of the kind of complex educational relationships
I am talking about.
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the needs of science teachers

1f

You wall iecall that I decided to adopt a framework of needs to identity possible

Nt'ienk-e education ieseatch activities.

I et me win, in less detail than for student needs, to the needs of science teachers.

As shown h. Aust talian results from the ILA Science Project, most science teachers

feel the need tom ietresher courses in science. (Rosier, 1973)

TheN it'd the need both for courses in science itself and in science teaching methods.

Bele are indications that the, could show more initiative and exert more effort themselves

im then pioiessional doelopment

I would like to see some research on strategies to inspire teachers to improve their
piolessional competence. Is It a 1111\ Illre of certification carrot and salary stick? If so,

what is the iccipe

One approach I have seen is that developed by the US National Science Teachers

Association (1)'ot They prepared ASIST Annual self-inventory for science teachers.

This in turn followed nom work in setting up a statement: Cmditions for good science

teaching in sees milary schoids. NSTA, 1970)

Members of NSTA wishing to participate in the exercise complete their ASIST

form, Each respondent's data is incorporated into summary data. The respondent receives

a copy of his own results and the summary results. He can compare himself against his
peers, and presumably act on areas where his behaviour is different from the behaviour of

many colleagues.

A similar idea is being developed for dentists (Educational Testing Service, 1973).

Each participating dentist subscribes (for a S40 annual fee) to a series of self -

administered exams at 3-month intervals. Test results are confidential, and are sent only to

the individual dentist, He also receives summary information to indicate his standing

relative to his peers.

Teachers express a need for good conditions. These conditions are not all needed

to an equal extent. The key conditions are those needed for effective student learning.

There are other conditions which are necessary for desirable?) for teacher morale. As with

poverty, I suspect that definitions of adequacy are relative, but there is need for careful
research to establish a statement about adequate conditions for science teaching to replace
arbitrary political-type statements of class size, room size, number of teaching periods, etc.

The needs of the system overall

I have defined the final set of needs as system needs. By system I refer mainly to

a national or state system of schools, but some comments apply to the individual school

as a system.



When h say the system has needs I am reall saying that the polmcians who supply
the funds lox education have cei tam needs which must be met if they ale to obtain and
distribute effectively. Their bash: need is to know how et leen\ ell% the money the
}Novak is being used to purchase efficient learnine experiences for the students in the
\*\ Stein.

One approach is to count the numbei of leacheis and students_ and sav that
because thei e ate X teachers confronting, Y students dally theiefoie heal ning must be
occuiring.

A mote empirical approach is 10 measule the extent to which the aims of the
s \ stein are met. This is difficult since Australian education s.teins do nor articulate then
alms. If the basic am is student achievement, as I mteired at the beginning 01 my paper.
the sv stem should be evalaated on the basis of the achievement of the students.

The achrev einem measured should not be an 'absolute' achievement but one
adiusted for characteristics of the students in the system, especially home background
charactenstics.

Sv stem evaluation icon es Inge scale studies, thew die danger such as

those pointed out by (Mans 4197 ). Ile states that otliel researcheis can challenge the
findings of a small studs ,hy replicating it. A large study cannot be replicated. the data
are unique. and can only he challenged on the basis of internal weaknesses which are not
01 cannot he concealed.

One large scale system evaluation study is NALP national Assessment of
hducat tonal Pi ogress ).

the NALP science project started by preparing a set of aims in science for a)-
year -olds, I 3-:v ear-olds, I 7-year-olds and young adults. (National Assessment of Education-
al Progress. 19b9). They then prepared 'exercises. (that is, items) to les'. these aims.

The only scores presented are the percentages of students correctly answering
exercises. The exercise scores are not combined into test scores as we know them,

Their first results. now published (National Assessment of Educational Progress.
1970) slut the percentages of students achieving mastery of various objectives. Sub-groups
ate also investigated for example, divided by sex, race and geographical location.

\AEP is a type of large scale mastery learning evaluation at the system level.

If the NAEP results are regarded as norms, an individual group such as a school
board can test its own students against the NAEP norms to evaluate its cognitive perform-
ance as an educational system.

Should Australia carry out a national evaluation of science education based on the
X ALP model?
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the othei IN pc \tem evaluation focusses mote on the reasons for achieve-

ment. 'fins is the nadition of the Coleman Report IColeman and others, 1960 the
Plowden Repoli Wen ti al Advisory Council for Education, 1967) and the WA Mathematics
and Science Reports I liusen, 1%7; Comber and Keeves. 1973).

These large scale studies offei the opportunity for analyses between schools as

well as between students, as demonstrated in Rosier t1973),

These studies of a type which I describe as 'achievement and its correlates studies
also lend themselves to a normative use.

AnN school would be able to administer the test instruments to a sample of
students. teachers and parents in its own school. Its results could then be compared with
national or regional norms. The school could compare its achievement with other schools
in absolute terms. Preferably it would compare adjusted achievement scores; that is,
achievement scones adjusted for various student, teacher and parent characteristic.

Since the analyses are complex, any self-auditing school would have to send its
test and questionnaire data to the 'project headquarters' for processing, and return to the
Nchool.

This means that the project headquarters would be able to continually update and
expand its data base.

Another 'spin-off advantage is that it would be possible to identify deviant schools
schools whose adjusted achievement scores are rather higher or lower than expected. A

special research study of these schools could produce very useful findings.

Large studies can also offer "piggy-back' facilities. An isolated researcher can add
his question or test to the main testing program. He does not have to worry about the
organisation of sampling or data processing, and yet he will have access to all the other test
and questionnaire data collected by the main survey to link with his own questions.

It is very difficult to estimate levels of national achievement from a single survey.
Repeat surveys, or the 'rolling' survey I have just mentioned, are necessary to gauge
whether national achievement levels have changed or are changing.

Related to repeat surveys are longitudinal surveys, in which the same students are
followed for several years. A classical example is given in Husk and Boalt ( 1967) where
students were first tested in 1938 and were subsequently contacted and retested on various
occasions.

The advantage of a longitudinal study is that i,ersons can be studied over time to
trace their cognitive and non-cognitive development, and their career paths.

This is an attractive idea for a national science education research project since
many aspects of science education could be tested and their consequences investigated and
evaluated over a longer term than is usually possible.
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Conclusion

In conclusion may I summarise. There ale certain laige scale science
ieseauch projects which require a team of researchers. The site of the team will be
:elativel large hs previous Austialian educational iesearch standaids. These studies of
the national sCICI1CV evaluation type requite special expertise in sampling and
data handling.

On the other hand there are many science education research activities which
lend themselves toi:ecentralised data collection and analyses. The great need at the
national level is ism coohimation. This co, idinanon 1114y UIVOIVC mote than simpl
swapping mformation about protects planned, under way or completed.

In many cases the coordinating person or centre will he responsible for con
ceptualising the problems so that a useful framework can be developed within which
int orniattoll Itansici can Operate of

I would like the coordinator to take the coordination function further and
piepaic handbooks to asssist the cooperating researchers. I assume the person or centre
uould be adequate'y funded both to devote time to these activities, and also to make
field isits to discuss local activities woh the cooperating researchers.

And I suppose tins leads to a coordinator of coordinators of science education
research activities, so that all interested persons can be kept well informed.

I realise, at the end of my paper. that 1 have not mentioned priorities except to
maintain that student needs should be our central concern.

Any list we prepare will change over time. 1 will leave it to the Australian Science
Education Research Association to start to prepare its list of priorities.
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THE IN TER DISC IPL INAR Y APPROACHES TO CHEMISTRY DAC)

PROGRAM AND RELATED RESEARCH

Marjorie Gardner

The stage has been set nicely for my presentation by earlier presentations which

ponit out in then content analysis of ('HEM Study that it represented a strong pendulum
swing to the research-based theoretical and quantative sides of chemistry and away from the
application side that had become so prominent in the two decades from 1940 to 1960. Now,
early in the 1970's_ chemistry teachers in the United States have recognized that while CHEM

Study represents an important advance in chemical education, it was designed for the
limited number of students who dearly have science or engineering career goals in mind.

The much larger audience of students who need and want to study chemistry for general
education purposes are not satisfied by CHEM Study with their chief complaint being that

0 is not relevant to their interests and needs. Enrolments in high school chemistry are
declining. Student and teacher alike seem to be searching for an alternative programme that
will appeal to the large student population interested in studying chemistry for scientific

literacy purposes.

The 1.A.C. Instructional Materials

Hence. the advent of IAC, the Interdisciplinary approaches to Chemistry programme

developed by high school teachers and chemistry professors who have worked closely

together at the University of Maryland' . The IAC programme presently consists of a series

of seven interchangeable instructional modules: Reactions andReason, an Introductory
Module; Form and Function, an Organic Chemistry module; Diversity and Periodicity, an
Inorganic Chemistry module; The Delicate Balance, an environmental Chemistry module;

The Heart of Mane?, a nuclear Chemistry module; Communities of Molecules, a physical
Chemistry module; arid Moiecrle3 in Living Systems. a biochemistry module. Four additional

modules on consumer chernistr geochemistry. chemical calculations, and the chemical
cycles of the earth are under de ,,elopment. An extensive la.,oratory programme of mini-

experiments and experiments have been integrated directly into the student modules.

Detailed teacher's guides for each module have been designed as a means of in-

service education for classroom teachers. These include teaching strategies. help with
laboratory and classroom management, a guide to self pacing and independent study, state-

ments of major concepts and performance objectives (knowledge, skill and attitude) and

evaluation items keyed to the objectives. In addition a pre-test and post-test that attempt

to measure change in the cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains plus dual tests
(knowledge and skill) for each module have been constructed.

Instructional Characteristics

Field tested. in experimental editions for two years prior to publication,2 these

1. For further information:
IAC Director,
Chemistry Department
University of Maryland.
College Park, M.D U.S.A. 20742.

2 Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc..
2500 Crawford Avenue.
Evanston, Illinois, U.S.A.
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:nodules weie designed to convey the following insouctional chat an Ullil
disciplinary nature. relevancy. i1exihihly , concept and :nocess ei phasis. student- centred
orientation. an informality of style and fun. It was the intent of the INC team to tom n
mai* cut iculum decisions to the local school system and the classroom teacher. Such
decisions mckle. t w Inch modules to teach, (2)in what oido and 13 ) holm iii
conventional classroom group 01 in a sell-paced tit aidepeodent stud. mode.

Teaching The !AC Programme

The introductory module takes the longest to teach iappoximatel,v eight weeks),
with others requiring approximately six weeks in the middle of the school eat and cutting
hack to four weeks near the end of the yea] regardless of selection of modules. In addition
to the common use .0f foul to six of the modules to comprise an 11t11 glade year-long
chemistry course, the IAC modules are finding many other niches in the cuiriculum. In
some cases they ate arranged to form a semester course or minicourse of six to nine weeks
rlliratit,ii. ill other., they are used to enrich a CliEMS course Or a biology. physics. or
earth science programme in the secondary schools. Other schools. especially those interested
in moving toward the teaching of integrated science. are proposing to use the mit oductory
and environmental modules in the 9th glade, organic and biochemistry in 10th, inmganic
and physical in the I I th and the nuclear module in the l2th glade. These w ill be supple-
mented with instruct tonal materials ttom biology, physics and the calif) sciences to form the
four-year secondary school programme. Community colleges find the lAt: modules to be
attractive for their chemistry program me for non-science students. Part of the excitement
of IAC Chemistry is its adaptivitv and, for the developers,watching it find its place in the
science curriculum.

If we arc correct in some of our basic hypotheses about science teaching and learn-
ing. IAC Chemistry may well be an important new direction in science education. One of
these is that a structured scope and sequence programme (the conventional textbook) is no
more effective in the learning of science than a range of interchangeable content modules.
Another is that students will learn better and retain useful knowledge, skills and attitudes
longer if they enjoy what they are doing. don't feel too threatened. and see relevancy to
themselves and the everyday world around them. Third. that it is just as important to teach
chemistry for cultural reasons, for scientific literacy, as for career preparation. We believe
that this broad, general, interdisciplinary approach to chemistry is an adequate preparation
for the more specialised studies a student will encounter if they continue into university
education and a far better preparation for the understandings of science and technology that
they will need to live in and cope with this complex culture of the 1970's.

Field Testing and Feedback Systems

Now, if a curriculum development group sets the goals outlined earlier in this
paper. they must be prepared to evaluate their efforts and to encourage others to evaluate
it as well. Formative evaluation must be a hallmark of any new curriculum project.
Summative evaluation needs to be carefully designed as well.

After defining the purpose (to popularize the teaching of Chemistry) and the
instructional characteristics of IAC Chemistry kited earlier), the development of instruct-
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1 on.A1 111;1101AIs hqsm general agreement on the content, the experiments and

num.expeliments were deteloped and tested below the narrative text was written to ensure

a student-centre programme, The feedback system went into operation immediately as the

eenments were run and critieesett by an in-setsice class of about thirty experienced
se,onda* s, hoot tea, till N vho Intit welly in the exciting at the University of Malyiand.

Dining the next summei 11971), chemistry professors teamed with high school

teachers to test-teach then modules to students enrolled in summer school classes in nearby

second:it's schools, Now . direct student teedhack was combined with teacher response to

reuse the student modules Dining the summer also, the teacher's guides were brought into
first dratt form with classnom teachers taking the lead in development. During the 1971.

NOWAN1 \ car The tip r d %.,petowntal editions of the modules were test taught in twenty
sdlools, 1 be,e /epieNenring a range of urban, suburban and rural SCLOOIS, were

located near the unix erstix so that teachers could meet with the 1AC author earn on Thursday
exemngs m feedback sessions. Each test teacher taught two or three IAC classes while the
remainder of his her schedule was CHEM Study of a conventional chemistry' programme.

Suble.'ns eh assessed. a high level of enthusiasm for MAC Chemistry was apparent

in students and leathers. 1 he all - important student grapevine began to operate in the schools

And chemistrx era ohoents rir.rca se,l, fin the subsequent year in nineteen ob the twenty

schools, in some dramatically.

Admittedly . some of this must be ascribed to the novelty effect. All of the students

under the direction of test teachers. 1M' and non.1M', were given the NSTA.ACS High

School Examination. Surprisingly. the IAC students, even though they had experienced a
bloater, more Illtetdisilpht1;0 . less quantitatively and theoretically rigorous study of

chemist*, had a good grasp of the important facts and principles of chemistry as measured

by this national examination. Statistically there was no difference in performance on the

NSTA-ACS test by IAC and non -MAC students. Since the sample was modest (twenty teachers
and approximately 2.000 students), the teachers were atypical (all known as above-average

Jassroom teachers with a conmnt intent to IAC) and the sample geographically parochial

in location, the results of this first content assessment could only be considered as an in-

dicator that JAC students were not being seriously short-changed with respect to their know-

ledge of chemistry.

Related Research

The increasing enrolments were evidence of an important attitude change and the

knowledge performance was comforting, but it was considered necessary to try to construct

instruments that could more precisely me;,surc changes in attitude, laboratory skills, know-

ledge and the adaptability to self-pacing that we claimed. This led to a very important
decision in curriculum development 'rat a series of research studies should be designed and

based on MAC Chemistry from its earliest stages.

Four research studies were immediately identified. Additional studies are being

initiated now. The original four were designed by four advanced doctoral studentsworking

under the direction of the IA(' project director (Marjorie Gardner) the Director of the

Bureau of Educational Research (James Raths) and the Chairman of the Department of



Meastneinent and (ubbleite). \lembeis ot the cliemisit. Dea.iment
%lila!), and the Selene,: IL...I.:long Centel Lacil lir also seied on these teseaidi :014u1n1ees,
Imo of lib:. :studies have been lepotied and the othet two ale still ni piogiess. 1111 ioui

itklitde lesealch on student .n tinkles dient lieikkmen I. student laboiatot I(0heit
I ka tic ). student knowledge ot last and tomept Illaii teilibeiling) and las tots itilluenung
student Nuo,:ess in mdepundent stud \mat) s.indo.alf. The Inst two studies hale been
wpm ted and will he summailled hoe.

Attitude Study

Ileikkmen's stud assessed the ielsni.e influence of and non.lm- pioylammes
on the meJsuied Alnudes iii high school chemist') students. I he stud vs !Imposes %%cue

11110 d.r.elop an easth adinunsteted and scoffed. ttil111de -ltiw,ild-sludylllg- cllenusti\ scale.
the IA em Item l-ikeiI sale. Slud:In Opinion Sot 111 Chemistly ISOSt I: I') to compate
I At v lit 0)1AI:11110nd! :lienn.lrl :muse. in !hen ,:apacit lo all:c1 student

'111'111`le\ l'-iiti `Ind\ 11e1111s1*- and 1.1) to imesligate %peen lc student flunks %%Inch
account lot Ilie ladle cif slildan attitude. obseted at lin a \ eat e\peileti4.- in high
,hemisttv

Pesti k :C7.1)6 '1J i and -11111\ NIN \ Luke and co.alLin.e ix:Jun.01:s
poilleses whited to possible licallncni LAC N- and sex 1111.11e-female I

nillnense. on student ii !nude ineasined in Sept enibei and Arm!. Stepwise
necked abliil eliL ted student .anables. either singl fottill . to seduce

.1111, `lint ot tine \planted .a end -scat St)Sr altitudes.

Initial attitudes of gnls w etc signiik:anti less la. out:11)k toward the studing of
,henusia distil Were the altitudes boys. No treatment Ail sex differences wefe found among
enhet mid-)eat or end eat SOS(' attitudes, w hen initial attitudes were held constant. how-
eei in both t.v pes of courses achieved significantly higher TOLIS scot es than boys.
dhhough no TOCS ditto owe Was alliihutable to treatment.

From 47'; Hite' males) to 75r; anon -IM' males) of end-year SOSC attitude variance
,.ould he explained by the variables studied. Probability of taking more chemistry. enjoy-
ment 01mo-1(111s science courses. initial attitude and expected grade acted jointly to account
for most of the end-of-course attitude variance.

Although all sub-groups expressed favourable end-year attitudes toward the study
of :heroism , modest declines in the degree of tavourability were noted for both treatment
and sex groups during the school year.

Laboratory Skills Study

fleilde-S study was directed toward measuring attainment of laboratory skills, a
badly neglected area of evaluation in the teaching of chemistry. The study's purposes were:
I I) to identify skills that are expected learnings from high school laboratory experiments
regardless ot course: t2) to develop means of assessing both the cognitive and manipulative
skills leatncd primarily through laboratory based experience: (3) to translate this into a
multiple choice instrument that could be used nationally to compare performance in the



skills Jicis. and 14 ) to compaie with non-IAC students and boys with girls in their

achievement of 1;11,01;1101y skins.

First a grid of cognitive (Le., ,ihserving, interpreting, predicting) skills and manip-

ulative (i.e.. weighing. titrating) skills C)111111011 to the !AC, CIILM Study and Modem

thernistr) plogratimiLss was developed. A preles: and post-lest that incorporated news

belieed to measure each of these skills was developed and revised to a satisfactory level of

alidity and reliability. A teacher's guide of instrueiions fin setting up the practical stations

was designed. The instruments were given pilot runs and tested for validity (by Jury
technique). ieliabilit and discrimination characteristics (statistical treatments) as well as
for logistic problems of prepai;.stin. administration and scoring.

.!-:,.plembei at the opening of school the revised pre-test of laboratory skills was
given to abign 1.500 IAC and non-IAC students studying under three types of chemistry
teachers. I 1) all IA(' classes, combination of IAC and non-IAC classes: and (3) no
I AC ti ;sses. The results were analyzed for both treatment (IAC vs. non-IAC) and sex
thiterenees (male vs. female). Pearson correlation coefficients and analysis of variance and
covariance techniques were used.

The results indicated that there is no significant difference in laboratory skills
related to sex. The girls soiled as well as the boys. The RC students' achievement in the
laboratory skills test was significantly higher than the non-IAC students. Correlations
between the Laboratory Skills Test and tests of conceptual and factual knowledge of
chemistry such as the NSTA-ACS High School Chemistry Test or the IAC-developed concept
and fact test were low enough to indicate that the Laboratory Skills Test was in fact measur-

ing a new dimension in a student's chemical education. The students' enthusiastic reception
of the Laboratory Skills Tests was a subjective indicator that they felt that their work in

the laboratory was finally being recognized and rewarded.

In addition to extending the two research studies already reported and completing

the IAC study of students' knowledge and the factors that are predictive of student response

to independent study, some other studies that need to be initiated can be cited. It's
possible that the Likerttype attitude instruments measure only the more superficial opinion-

type attitudes. How can the deeper attitude and science values of students be assessed? How

do attitudes of teachers correlate with student attitudes? What role does self-concept play

in either teacher or student independence in teaching and in learning? How can the essence,

mystic or spirit of innovation in curriculum be effectively transferred from developers to

teachers? These are only a few of the research areas that cry out for exploration.
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES

FOR THE SCHOOLS COUNCIL INTEGRATED SCIENCE PROJECT

Willwm C Hail

introdia.tion

The Schools Council integrated Science Project is being developed in the UK for
13-lb year old pupils and leads to a double certification CAT 0 level. The first group of
students to participate in trials commenced during September, 1970. Evaluation, assess-
ment and measurement have played prominent parts in the preparing and ammending of
the scheme: this paper is restricted to a description of the development of procedures for
assessing objectives achievement by pupils_ Models used by the project are described in the
liandbooktu: the society. science and technology mode! is influenced by Layton's work(2);
and the model used for producing the list of aims has been described by Hall(3). A brief
outline of some of the decision making involved in the project can also be read14). The most
important model for the present discussion is the learning model which was inspired by
(but is by no means Identical to) the ideas suggested by Gagne). Figure 1 illustrates the
model,

recall
understanding

of concept
recall_ J understanding
recall of pattern

understanding
of concept

recall
recall

recall
recall

recall

understanding
of concept

i____understanding
of pattern

understanding
of concept

Figure 1: The SCISP Learning Model

problem-solving

The use of this model in teaching allows complete flexibility within a structured
learning framework. This is hest illustrated by stating that in the examinations, none of
the material in any of the pupils' books is tested. These books show just one way of achiev-
ing the aims of the scheme. and so long as the 75 patterns with their associated concepts
are learnt, then the student should be able to deal with the cognitive part of the assessment.
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Figute 2 shows the ongtnal list of aims. and the ways these were revised aftet the
1071 assessment.

ORIGINAL AIMS 11971) REVISED AIMS (1972 onwards)

IA To recall nd to understand that infor
maven which would enable them to take
A level Lour'sr in biology, physics,
crimi.try or physical tionce. would
enable them to follow a lob in science
or technolt..,,y, would enable them to
read popular scientific reporting and
to communicate intelligibly with Others
on scientific matters, and would enable
them to pursue science as a hobby,

1

2

Skills
tr7-3ils should be able to demonstrate their

degree of competence in.

la) recaihng and (b) understanding those
concepts which would enable them to
pursue science (courses in physics, chemis-
try, biology or physical science) to a highe:
level or as a hobby.

la) recalling and (b) understanding thoi,
Patterns which are of importance to the
scientist.

2A To understand the importance Of
Patterns to the Scientist and to use
those patterns in solving probiems (both
Lt a laboratory and of an every day
tv Pe:

3

4

Making critical appraisal of available
information, from whatever source, as an
aia to the formulation or extraction of
patterns.

using patterns and making critical appraisal
of available information in order <a) to
solve scientific problems and (b) to make
reasoned judgments.

To have the ability to organize and to
formulate ideas in order to communicate
to others, and as an aid to understanding,
critiL.I analysis. etc.

5 organizing and formulating ideas in order
to communicate them to others.

3A To understand the relationship of
science to technical, social and economic
development, and to be appreciative of
the limitations of science.

6 understanding the significance, including
the limitations, of science in relation to
technical, social and economic development.

18 To be honest in reporting scientific work. 7 being accurate in the reporting of scientific
work.

2C To be able to use resources (e.g. books,
apparatus) at 0134 disposal,

8 designing and performing simple expari-
ments, in the laboratory and aliewhere, to
solve specific problems and to show per-
severance in these and other learning
activities.

IC To work independently and as part of a
group. 9

,(..ii
PinWsWCruld:
be willing to work (a) individually and (b)
as part of a group

4B To be willing to make some decisions on
the balance of probability.

10 (a) be Scantiest about suggested patterns
Vet (b) be willing to search for and to test
for patterns.

28 To be concerned for the application of
scientific knowledge for the good of
the community.

11 be concerned for the application of
scientific knowledge within the community.

38 To have an interest in science and technology
and be willing to pursue this interest to higher
levels.

A aims. Knowledge; 8 aims: Attitudes; C aims: Skills

Figure 2: Original and modified lists of aims
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"Pi obleni soh 11111,- IN seen to he the ultimate cognitive achievement Merrifield's

applicationt61 of the structure of intellect model") toGagne's eight types of learning was

used to hNpothesiz.e seven types of SCISP problem. These are listed. (The letters in

brackets iefer to Guilford factors.)

(a) Interpretation of photographs or scientific drawings.
INS! )

ie

) Detection of -errors- in experiments.
(CMT)

) Originality. or creative ability (for example, in devizing an experiment
to test an hypothesis, or in suggesting uses for a machine).

(DMT)

) Selecting from various pieces of equipment a particular one for a job.

4 Although this can be problem solving, it is most likely that this
activity will be straightforward recall.)
(MIT)

Calculating the consequences of given information (for example, given

present day trends, predicting future events).
(OH)

(1) Giving the best interpretation to a series of facts or observations, when

a number of interpretations are possible.
(EMI)

Giving the one and only interpretation to a series of facts or
observations.
(NMI)

(Compared with Merrifield this has an additional factor, N:..)1, but does not include DFT.)

To 1971 Assessment

An attempt was made to answer eight questions as a result of the 1971 assessment:

Which aims should be assessed for GCE?

How should these aims be assessed?

3. What weightings should be given to the various aims?

4. What form should the GCE assessment take?

5. What will GCE double certification imply?

6. Is problem solving related to high scores in either verbal or non-verbal

reasoning?

7. Have pupils undergone any change in their ability to achieve aims during

their first year of SCISP?

Can different problem types be identified?



A population 111 about 900 14 ea' old students thaw') horn a wide valley' of
secondary schools in London. Birmingham and N. Ireland were taking pail to SCISP trials
and these were the pupils who were assessed after then fiist year of WISP. The matrix
%howl+ In Figure 3 summarises the procedures used and the aims which they were supposed
to assess.

ASSESSMENT
PROCEDURE

AIM (see figure 2)

I,A 2A I3A 4A 1 1 B :2B 3B X413 ISEt )8 IC 2C 3C

AII4 intelligence test J si'

SCISP paper I si

III

I %/'

SCISF paper 2

111111111111111111%/
1111111111111111

1111111111
SCISP paper 3

Teacher detailed assessment

NEER pupil opinion poll

Pupil self assessment vi IIIIIIII
Pupil interviews

Ni 11111111'J 111111
111 Vi

1111Global teacher assessment /
7 factor test

Figure 3: Summary of assessment procedures

The AH4 test measures verbal and spatial ability481. SCISP paper I contained 32
multiple choice items which tested recall and understanding of concepts and patterns, and
also pattern finding. The latter questions consisted of presenting students with data and
asking them to extract the pattern from the information given. (Sometimes there was no
pattern.) Paper 2 was the problem solving paper and consisted of all seven problem types
in multiple choice and -essay- form. Paper 3 contained questions like the following.

Question

A new factory producing an important substance and requiring a large
number of unskilled people was being planned. Unfortunately, a waste
product of the factory which was emitted from a chimney had an
unpleasant smell. Which one of the following courses of action would
you suggest? (There is no one 'correct' answer.)

A do not build the factory
B build the factory well away from any town
C build the factory close to the workers
D do not build the factory until the smell can fat eliminated.
Explain your decision.

Suggest cou 's of action other than A D which might be possible.
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QUeVlb iii

Someone who has studied no science says to you '1 know that energy
be conveyed by a flow 01 water. or of air, or of electricity. What I

can't understand is why electricity needs two wires. while water or air

weds only one pipe'.

Write several sentences explaining for him the similarities and differences

between water, air and electricity in conveying energy.

Quetta »I

A scientist says he observed that when liquid helium was poured down

the side of a beaker it ran along the bottom of the beaker, up the other
side, and out on to the btmeh!

What would you expect to happen when liquid helium is poured
into a beaker?
In what' wayts) does the explanation pattern for liquids not fit
in with the observation for helium?

3 Does this mean that the explanation pattern is no longer useful?
Explain your answer.

Teachers were given detailed notes for assessing pupils on a five point scale. (The

notes had been written after detailed meetings with teachers, and only after general agree-

ment had been reached.)

The pupil opinion pollen' purports to test five factors: science interest, social
implications, learning activities, science teachers, and school.

The detailed notes given to pupils enabled them to assess themselves on a five
point scale. For the interviews, a random selection of three separate groups, three pupils

were taken and interviewed. They were encouraged to bring exercise books with them.

These groups were chosen from each of eight English schools. For four of the schools

the process was repeated with a different judge in order to moderate the judges. When

When globally assessing. teachers were asked to give an overall percentage mark for the

groups of aims A. and C for each student.

The seven factor test was devised on the basis of examples given by Guilford from
tests which are supposed to assess each of the problem types which had been identified.
In addition to these assessment procedures, teachers were also asked to weight the thirteen
aims according to their estimate of importance: to suggest other ways of assessing aims:

to state which aims they believed could not be assessed (and why ): and to offer general

criticisms of the measnring instruments used.

The usual statistics were computed (means, s.d., frequency distribution,
reliability, facility and discrimination indices) and. in addition, a 40 x 40 correlation
matrix to help determine the validity of instruments. The seven factor test and problem

solving paper were factor analysed (principal components analysis).

As a result of these analyses. and following feedback from teachers. the follow-
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mg results were obtained:

a. The correlations between different levels of the lealmng Ineiarchy wcre
not high on average about 0.3).

b. There was also a low correlation (0 28) between problem solving and the
AH4 test.

c. Pupil self assessment generally had insignificant (0.I.; level) correlation
with other measures for the same aims.

d. Teacher assessment correlated well with other measures.

e. There were moderate (0.43) to fairly high (0m3 ) correlations between the
various factors of the Pupil Opinion Poll.

t. A and C aims (knowledge and skills) correlated highly (0.74).

g. The social implications factor of the Pupil Opinion Poll had low correlation
with other measures of this aim.

There was a highly significant difference between the means of Papers I and 2_ of
the pretest and post test populations.

The factor analysis was disappointing. The seven factor test showed expected
results. but when combined with the problem solving paper 2, clear factors did not emerge.
Questions containing significant physics content were grouped together, and most of these
were numerical. There was no distinction between multiple choice and essay questions.
Questions based on the same information provided in the stem had similar factor loadings.

As a consequence of these results, and following feedback from teachers, it was
decided to drop some of the aims, to refine others and to combine the knowledge and
skill aims (see figure 2). Certain instruments were chosen for further investigation in 1972
and others were dropped (e.g. pupils self assessment and the Pupil Opinion Poll). The
weightings for the first GCE were also proposed and the 1972 assessment used these
specifications.

1972 Assessment

The same population was used for the 1972 studies.

There were seven aspects to the 1972 assessment of pupils' achievement:

1. To refine the chosen measuring instruments following the 1971 assessment.

2. To decide how the GCE SC1SP 'A' pass and SC1SP 'B' pass should be
composed. ('A' and '8' are the two separate certifications offered by
SC1SP.)

3. To compare the distribution of 'A' and 'W passes.

4. To produce agreed norms for the internal assessment of aims.
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S. To *.onipaie SC1SP and non-SCISP pupils of the same age.

To perform an item analysis of items which were not pretested.

7. To compare an objective problem solving paper with a short answer problem
solving paper containing identical questions.

Five written papers (two multiple choice and three short answer or essay) were

administered. In addition, an alternative form of the multiple choice problem solving paper

(Paper IV) was produced which contained identical questions to those on the multiple

choice paper but instead demanded short written answers.

Specifications agreed for the GCE 0 level examination were followed and these

are shown in figure 4. The aims correspond to the modified list given in figure 1.

AIM ASSESSED TOTAL

1 2 3
a

4
b

5 6 7
a

a
b a

9
b a

10
b

11

Integrated Sown. A
Paper ciacall concept
III necall pattern

Understanding concept
Understanding palm
Pattern finding

6

"0
4

16
24

80

Paper Cognitive and
1 non-cognitive 4 8 8 20

Integrated Science B
Paper Understanding concept
IV Understanding pattern

Problem solving

4
6

31
31

Paper
V Problem - solving 12 4 4 4 24

Paper Cognitive and
II non cognitive 1 4 4 12 4 25

Teacher assournant 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 8 40

Total weightings 20 26 24 34 12 24 20 4 8 4 4 4 4 4 8 300

Figure 4: Specification for 1972 examination

Meetings were held with teachers and questionnaires completedby them to
develop a set of suggested norms for the internal assessment of aims. (Conventional
moderation was impossible: because of the large number of school eventually to be in-

volved visits by moderators was impracticable, and statistical moderation would have been

meaningless because teachers were generally assessing different aims from those evaluated

by written papers.)

The usual statistics were computed for all papers. To our surprise, nearly perfect

normal distributions were obtained for all papers except for the alternative paper IV.
Double and triple marking of essay papers showed remarkable consistancy and point
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biselial coefficients for the multiple choice items were generally in the 0.3 to 0.4 hinge,
The %alunces were identical for the two types of problem solving paper and the differences
between means highly significant, The correlation between the two papers was 0_45. On
anatsrs, it was revealed that in the short answer version pupils were also achieving aims
other than --problem solving" and were also being marked on some of these alms, with the
result that the mean for this paper was approximately one half that ioi the multiple choice
%erston.

There was a correlation of 0.4 or less for the teachers* internal assessment of aims
with aims assessed by written examination, thus indicating that teachers were assessing
different characteristics. The teachers were also asked to assess student achievement on the
written papers (before the papers were attempted!) and the correlations between estimates
and actual petfOrinances were high (above 0.7 ). The interconelation of marks for the
various aims tested in figure 2 showed significant but not high values.

A caretully selected parallel population of non-SCISP pupils was compared with
SC1SP pupils for each level of the learning model. There were significant or highly
significant differences between the means for the achievement of both populations.

A comparison of the various ways of distributing the internal assessment compon-
ent between SCISP 'A' and SCISP 'B' (to provide the double certification offered by
Integrated Science) showed that the internal assessment was best equally divided between
the two passes. It was decided to make SCISP 'A' consist of Papers Ill and 1 with internal
assessment, and SCISP 'B' consist of Papers II, IV and V with internal assessment, thus pro-

viding a crude profile of student achievement in GCE 0 level.

On the basis of the research (albeit necessarily "messy" because of its applied
nature) the first GCE examination will be taken by pupil. this summer (1973). A report
on this examination will be available from the examining board which is administering the
examination for the Project on behalf of all GCE boards1").
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PERCEPTIONS OF SCIENCE AND SCIENTISTS

BY 13,YEAR-OLD SECONDARY PUPILS

[Amalfi lintehings

introduction

Science faculties in univerSttleti in Australia, as m other countries, are finding it

mole difficult to recruit new students. How tar this may be attributed to possible shortage

of employment opportunities or to other factors is a matter of conjecture. In Britain,

11 has been postulated that an adi,erse tillage of scientists may be one factor which has c.on-

trthuted to the lack of popularity of science as a school subject (Dainton. 1%8).

The teseatch reported here for.si, part of the initial phase of a longitudinal in-

sesogation being ..ar lied Out at Oxford t is ersity Department of Educational Studies into

the tactors ni secondan school pupils in their choice of school subjects and

possible careers

-' questionnaire on attitudes to science and scientists was developed in order to

obtain a pi Milk! of how these are seen by third -year secondary school children. Com-

parisons acre made between boys and girls. science and arts specialists. and orientation of
father's occupation as measured on a scale of arts-science bias. The findings indicated that

the traditional stereotype of the scientist is changing in several important ways which may

i3e crucial to the choice of science as a subject. and that pupils understanding of the natore

of both the man and the job differs quite considerably along a number of dimensions be-

tween the various groups. The main hypothesis is that the concepts of science arta

scientists form an integral part of the framework within which this subject choice process

occurs.

Previous Research

The study attempts to differentiate between the scientist as a man and the nature

of his work. and has investigated a more diverse number of groupings than has been the

case in earlier work (Hudson, 1966). The aim is to identify individual differences between

groups in their perception of the common myth of the scientist as an eccentric out of touch

with society at large which do not, ofcourse, emerge when the sample is taken as a whole.

The 'halo effect' (Hudson. 1968). for example. can be estimated only by comparing the

judgments of interested parties (i.e. those specialists viewing the mythical attributes of

their chosen specialism with a certain defensiveness) with those of the total sample of school

children.

Selmer (1969), reporting a study of attitudes to science and scientists made by

the Association of Science Education (ASE). commented that, although comparatively

naive, the concern of a sample of 12.13 year old school children was real and that 'however

inadequate their knowledge of scientists and their work, they showed strong feelings about

what they believed scientists were doing in the world'. The present research has tended to

concentrate on the practical aspects of the job as well as the social implications of scien-
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tit'i actwity. The diddle!) prose.' to have vety definite ideas on these and on the kind oi
Person who becomes a SitentiSt How tat this image is changing. taiiiel 1man the extent to
which it cot responds it reality. May be the crucial factor as tar as the subject choice of the
mdo.idual pupils is concerned.

The Experimental Procedure

2.000 third-year secondary school pupils, from schools in England and Wales

were asked to complete a questionnane on 'science and scientists'. The results were
correlated with other information already collected in the first main field wird,: with this
sample. The tests tot this phase included:

.-l!14 group test of general intelligence exemplifying a verbal-numeocal and
a diagrammatic bias.

personality questionnaire derived from Cat tell's I 6PF.ESN

Apt' occupational interests guide.

(7)1 questionnaire plot Wing background nfnnaii,un on shift)-ecouoinic
status of the fanni toel of parents' education. parents ambitions for
children. arts-science onentanon of patents occupations. pupils'
attitudes to school and school subjects and their plans for the Jul tire
as regards higher education and careers.

The questionnaire was designed under four main headings: (i) science in school
(ii) the abilities of scientists (iii) the character of a 'scientist and (iv) the job of a scientist.
The first three were designed as a semantic differential on a four-point scale and the
fourth as eighteen true-false statements.

The results were broken down by six main variables: (i) sex (ii) scientific interest
as demonstrated by the APU Occupational interests Guide (in) interest in science as a
school subject and (iv)as a career as expressed in the attitude scale (v) subject group
determined by expressed preferences for school subjects arid (vi) orientation of father's
occupation on a scale of art-science bias. The intention was to identify those groups hold-
ing the stereotyped view of scientists, which aspects of it are peculiar to the opinions of
science specialists and which are common to all pupils.

Results

Science in School

The present data confirms that, even at 13, boys are much more favourable in
their attitude towards science at school thau arc girls. 64 percent of the boys compared
with 34 percent of the felt that they were doing well in science. The girls particularly
complained that science involved 'learning too many facts'; also science teachers were
less popular with them than other subject teachers. It is clear from Table 1. which gives
responses on a fourpoint scale to enjoyment of science lessons. that boys seem to get

gicater pleasure and satislaction frt)171 Otese lessons. It would appear too that there is

a much higher level of enjoyment in Physics and Chemistry than in Biology.
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TABLE 1 'I enjoy science lessons'

(a) II) %object preference

;

Very true

1`;

Quite true

Mathematics 11-- 39

Physic..: Chemistry 60 36

Biology 28 51

Arts. Languages 9 42

Social Studies 11 41

N = 1903 445 780

(b) by sex

47e

Very true

.
Quite true

Not really

33

3

19

40

37

548

Not at all

6

1

9

11

130

Not really Not at all

Boys 33 45 18 4

N = 1065 349 483 189 44

Girls 11 35 43 10

N = 838 96 297 359 86

The question arises whether science is more difficult for girls or as Ormerod (1971)

has suggested, the emergence of soda! .0:2,:tofs at this stage of pupils' development, is more

pronounced in the case of girls. An item in the questionnaire may throw some lien on the

first of these. It sought to discover how far boys and girls themselves felt that science was

in some way more difficult for girls, and it was possible to correlate these responses with

the results of the AH4 intelligence test over the whole range of abilities. (See figure 1)

It is clear that the majority of boys and girls felt that both sexes had equal

potentialities in science. However, at the lower end of the intelligence scale there was some

tendency for the boys to agree with the given statement. The important point is that at

this stage the pupils themselves feel that, on the whole, science is no more difficult for girls

than for boys.
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FIGURE 1 'Science is more difficult for girls than boys'
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(b) The Abilities of a Scientist

Boys

Girls

The findings of the present study indicate that there is an overall consensus on
the abilities of a scientist. A picturz emerges of the scientist as someone who is very clever.
not easily put off when things go wrong and very good at explaining things but who is not
physi..ally fit and not particularly good at languages. However. there arc a number of
striking differences between the opinions of science-biased groups. For instance, the ale
effect' was in evidence in the responses to 'uses his imagination' and lull of new ideas'.
Though both items received a very favourable response (83 percent and 94 percent respect-
i%ely i. the science specialists were between 5 and 6 percent more likely to endow the
scientist with these attributes. A rather more surprising result was that the opposite proved
to he true of the ability to speck and to be good at public speaking. In both of these cases.
the arts biased pupils tended to give responses more favourable than those of the science-
biased. It was interesting too to note that the pupils did not rate particularly highly the
scientists's aptitude for making things. This is perhaps surprising when the fictional Dr.
Who-type characters of T.V. series are always portrayed as very competent at constructing
and repairing extremely complicated pieces of machinery.
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TABLE 2 The Abilities of a Scientist

Abilities

Want to be
a scientist

T es ' No

Scientific
father

Yes

..,

No '

Scientific
interest

High
----
Low Total

Very clever 92 j 92 91 92 1 91 91 91

Able to soon b/ 69 54 65 60 97 63

Good 1/ langiiages 23 27 19 24 24 24 25

Able to add numbers 76 66 75 73 75 69 71

Neat and tidv 78 68 74 72 72 73 73

Good at oiitilii sileakiniil 35 53 29 43 37 52 44

Able to give iidins 43 44 i 42 47 61 50 44

Full of new ,doss 92 96 92 88 92 84 94

I'lvsli.ailv to 31 j 37 , 27 33 28 4C 34

Uses ilia f011agt,Idi (Ott 86 80 ,i 88 83 87 81 83

Not easov dot oil 95 91 96 93 96 90 1 93

G000 at mak me it),ng, 53 47 50 49 fl 47 54 50

Puts tits work 1,41 72 84 79 75 11 83 '78 78

Good at axr,lainwg 91 91 85 90 II 87 91 ' 91

T.ible shows the different relations existing between three pairs of arts-science
biased groups on this section.

The fact that the scientist is seen by almost all as being good at explaining thing-
may perhaps be regarded as an encouraging comment on science teachers. As Seimes (1969)
remarked of the ASE sample of school children, they preferred a teacher who make time to
explain experiments or practical work. or theory rather than one who seemed 'rushed along'

by thi, syllabus or the book.

(c ) The Character of a Scientist

This dimension in particular is the factor most generally thought to provide the
basis of the scientist myth. Selmes 11969) was left with the impression of 'the mad
scientist of horror films and comic papers', and inference drawn from the fact that 21 per-

cent of the pupils' comments suggested the image of a scientist leading a narrow devoted
life. Similarly. Ashton and Meredith 119691 commer.ing on an investigation undertaken
by the West Midlands Regional Committee of the ',SE, state that the popular image of the
scientist was of 'a drab. bespectacled. metalled figure. bending over a bunsen burner in a
back room' or of a 'dishevelled and wildly excited man dancing around, waving a test-tube
and talking to himself'. lie was also regarded. unlike the artist or social scientist. to be

quite unable to converse socially.
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FIGURE 2 The Character of a Scientist by Interest in Science
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Out tinkling. have tended to plesent mueli mote tncotnaging picture of the
scientist as a ,iinetl citicienl pet son who is mote in the centie of things than locked away

in a hack room 11e i. nor the eccenit solitat li ine devoting 'himself to his wink but

atudi mole sos.let ,ollentated, winking in a liam and dealing with the world of polities

and big. business that we have come to recognise through he media,

I fie '.1i,,ent -minded pi otessoC rs ceitainlv becoming outdated, Only IN percent

th:: ovetall descobed the scientist as %LIN of ytnte absent-minded and only 24 per-

,en.f. or those least nnetes4d in science as a suhleei Sinn1ath. aiound 50 peicem of the
sample descilhed 11101 as Vill v mg company. being a famil man and being kindlv and cheer-

till lie w.is JesJIbid as an Intel esting person and was not seen as especially dowdy

and intashionahle 14:iiile the patient of tesponses on these queAions divided by
.ffid the high degtec of consensus lie,e

id) The Sc. e,.onst .s Job

,w ta: sAhies..t sin related to caleei choice is an open question. However,
as fay as sites.; Is .olk-el tied, there is a genoal assumption that boys and girls who choose

subie, i. ;)1,,bahlv opt for a t.sateet u1 science. If this is so, the image of the
must's loll is likci tai he all Important factor ill the choices being made. Figure 3

111'1AI ales the 7`111)1, tcsphniles ok.1311 Its hi. title-lake ,:onceming the

,,Aentbt:

Meets people in his tit irk
Arrives eat lv
Gives orders
II.Aels a lot
Works alone
Works in an office
Arrives home late
Works with numbers
Works tint of doors
Finds his woik easy
Has to keep secrets
Has a dangerous job
ls given orders
Makes a lot of money
Looks after people
Does more harm than good
Slakes the world healthier
Reads a lot

FIGURE 3 The Scientist's Job

20 40 t.0 SO 100
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These findings ce, taint present a :note iavourable incline of science Lineers than
that found in the AS+ survey. in which 19 p;s:cent of the comm, ins reflected a negative

critical attitude to the work. The responses summonsed in Figure 3 give the 13-year-
olds' .iews of the job as being difficult. secret, even dangerous. involving reading and coin-
pUlanon, but responsible, well-paid and, on balance, doing more good than IlanTh

Conclusion

This paper provides data which should throw light on two important questions
related to science teaching in the schools. The first is whether 13-year-old pupils tend to
have a negative view of scientists and the work they do, and second to what extent boys
and girls differ in these attitudes.

We are entering here on an area of opinion rather than tact and conclusions based
on iesponses given by the pupils must be t;eated with some caution, Even so, the answers
suggest that 13-yearold secondary school pupils have 3 generally favourable impression of
the scientist and his work and show that this positive view is shared equally by those boys
and girls who enjoy science lessons and those who find them difficult or dull.

Further analysis 01' these profiles by the IISPQ personality variables will be carried
out. It is also intended to extend the work in 1973 in order to investigate the effect of
two years' ageing on these images. As Hudson has noted, 'the consensus about certain
figures fades over the four years between thirteen and seventeen, while with others it grows
sharper'. Many past studies have not indicated who in fact endorses the stereotyped views.
Do scientists themselves believe in the image, and if the young science specialists' view of
their subject is one peculiar to themselves, it is necessary to know how long they hold this
opinion. Do they reject the popular image. and if so. is this before or after adopting the
specialism? More specific information is needed over a larger age range. which we are hop-
ing this longitudinal study will afford.

The present paper has examined pupils who have some experience in science but
who have not yet chosen or rejected it as a subject for specialised study. By this age,
interest in science has crystallised. according to Butcher (1969). Also the third year is
the year of decision for or against science options for the majority of pupils in Britain and
it is normally only up to the end of the third year that a common science course is follow-
ed by all. The data obtained in the next phase of field work. Olen the pupils in the sample
will he 15 years old, should provide information relating to the various choices made by
the pupils. How far a change in attitude towards science and scientists by young people to-
day may be the result of a more favourable presentation of scientists by TV and other
media. or to what extent this may be ascribed to the introduction of different teaching
methods are interesting questions.

These. and no doubt others, would seem to be issues to which the information
obtained in this study may be relevant.
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PART II

TEACHING STRATEGIES, ATTITUDE AND
IP,ICIUMY MEASURES AND SURVEYS
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ASEP IN THE CLASSROOM some issues for research

.Sc w Me Kocie

I have been asked to outline some the problems associated with the use of ASEP

matenals, that might Ilse iise to educational research programmes. These problems have

been gathered !loin repot is of meetings of trials teachers, discussions with trials teachers,
observations of ASI P classes in action, and from my experience in using ASEP materials

with 6tade 8 classes.

Nian science teachets today are products of an era in education in which the
teachet's tole was to nnpart mfrination, and the student's tide to receive this information.
We left school with this view of the teaching-learning process, and idespite out pre-service

training)_ entered the profession with much the same view. Twelve years of schooling in

which we woe donnnantl teacher directed, gave us a certainty that such a teaching
,it.,t,.gy would he successful tot us also. There was no hard evidence to support this view

merely Anti empincJI observation over a twelve yea! period.

We ate now ,:onfronted with an ASEP view of science education, and the resultant
units reflecting this view, which tell us that.

a major source of learning is the activity of the child,

children learn by social interaction.

children should have considerable control over their own learning,

children should work at their own rate.

Nlan , if not most of us, are quite prepared to accept these principles per se. It is

in the classroom practice that our previous certainties are shattered_ We need hard evidence

to be convmced of the educational worth of ASEP materials. Most of us feel that ASEP

science is excellent but our uncertainties run deep.

The problems have been categorised in terms of

ti) the context in which learning takes place,

(ii) the ASEP materials themselves.

(iii ) the learner,

( iv) the teacher.

Context

The ASEP view of science education, and its implicit view of the whole junior

secondary education, as being directed towards the personal and social development of the
child. poses some interesting questions. The materials prepared by the Project seem to
h as e been written for school situations in which rank ordering and grading of students does



riot O: .:111. I he unit siiih-nue with a shoat cote followed by many optional cote deselop
mem activities. and the absence of achievement tests give support to this idea.

What influence do environmental pie:smiles have on ASEP learning.
iii terms of

Ai) demand for cont (minty in a school. as against the encomagement
of individual expression,

In) extrinsic rewards for students. as against intrinsic iewards,

rank ordering and grading of students.

What influethe does the 'climate' of the school have on ASEP learning?
Are ASEP materials equally eftectil.e in authoritative and supportrte

Is there an optimum context in which ASUP learning will flourish.'

Materials

ASI P materials Katie been liks11211ed 10 tap the interest of students. to ,ater for
(1111Cletl.'e in fit% to he teadable 1, the vast majoritt of students. to be
tented, mid To de\ clop a wide range of abilities, skills. and attitudes. Thore seem

he quite a numbei of under l ng assumptions that might be subjected to test.

What are the effects on learning of the ASEP strategy of

tapping the interest of the student.

giving students sonic choice in what the,v study.

liii) self-pacing.

t iv cluld-centied instruction. rather than teacher-controlled
nisi ruction'

Conducting an ASH' class is hard work for science teachers. What we want to
know is this is our effort to be rewarded?

What learning gains are achieved when ASEP materials are used? What
cognitive abilities are developed, attitudes implanted or changed.
manipulative skills enhanced, and interests evoked?

What learning gains result from the use of open-ended. or unstructured
activities?

One of the Project's major aims concerns the development of an understanding
ot the nature. scope. and limitations of science.

To what extent do the materials attempt to achieve these aims.'
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Hom, su,essiul are the materials in achieving these aims?

.A stimiat set of tonal-1.s might be made about "attitudes characteristic of scientific

investigations-.

Some te.khets report that ASEP mateials ale suitable for middle and low ability

students onh

Is this ill 130 SO?

01 Is such a report an indictment of the way the materials were used with
Bich abiln :lasses. rather than of the materials themselves?

ASEP matetials consist of forty amts with few essential links between units.

%%hat is the effect of sequencing units so that definite links are made use or?

What cttect on learning will a series of units have?

I he readability of materials has been a major concern of the Project. An American
readablim model has been used.

Are the materials ICJaable to the extent that the American model
indi..sates?

Most ASEP units have prepared and highly structured Record Books into which
student.write their observations and answers to questions posed in other parts of the unit
materials. These Record Books are deady very beneficial in many circumstances.

What is the effect. if any. of such a confined and definite space on the
qualit y of student responses'?

Does the use of such Record Books inhibit the tendency of students to
pursue unstructured activities?

The Project has developed an inquiry model containing a spectrum of the types
of inquiry possible. The types of inquiry depend on the amount of guidance given, rang-
ing frtm a complet ly programmed sequence to a situation in which the student is given no

help at all

To what extent have the seven inqurty types been used in the forty units?

How effective is each of the inquiry types in promoting the development
of ASEP science objectivi..s'

Already quite a number of teachers have asked whether students are likely to
become bored with a three year ASEP course of study.

IS this so!
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IN there an optimum number of ASI.P 111111N IACII111 sCtilICMC. 101 the
various ability groups.'

Our main concein with the 11131ClIals centres on then owiall ettecti+eness Is

aduemg their stated objecties. 11 b impel .111%e that all eNICI1Sre

.111011 tf the final ASEP pioduct he sonducted.

The Teacher

An .ASEPICadICI has quite a diligent tote in the classroom. He

tir the organisation of the tacilities tot learning.,
tbooks. equipment, loom )

preparing students for teaming,:
I pre-requisite background. motivation )

(n) effecting learning: guiding, advising and en:or:1130T
students as they undertake their investigations:

tit ) 0;3111A mg the effectiveness of lemming.

s responsible

Such a role takes the ASEP teacher out of the lime-light, out of the centre of the
stage. Teachers sometum.ss find it difficult to relinquish the 111111arIVC, passing on to students
mole 01 the responsibihi) fol

Is such a role change a leaf problem fot science teachers? To what
kind of science teacher? How can this difficult) be minimised or
removed'?

Does such a tole change reduce job satisfaction'?

flow does an ASEP teacher spend his time in class?

Since the role of the ASLP teacher is different. it may Le that a successful ASEP
teacher differs from a successful traditional teacher.

How can we identity a successful ASEP teacher'?

What attitudes and other personality components characterise a
successful ASEP teacher?

[sing eight ASEP unit' for a one year science cow se with a class presents a teacher
with an incredible burden of reading preparation. Each unit averages about 100 pages. A
teacher using ASEP materials with Grade S. Q. 10 classes faces the prospect of reading
2.400 pages of student text just to become familiar with them.

How is it possible for teachers to become so familiar with 2.400
pages of ASEP material, that they can promote effective leaining
in the classroom?
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Mani, tcacheis lime used ASI P materials exptess unceitainty as to the qualv
its and quantity Ott the !eat mng that occuts in the course of a WM.

ihnt c.,n such fedi:hi:IN be convinced of the effectiveness of learning

hen \SF P inatelials are used.'

The Learners

ASLP materials haw been designed to lake account of the wide variation in

abilities and interests and needs -of students. I have referred elsewhere to a number of
studies winch might be conducted, cent t eine, on how effective the materials are in catering

rot nidmdual differences between students.

Manv students when asked at the eompletion of a unit what they now know. that

totP,IY they did not. respond w:th some difficulty, Some even maintain that they know

nothing mote.

How can we promote in students, the realisation of what changes they

!e undergone, in the couise of a Unit?

Do students realise the intent ill the activities they undertake?

What et feet on learning and motivation does the regular marking/
correcting of Record Books have?

Most ASLP materials have been written at a reading level two Grades below its

intended usets.

What effect does this low reading 1,,1 have on the learning and
motivation of high ability students?

Most students seem to cope quite well in ASEr classes. Only the very dull and the

very dispirited I through years of failure k students seem to achieve nothing.

Is this in fact so?

The Piagetian stages of intellectual development were undoubtedly useful to the

Project writers in the development of the materials.

What use should teachers make of this concept?

How arc ieachers going to be able to determine the stage of development

of their students?

The unit MALES AND FEMALES has been designed for 12 year old students.
The core of the unit is so frank that it will invoke controversy wherever the unit is used.

k the unit really suitable for Grade 7 or 8 students'?
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ASLP materials Late,' lot high ability students in two a N.

li ) by providing a large numbe! ,of Options.

In) by the inclusion of unstructured ak:milles at the end of Options

What is the pattein of ptefetence among, high ability students? Do they
prefer to do mote Options, of do they tesealch more deeply into an
Option?

ASH' matelials normally contain at least one diagnostic test at the end of the Core.
No achioement its have been written indeed one gains the impression that the Project
:Lift ,-onsidei the summarise es,4111ail011 of students tot the assignment of glades to be con-
1141 to their slew of scielice education.

In is pical unit students in a class teas complete lrom one to six Options m the

What techniques might be employed in stimulative testing to allow rot
the variation in numbers of Options completed by students?

What ef fect does testing in order to assign grades have on the students'
approach to learning, and on the learning that occurs?

Conclusion

it scents to me that science education in this nation will reflect the influence of
ASFP for sonic. considerable time. It may be that the Project's influence will be felt in many
other subjects in the secondary school as well.

Whatever the case there is an urgent need for research into the learning that occurs
to ASEP classrooms. We need hard evidence to support the widely held view of science
teachers that ASEP materials and the ASH' view of science education represent a large
step forward in seLondary science education.
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TEACHER VALUES AND THEIR ASSOCIATION WITH

TEACHING STRATEGIES IN A.S.E.P. CLASSES

(I.V Power and R.P Miter

the last timer) years have been characterised by a great deal of interest in the
teaclung.learnmg process and many researchers have directed their attention to the class-

room to study what goes on. and what is happening to pupils. The increased research
activity has been reviewed by several writers te.g. Flanders and Simon. 1qb9; Nuthall,
l'1k`t. and Rosenshine and Furst. 1471) and rect.11y a special issue of the hiternational
Rerreie hinearrim (Vol. N. No. 4.1972) was devoted to works dealing with the class-
room behavioui or teachers. But even though there has been a great deal of study of
teaching %turn.' WTIWIN believe that there is little "pay-iffr for practice. Heath and Nielson
t!'113). bir example. paint a very gloomy picture of the value of. and benefits to be gained
tiom the lesealchers on teaching. While it is the case that there are some difficulties and
deficiencies in some studies, it is not the case, we believe, that the research has been of no
value. For example, research on classroom procedures has produced a greater knowledge

of what is happening in lessons. Also, research workers have developed and foster-
ed .t oc.th111.11, which can he used to describe and categorize classroom activities (and
hopefully give teachers greater control over U11.11 they do). Furthermore. the research on
icachuig has stimulated illthAdthlits such as micro-teaching and mini-courses.

Be that as it may there are several criticisms of the previous research which cannot
be ignored. For example. there is the failure to relate the criterion measures to the content
coered in lessons and to the purposes of each lesson (Cohen, 1072: Rosenshine and Furst,
)t17 ). In many studies standardised tests have been used as the !1:erion measures. Where-

as these instruments do measure some of the outcomes of instruction it is not usually the
case that they are the most valid instruments for studies. especially short term ones, which

attempt to examine the association between classroom activities related to specific content
and pupil growth. A more appropriate procedure in research is. according to some critics,

to limit the nature of some studies of teaching to the examination of the effects of teaching
strategies for specific curricular or specific curriculum units. The criterion tests would be
limited to the material covered in the curriculum units or in the actual lessons. Some recent
studiest Hughes. 1i)73) have taken great care to develop valid criterion Tests and in two major

projects* in Brisbane pre and post-tests are based on the material covered in class.

These last mentioned projects are designed to study the effect of various teaching
strategies in lessons where the pupils arc following curriculum units prepared by the
Australian Science Education Project. In one study a highly structured unit. "Light
Forms Images ". was used in the experimental classes, and pre and post-tests were designed

to measure pupil's level of mastery of the material in the core section of the unit. This
study was also designed to take account of the influence of teachers' beliefs about education.

That teachers' beliefs about teaching and/or particular curricular innovations can

1 hese pi-4),es ts he peen funded h3 the Australian Advisor) Committee fin Research and Deselop-
ment duc.stton



alle:1 that 11.11111e ot instinction w1th the ..uniculuin is genetall accepted. 1-1110iiiinaiel
fvw Niudle take .1 chin! tit the inidif mg ellect of the leacher's %allies. (set iamb, .

thine is .1 need. as a number of vv liters le.g. Crobinan. 1908 ) point out 1 lake acciiiiin of
these helicts in evaluation bit curricula and in studies on the el fecrs strategies of teaching.
lilts point .1t %iew is associated vvitli .1114,111ln, nallid?, the expressed need to take 1,11,
aLcotnit the siifects of person 11111et1I inteld..-nons 01111111111s. a Incvcillellt ill

1909. Power- 19"i Hot)) mdicates. quite cogent). that the detei-
nimants of behaviour need i0 be sought mole often in the characteristics of the im on-

mental contem and in the int.-IA.1ton of these characteristics with itidivIdual trails and
abilities lie stresses, 100, that social lices and envIroninent al contexts may in certain in-
stances he 11111 ,,,,,whlt 1 mmldm mduah Ilan In Nome cases these cillitem ins have such an
v.:intense impact that m.11\1.1,1,11 hchaviinli an hilly he lulls understood when then cited
is c.-11.1.1.-,ed Resinii ,');.cu i 11 -:111,IN menet! along NU:111U Ilne

the Brisbane Studies

.Zidiated si1101:, time 1311\1%111C studies attempt to take ainong tnnel
'!.11):. Ica,hcIN 11.11d. and of the Jinlal iinllen) .0\ elid 111 lessons.
I he mai! Ihe ptoi:;1. v%,.1c 1 e\amine the el ec IS 01 reaclunit strategies in various

includine taue.ht h1 epenenced teachers I his report deals
sf tidies namely the assodation lids:141N' 1:11110%

al;LI It'a,!1111.1: stiategies. omits -9 other aspects 01 the leseal Liles appear elsewhere (e.g.
11..,hc: and P\\ 19'3 ) and a detailed report ot a completed protect is available twin the
.1 . t'ii is appropriate to describe some in the procedures tllowed helore

ussin:. iii somewhat to ricr detail the findings which relate to values and teaching

lnrttally a I ea,:her opinions Seale (based on the A.S.L.P. Opinions Scale) and a
i ea..hing Pra,nces Quo,nonnane were administered to a iepresentative selection of science
leachers 4N = CIN), diploma in education students (N = 73) and A.S.L.P. statfIN = 1(1). The
data .',tamed were analysed by using a principal components factor analysis. Vanilla,.

les weie obtained for all peisons and ten factors extracted in the analysis. The varimax
.,.ues welt: used in an Hierarchical Grouping Analysis IH Croup) Weidman. 1967) to
establish dusters of indn.iduals and a Multiple Discriminant Analysis was employed to
determine the manner in which the dusters established by II Croup actually differed front
each tithe!. The chara.:teristics of the clusters are described more fully elsewhere (Tisher
And , 19 73). Twenty-one persons, i.e. science teachers = 6) and diplomates (N
15). representative in the clusters were then selected at; the teachers to be used in the study.
These twerii -one teachers based five lessons on the material in A.S.F.P. unit tight Forms
Images. and three of the lessons \vete video recorded by the research team. The experienced
teachers remained with their usual glade 9 class and used the A.S.E.P. unit during June
1972. The Dtp.fth. each remained with ten to twelve randomly selected grade 9 pupils
%ht) were iii their assigned praL th:e teadmig classes. They used the A.S.1...P. materials dur-
nig their second practice period in September 1972. A prc.tcst (readiness test ) was
adinnustered before teaching on the unit began and the post-tests were administered during
!fie simh lesson. One in the post-tests was the Classroom Activities Questionnaire (Steele.

and Kerins. I971) %,k Inch is designed to measure pupils' perceptions of the learning
emnownent. One was an Attitude to Science Scale and another. the Linerion achievement
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The video-tapes wete analysed using a classroom behaviout coding scheme design.
ed especially for this study. Twenty-eight of the categories are listed in Table 2. The
scheme provides data on the number of tunes certain persons and materials acted as the
source Of interactions, the frequency with which certain interaction occurred (e.g. pupil
to pupil. pupil to teacher), and the frequency of types of behaviour te,g, factstating. de
scribing, etc.), Some categories are not listed in Table 2 as the interaetions they measured
were not significantly associated with any teacher values.

The data from the Classroom Activities Questionnaire was subjected to factor
analysis and afro varimax rotation eight factors were extracted. These component, account-
ed for 55'; of the variance. The mules which were given to the components appeal in
Table I. l)e!atleol delmitions of the various categories am" given in the detailed report of
the study. llowevet, the descriptions which follow will indicate the meanings attached to
a number of these categories.

Correlations were calculated between the teachers varimax scores on the factors
obtained tioni the analysis of the Pri:Aices Questionnaire and Opinions Scale and

tat classroom process measures and

th) emotion atttude and achievement measures.

The classroom process measures included the mean scores (from the three videotaped
lessons) for the interaction measures shown in Table 2 and the class mean scores on the
eight factors extracted in the component analysis of the Classroom Activities Questionnaire.
The criterion measures were the class means and standard deviations on the achievement
post-test and the attitude posttest. The results of the calculations arc shown in Tables 1
and 2.

Discussion of Results

The data in Table I indicate that there are some associations between teachers'
values and pupils perceptions of the learning environment. For example, teachers who be-
lieve that science courses should be "wide ranging" including a great deal and variety of
scientific information and information from the social sciences (i.e. teachers with a
breadth orientation") tend to have classes where the pupils perceive the learning environ-
ment as one which devalues rote memorization, and expects pupils to go beyond the
information given. In these classes. as might be expected, pupils do not perform as well on
a specific, curriculum unit-related achievement test as do pupils whose teacher emphasize
and restrict their discussions to specific items of subject matter. Also, those teachers who
value divergence (unstructured) within lessons. and who encourage original ideas and use a

variety of sources for information tend to hav, classes where the pupils perceive the learn-
ing environment as one which values ideas more than grades, fosters invention and dis:overy
(independent inquiry ), devalues memorization (clamming) and where the teacher does not
dominate discussions.

A more complete description of science classes can be obtained by combining the
data in Tables I and 2. It is appropriate tr note that only the statistically significant
correlations arc reported in these tables and That the information applies to classes when



ihiN use the =t SIP insitenals How evel the experimental leachetS %vile toPfeNenume
tv pes of lesi.heis with dit tenni., educational values and the A.:,.1'.P Illaten.ds ate a IN he 01

piogiamme. Consequenth the desctiptions may be taken as Int114::1111N 01 the
iange sold N Sne IN winch could exist in Blisbane's metropolitan school . Ntit they to adopt

S I P. matenals X11 another sumlai self-paced science conise.

Some of OW Ittlitplet.111011s ill the data are as tolltAs.

reachets who value an exl.)enmenial, piohlem-cenned approach to science teaching
and who believe in gioupwoik tend to have classes in winch

(a) reading Is a pievalent activitv pupils fiequenti consult and 01 mieiact with
curiiculuin matelials and des, iption and discAssions ficul tics not
ftequent activities; and

tb ) pupils pcicew e the Icalning env nonment one Vi inch penntis gicat dial
ot pal ticipation and involvement and ,shine plem.sin l.1110:% ANL. 101

hets who plate hill: value on an undeistanding of the nature iii intei-pelsonal
ielationships in Llasse. and who beheve that school ,....0iitses should consB1 of the

ratitei than integiated ss.len,c, tend to nac ,lasses m wlihli pupils pct
s.eive the learning envin.nment as one V0.1111 SetittlieS thelll to se115i1 tot 11111111i-
.111011N, trends and consequences in the material presented

Iea1/4.hems who place sin emphasts on rules to guide pupils conducts and who belies e
the\ should discipline ,ind control and make effective use of pumshtnent tend to
have classes in winch

(a I iclativelv few questions. and particularly follow up questions, are asked;
discussion seems to centre around the giving of directions with less frequent
dissemiwtion of Into! 111.1 on, the teacher most frNuently inmates Inter-
action, with ii,,vidual pupils although pupil gioups rather than the IC:111CT
are the rrajor source of interactions: and

tb ) pupils perceive the learning environment sr. one which requires them fre-
quently to explain, summarise and restate ideas in their own words.

Teachers who believe that there is a fundamental core of knowledge which all
pupils should possess and that science courses should convey the structure of
sciences to pupils tend to have classes in which

I a ) criticism. description, find" question-answer Intel-At:lions and teacher use of
and interacti.,n with lesco 1 materials arc frequent activities while reading.
the giving of directlims and observation by the teacher are not, and

) pupils Vary greatly in their attitude to science and perceive the learning
ensironment as one which places little emphasis on (and consequently in-
t icquentl. lequnes them to engage in ) analysis, logical reasoning. recall,
icLognitii n. applicathm and extrapolation.
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r 0.37,

r 0.50.

significant at the 0.05 level
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Note K in parenthesis indicates the reverse the [actor, thus factor IV could be more

accuratel it somewhat clumsily. designated as "De-cramming.. .



eadICIN Atli) believe that pupils gain Mlle ti"m 11111112. "1" 1hen "" "e`ug-
-mons and that lectures and demohst:anons should rake pieced:11;e over pupils'
laboratory work tend to base classes in which

a ) there aie frequently p'iind of matmiry or task niches int .111Niiio,..ind
more frequent discuss:on purposes. and

lb) pupils perceive the lex ning environment aS one which iequii es explanations.
summaries and statements of ideas in then own words.

Teachers who value intrinsic motivation and do not believe in the use of extrinsic
rewards tot pupil accomplishments or excessive question answer interchanges
lend to have classes in which pupils are often the initiators of interactions but
pupil pupil interactions are infrequent, as are discussions of difficulties.

Teachers who value the subject matter of the separate sciences tend to have classes
in which

(a) the teacher is frequently the "target of interactions, factual content is
often discussed but reading is a rare activity, and

(b) there is considerable variation among the pupils in their attitude to science.

8. Teachers who believe that they should be the major disseminators of scientific
information and assessors of the accuracy of pupils' understandings tend to have
classes in which

(a) groups rather than the teacher arc the most frequent initiators of inter-
actions, periods of inactivity and task-irrelevant activities frequently occur.
observation is a prevalent behaviour whereas explanation is not, and

(b) pupils perceive the learning environment as one which makes frequent
judgments about them and rarely contains humour, e.g. laughing and joking.

Teachers who believe science courses should be such that pupils are encouraged to
use their own ideas. and who do not believe curriculum materials are the only
sources of information, rend to have classes in which

la) p:aise and encouragement are frequently given but writing is a rare activity,
and

if)) pupils perceive the learning environment as one which places little emphasis
on nierori?anon t an grades, but encourages independent exploration and

discovery and values pupils' ideas.
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TABLE 2 (PART A)

Classroom Interaction Measure vs Teachers Values

(for 21 classes)
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5. 'Material: (NI las target 40

b. P - \1 interaction 37

7. P T interaction

8. P --. P interaction 46

9. T -- NI interaction 39

10. T -, P interaction 41

11. No (0) activity 45 53 41

12_ Questioning 4Q ) -43

13. Follow up Q -59

14. Information Giving -37

Note r > 0.37. significant at the 0.05 level.

r -> 0.50. significant at the 0.01 level.
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TABLE 2 WART El)

Classroom Interaction Measure vs Teachers Values

(for 21 classes)
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lb- Writing -60
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20. Fact stating 47

1. Describing 2 -54 38 4'

22. Interpreting

_ . Explaining -41

N. Purposes 39

25. Difficulties -47 -41

26. Not hing;Task 41 43 67

Irrelevant

27. + ve Affect 37

:S. - N,e Aftest 43
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lea,-heiN N111,, hehese that silence courses should be "wide ranging- combing
nuns scienntic idt%iN as well as relevant findings from the behavioural sciences

tend to haw classes In which

.+ IhOit task-irielvant activities and description often
th:i11 wheieas question-answer interactions do not, and,

01 pupils perceive the learning environment as one which places little emphasis

on n-tinortiation or on grades, contains little talk by the teacher, but
which encourages them to draw implications and search for consequences

and trends.

Concluding Comment

The research described here is part of a larger study on the effects of strategies

of teaching m S.F.P. classes. In one sense the preceding discussion is incomplete for it

must he related ro other findings in the large project. Nevertheless, the details discussed

here pros ide much information on the teaching-learning process, and, in particular, on the
perception pupils have of their learning environments. It is left to readers to draw what
niiplications theN wish from the data we prefer to be cautious and non-committal.

'e believe that many more studies, similar to this one, are required for they. and

other researches on teaching, can provide the data we need on the elket teaching has on
pupils' development, e.g., pupils' achievement, In order to discover what teaching strategies

influence learning it is necessary to study classroom procedures and their effects. It is

not sufficient to infer teaching strategies front learning theories. This project is a con-

tribution to the large task of providing information on effective classroom procedures and of
developing our understanding of the teaching-learning process.
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COMPUTERISED AUSUBEL SUPPORT FOR AUSUBE I'S THEORY

FROM COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDIES

)L'o's!

Introduction

Ina post ilok: _MAN at. of wine sixty studies of achievement predictors in senior
secondary of early undergraduate sciences, Novak. Ring and Tamil' conclude that

genetal general scholastic aptitudes interests, personality
factors. biodate and possibly other variables alone or combined together
acomm Ini no more than 50' of the variance regarding academic

achievement It seems highly probably that prior knowledge will account
lot the maioi poiii >>n ot the remaining 50`.; 2' Novak et al. 10)7 I ) p.509.

It the relani.e site ot the effect of pilot knowledge on subsequent cognitive learning in
s.tence is am,wheie near that suggested by Novak et al. then an understanding of the role
that print knowledge plays in learning should he a major interest of educational researchers

and should haw er% important implications for the piactice of science education.

the desire toe a theotetical base to underod the relationship between the learn-
er's existing knowledge and his subsequent learning has led some science educators (e.g.
Novak 41971), Kuhn 1'172.0 to see Ausubel's subsumption theory as providing such a
base. Ausuhel's theory has consideiable intuitive appeal but it has not, as yet, been ,:oin-

pletely supported by enipitical evidence.

Th.! iesearch relating to Ausuhel's theory has tended to concentrate on his advance
organizer notion. The results from this research has produced contradictions and conflict-

ing tesults, but nit ist of the appatent contradictions can be shown to be consistent with
Au.uhers theory (West and Fensham in press). Very few attempts have been made to test
empirically- his more basic postulate that meaningful learning occurs when the learning can
be telated in a 'non-arbitrary and substantive' fashion to the learner's existing knowledge
(cognitive structure).

Novak et al 1 1971 ) in a post hoe analysis of a large number of empirical studies
demonstrated that the results could be interpreted in terms of Ausubel's theory, but this
is not, as they point out. an adequate test ot' the theory.

Studies by Ring and Novak (1971). Kahle (1971) and Shovetson (1972) probably
exhaust the field of studies that have produced support for Ausubel's theory of ,ubsumption

under prioi knowledge.

I n the absence of fiat het expel imental evidence. one can turn to alternative
methods ot them y testing. In recent years. physical scientists have created simplified models
of complex s% stems in order to devylop or test theories. The use of computed simulation

models has p1.1 ed .1 maror tole in this technique. It is difficult to know how to assess The

andity a fti,t based on a plograni which simulates a human cognitive process. It is
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soggested th 1 19t0)) that a program that simulates human teaming ht.hav rot re-
presents an act-LTA/hie then it human learnmg. >n acceptable tireorx is 11* )1 a ite.CCNN11

this paper slid] acceptable theory obtained It' in computer srmulation ot
ow and meaningful leatning is shown to he similar to the independentlx pioposed theory

s,l Ausub,c1 winch is not based on compute] omulauon. tin tact, Au.uhei iejects the poss-
Onlitx of computer models pioxrding support 1tii his ihtorx .Ausubel 19ts) p.1221. 1

belicw that this 'triangulatton' ro them let protales support the pioposition that
Ausubel's thetit represents the pi trcess of meaningful leatning in humans. The piogiams to
he discussed in this paper ate' The Teachable Language ('omprehender (TLC) developed
hs Quinton 41060) which is designed to he capable of being taught to comprehend English
text. This program represents a theory of meaningful seam] learning.

t'he Flementary Perceiver and Memoriser (EPAM ) dt.YeloptA by Feigenbaum 11'463 ) which
is designed to learn lists of parted nonsense symbols. This program represents a theoix of
t.)te verbal learning.

Computer programs are precise. A theory based on a program will he a very- de-
tailed theorx .A psychological theirs (such as that of Ausubel) will not be as detailed. In

))mparing TIC and ITA11 to Ausubel's iheors . the comparison will he made at the level
I detail spec ified in Ausubch the 'n'. The further detail in the them), derived from the

programs. (which represent an accepts le theory of the precise processes involved m that
particular type of learning) will not be discussed in this paper. It is of interest to observe
that Collins and Quilhon 41 %9) have produced evidence, from experiments with human
subjects, that supports the det.oled theorx of memory structure derived from the TLC
pr og rani .

TLC and Auslibers theory of meaningful learning

Comparision between TLC and Ausubel's theory will be made under four
headings:

(a) structure of the memory

(b) subsuming new learning

(c) an appropriate cognitive structure

(d) obliterative subsumption

(a) Structure of the memory

TLC has a N-dimensional hierarchical network memory, which contains 'units'
and 'properties'. A unit represents a concept that TLC understands. Incorporated in each
unit is a link to (a) its superset unit (more general concept) and (I) ) at least one modifying
propertx . A property is an attribute value pair such as colour : red but can also be a pre-
position object pair such as up : hill or a verb object pair such as paints : pictures. The
attribute and value are also linked to other units. Thus a concept is always represented by

1 ) Its superset of which it is a specific instance and (2) its properties stating how that
superset must be modified to constitute that particular concept.

Ausubel's view t if cognitive structure is that it is hierarchical it nature with con-
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, e'iN1, it nicietstands in the text It ilxk' this xe%:11011 1.4 menioo (cognitive

st;11,.tuie make intetetkes about the meaning ot the usxt. It may find. tot example.

1;N 14.1%1,U k. niteise, non, ot the \InteINO Ili the word, In the text that it

,ndei stands II 11%1 \\ %Ill\ to 11114,s1 meaning 111 the too IhrN netwoik enables

11 to .1,at, a 11.pieentat Ion 01 the input -text vvMill t' much richei and less ambiguous

than the iniat 1,-At itselt And ix ca illt1111\ 11111,1011Mt:iled Nirthlute itli the various
the text !Inked in A.1:% Inenliit it tat:IN about

the w ,.rld

1,i ties: 11110 the 7el,itlttn ,tl Iies IL'.1111111g tti i\ISiltig know-

i:arning the must he 11011-a16111.11 and -NlibNiallMe'..

;hk 1011Ni\ 1\110\didge InIelnallie and

daric a:3,1 the ,;ihstaittike.hes. assimilates the substan4.:e of the idea Litho

axed In es1'1t.s,1: them I hese ale also lilt! results Of 11.Cs method

1% lit ise : :tenoik intetse,tions enal)les tilt' undeistanding of

s: I t',: .: ,x11 1 Ili \ IN\ the ,teatiott new mitts, Pie item ot

the of the text faille' than the mtemalmation of the

I.:1 An woronnate cognitive structure

IIN xt.',11,11 lof applopriate leptesentatton of a piece 01 text, 111d'y mid

:))''It t hail Ili: ,11:11 sit liCitit C. Ali example 01 this is f,'IVen by Quillion.

I !It' 10,1 he Is Jlint xliti% it, the leaLliet". TLC has a unit tepresenting

John with an ptopetiv 'pliottn subjects'. It also has a unit tor IC:it:110N

V1/41111 .t11 pl,pert). loaelt iii its seaich TLC will find intersections of

eat it ot tile supet set ,:ltains at John. subjects, teacher and children at the concept

'person lints there will Nil tit lehtlonships between ii.e. cognitive structures relat-

mg i John and tea, her. winch 1-1.1' could ttse is) inter the meaning of the text. Clearly, the

choice of an inappropriate one, will lead to Li misinterpretation and the creation in memory

tat a 1111s:4 ilk Ci) 1 It ill 101 this pal neular me ining tit 'shoot.. TLC includes tests (called 'form

tests") w firth can he used to cheek the appropirateness of a particular candida. cognitive

structure. A. one would expect with the comprehension iii text. them. form tests

ate based on simple s titatic feasibility.

Ausithei also considets the possibility of the use 01 inappropriate cognitive

structures Pan of the tole of ad.ance organiters is to alert the learner to the most an- fo-

p! tale coglinie snuctute to he used ti subsume the new learning. At the last A.S.F.R.A.

contetence. FoliNhani 11972) proposed that the use of less relevant cognitive sti tic tures may

lead to misconceptions being formed and Ausuhel has agreed that this is predictable from

his ihowt owninunkAnim to I- ensiuna



It toxin tests .11e not eiltit1siteli1 1,1 Ausubers alliance otgamieis, but they
May an opus akin role. foi I I C. Num tests ellStile that the p1 ogiant uses the most
apploptiate ..ogintive NMI:WIC tot ImplchenNion In Ansubelidance gslinie , en
sine that the learner uses the most appliTilate cogntme stiucture for incaning,ful Iealrung.

Obliterative stibsumprioli

11 Cs progiess at this stage has been to comprehend a lathy liilliicd hinge
simple phrases and sentenees. It i, is to proceed fuithei, it Atli need a %Va* tai keeping its
memory within hunts. ()talon recognises this ploblem and suggests a solution

TLC also makes no effort to get ild of most of the new units
cleated during comprehension tot text. Such new units ieptesent
known olncepts plus things said about in in
and any odequate learning mechamsm must foisel such specific
instances, while exit acting any Impintant genewhiations tiom
them and adding these to the mole genetal concepts lett in the
moinoly Some method of acIne%me su,:h geneialization and tor,
g.l I line must probably be programmed bef,ue a significant annIunt
ot inemot ;An acluall be built tip by leading text.'' p.47,

Quillion i. proposing that I IC needs i,I use what Ausubel has ..,'.led oblitetative sub-
sampuon On this issue ILA' tails lot d model of Ausubers the,uy hut it is sigmfic-
ant that Quillion sinluld consider the process of obinelanve sub,sumption as the duection
Ito w hit h TIC must deelop in order to expand its capabilities.

ill, EPAM and Ausubers theory of rote learning

Ausuhel views rote learning as the opposite to meaningful leaining,. Throughout
the description of his theory Ausuhel highlights the difference between rote and meaning-
tul learning. -Thus he suggests that totely learned material is related in an ARBITRARY
and VERBATIM fashion to cognitive structure in comparison to the NON-ARBITRARY
and Si 'BSTANTIV E fashion that he propose, for meaningful learning. As a consequence
ot this. Ausubel postulates for rote learning. unlike meaningful learning, that anchorage is
not achieved. that variables such as frequence and reinforcement are important for learn-
ing and that interference on the basis of inter-list and intra-list similarity and stimulus and
response generalization are important variables for retention. 1 Ausuhel ( 1968 ) p.1 10).

The correctness of this 1 heory' of rote learning is important in Ausubers argued
development of his theory of meaningful learning. For instance. on a number of occasions
he explains obstacles to the development of his theory by the rote : meaningful comparison
e.g. Ausubel (1968) p.115. 'Alternative theories of retention and forgetting' 1.

"'AM has two learning processes. one to construct the image! which form parts
of its network memory. the other to build these images into the growing net.

The image building process copies a part of the stimulus symbol so that it is
distinguishable from the other images. This will usually he less than (and never more than
the VI- R BAT IM stimulus symbol.
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he images ale built into .1 di., intimation net {memory ) by the discrimination

leaming piocess. The net is not oig..imzed in .my tit Inetaichical sense but simply on

the baNi, pit %hat is Nutistient tot thNoimmanon at that pat wails, you i in its learning,

thus the ielationship bet een pails .)1 the net {i.e_ cognitive structure) is completely

i1i1311RAR1

1 hese mo leartmug pito:esse. ale equivalent to Ausubers proposition that rote

le-toting inNobes an at bilLII and verbatim relationship between new learning and cognitive

situcture It is tascmating that the effects of Intel- and mita-list similarity: of stimulus

and tespnse g',.neralizaiwn . and of familiarization and meaningfulness on learning and
ten:11110n in 1 l'AM and PAM- III haw been shown to agree quantitatively as well as

qualitatel the data twin identical experiments with humans {Simon and Feigenbaum
i 1%4».

IN' Concluding Comments

I be cential argument presented in this paper is.

that there exist computet simulation models of rote and meaningful learning
which represent acceptabie theories of these cognitive processes.

that theme theistic. ate ery Ausuhel's proposed theories of the same

cognitive processes.

3 that as a result, these computer simulation models support the proposition
that Ausubel's theory represents the processes involved in rote and meaningful

learning in humans.

The concept of computer simulation models raises a number of interesting ideas

that have only been briefly mentioned in this paper.

One is the use of computer simulation models to propose detailed theories of
cogmtive processes: Feigenbaum { 1964) has proposed a detailed 'Information Processing
Theory of Memory' based on HAM. lie proposes a three level theory of memory:

An immediate Memory of very small size, in which information
is stated for very brief intervals, which acts as a buffer storage
to decouple the input {peripheral encoding) processes from the
central processes and as a temporary storage for central pro-
cessing.

An Acwnsition Memory, a working memory with the structure
of the EPAM discrimination net, in which discrimination learning
takes place and in which the internal representations of stimulus

objects are built.

3. A Permanent Storage in which the internal representations are
and stored for long term retrieval,

Fiegenbaum (1964) p.14
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1 -IE MEASUREMENT OF A SCIENTIFIC ATTITUDE-CURIOSITY

R.B. Flegg and HAM!.

Educatois have include the deelopment of scientific attitudes as an inn of

tea,Inng for man% years. The winings of trims t 1932). Noll (1`)35 j, 'kiss (1958)

and toilette I 1'473 ) ate this tact Motu); that time. however. :i.ssessinent of

accomplishment of this aim has been generally omitted in the e%aluation of student plogiess.

Dui Lolly iii mea.liement has been at least one fakffoi iesponsible fill this omission. io-

,iesi.o4!tip,sssole now hen% cited on tliti classroom leacher to take the aim seriously,
11972, p :21') has mdik..ifed that the assessment of attitudes has been pal t of the

:su examinan.n. whkch will emoge as a tesuh of the Nuffield Secondary Science

1)1,1e. .111d 114,2 Sc hook (ouncil Imeinated Science Pt oiect in England. in New South

U.11.-sk;iesoci lothei to Is to be plac,.'d upon the Tea,:he! in the ;miter of
A..0.,m;n1 And lb; Ne,:on,Lit. Schools Board 11972)11as pioposcd that an attitude dimen-

sion Inake it , of thi n1.111. loi the subject Science In the awaid old School
piste is an silent need !oi clearei definition of objectn.es, and for tests to

assi.1 OIL. in ht. task

In IA Hung, such as kited ahoe has geneially been included as one

,lea Table ,.:mufti. attitude. 1 he present paper teputs piogt:ss in an in..estiganon
NOlhli seek. tr. make a ckkniffbution to meeting the need tail measming insunments in

relation io the 1.1Cntifil.. attitude

Proious attempts to measure curiosity

ApatI from sonie eat her work by Berly ne 11960 ) most of the ieported investig-

,I1Ons ,l'exploratoty behx. tour involving human subjects date from the beginning of the
1960 s Pielstick and Wok: hull (1964) and Peterson and Lowery 41968) used observations

ot childrens e\ploration of objects in a specially arranged environment e.g. a waiting

room, to measure kAnlosity.

Maw and Maw (1961) used a complex piocedure involving peel. teacher and self

ratings 14, establish criterion groups of high and low curiosity for subsequent investig-

ations of the relationships of curiosity to certain other variables.

Methods which would be more easily employed by the classroom teacher were

adopted by Penny and McCann (1964), Jenkins (1969) and Campbell 1971 ). Each of

these used scales involving opinion statements though none of the instruments was of the

generally accepted types of attitude scales.

As first stage in !;i: present investigation it was decided to develop an idea put

forward at an earlier date by Hukins (1963). This used Berlynes concept of epistemic
curiosity. Berlyne (1960. p.274) described this as "the brand of arousal that motivates

the quest for knowledge and is relieved when knowledge is procured". This appears to be

related to the "thirst for new knowledge" of the cluster 5 obtained by Cohen (1971,

p.141) in his analysis of the components of the scientific attitude.



An approach to the measurement of this kind of curiosity might be to produce
a scale ielatmg to the person's attitude to the seeking of knowledge.

Procedure

A Likert type scale was produced ig to the method outlined by Edwards
41957). The Liken scale was selected because it is tegaided by some authors, e.g. Liandis
11971. p.-45). as at least equal to and posstbly superior to, the Thurstone or Guttman

pe scales for reliability and validity.

In order to obtain statements for the scale a set of questions was drawn up re-
latmg to the student's desire to gain knowledge. the strength of this desire as evidenced by
its reaction to opposition to his questions, his reaction to new situations involving things.
places or people. and his opinions about gaming information front sources such as people,
books and the media. The questions were designed in such a way as to elicit extended
ansucil Horn the statements. 69 from IV students in two high schools responded to these
questions and from their answers 60 opinion sta rtients were selected.

The 60-item protoscale was administered to 180 students who had just completed
third form in two high schools. The responses were subjected to the reliability maximiz-
ation procedure of Ray 4 1972 ) to produce a smaller scale of high internal consistency. The
25 -item New Knowledge Scale ". included as an appendix, was thus produced.

In an attempt to gain evidence about validity it was decided to form criterion
groups of students high and low on curiosity, as rated by their teachers. Each teacher was
asked to select the live or six most curious and the five or six least curious pupils in his
class with the aid of a set of criteria. This has been carried out in a preliminary way only,
at this stage, with five teachers producing "high" and "low" groups having a total of 28 in
each. The attitude scale was also administered to these classes and the scores for the two
groups compared.

It would be helpful to know the relationship, if any, between attitude to know-
ledge-seeking and other variables such as science achievement and intelligence. Maw and
Maw (1970) have reported a correlation of .36 between curiosity and intelligence. A
:science achievement score was obtained from the schools and 1.Q. data is being sought

also.

Results

0.80.

The value for the reliability coefficient obtained by the procedure of Ray was

The null hypothesis. there is no difference in scores on the attitude scale between
those who are rated high in curiosity by their teachers and thus': who are rated low, was
tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test (Siegel 1956). With N 28 a value of
1(11= 10 is required for rejection at the .05 level. The obtained value was 1(1) = 7. Thus.
although the difference in the cumulative frequencies was in the direction which might be
expected, it was not sufficiently great to reject the null ltypothesis,
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A correlation -iieitikient tin science achievement and attitude to knowledge-
seeking was calculated by the Spearman rank-difference method. The value of rho was

found to be 0.20 indicating a Yin-k small relationship.

Discussion

The comparison between attitude to knowledge-seeking as measured by the
attitude scale and as hited by teachers has not led to a definite conclusion because the
numbers of teachers involved was too small. However the result suggests that it would be
worthwhile pursuing this hue of investigation, This assumes that teachers are able to
distinguish between the most and least curious students in their classes on the basis of the
criteria given,

An internal-consistency measure of reliability is involved in the coefficient re-
ported above, It Winild be advantageous to know the test-retest reliability.coefficient and
this is cut tently being investigated,

the ins estigation repotted here relates to a self-report technique for measuring a
scientific attitude, cunositv . A questum to be considered is to what extent such instru-
ments. useful in research situations. are useful to the classroom teacher in arriving at a
score to he included in the assessment of his students. They would probably be much less
valid if the subjects felt that they were under some pressure because the results were to
count towards an award e.g. the School Ceitificate in New South Wales. Another question
which many educators would like to consider further is whether, on ethical grounds, the
ASSCSSII1Cill Of attitudes should he taken into account in the granting of an award.
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NAME. L i ASS

THE NEW KNOWLEDGE ATTITUDE SCALE

Here are some NidtelltelEIS 1E0111 SlilltentS about the way they think and act. As
you read them you will find yourself agreeing with some, disagreeing with sonic and per-
haps you will he undecided about others. lout lob is to say just how much you agree or
disagree with each of the statements. Remember that no matter which choice you make
there will he many people who -think the same way as you do.

HERE'S WHAT TO DO:

Each statement is followed by the numbers:

If you strongly agree. put a circle around

It yoll agree, put a ill ck around 2.

If you are undecided, put a circle around 1.

11 y ou disagree, put a ill de around 4.

It you strongly disagree. put a circle around 5.

FOR EXAMPLE:

I. 2. 3. 4, 5.

Supposing there were a statement like the following and you strongly agreed with it. This
is how you would indicate your choice:

Strongly
Agree Undecided Disagree

St rongly
agree Disagree

88. Too much knowledge can 2 3 4 5

drive a person crazy.

Give your judgement on EVERY statement.

Work carefully through each item and do'i't spend too much tune on any one of them.
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st v11 MI \ts

I d 011.1 11 enough to question the leailitll of

1' 1 piefei learn mote about tannhat things aathel titan
ta,-kle new one,

Knowledge keep, v oui mind acuve.

I ti to look .0 it I ondetqand things. if I don't.

it doe.n't matte! how a thing woiks. what it does is
mote Impottan,

I'm too la/v to look up an.weIN to mv quetie, in books.

4

0

t 1,111111' nev, h a 10% tot Inc.

It I ,ould get what I want in hie without knowine. a
thing. I would

g,s1 t..r cmlnuNLisn,.- m,hen 11th...et pe,tple with new ideas.

10 Imention, ate intnguing.

11 It people tefu.e to tell v ou things. real want to lalid out
all the mote.

1 I like to know what makes things tick.

13 Knowing too much would make lite vit boring.

14 I'd like to get a good look at things out there in space.

15. Other people's inventions give me ideas.

lel I vvon't rest until I find out about something which
intrigues me.

1 7 It's a waste of lime to look things up in a library.

IN. A person with an enquiring mind is a threat to those
around him.

19. I only read the comi,:s in the newspaper.

20. It is almost criminal to be the least bit intelligent.

21. Strange places are fascinating.
11

4

1 enjoy looking at the newspaper headlines to find some-
thing that might interest me.

I like to learn things from people who put them forward
in a new way.

I like to stay in familiar surroundings.

I like keeping my mind free of problems.

ra.
.re

1 4 5

1 3 4 5

1 2_ s 4 5

1

, 4 5

1 4 5

1 4

1 3 4 5

1 4 5

1 4 5

1 4 5

I 4 5

3 4 5

4

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

1 3 4 5

I , 3 4 5

1
,_ 3 4 5

1
-, 3 4 5

1
-, 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 3 4 5

1 3 4 5

3 4 5
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A NOTE ON A POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE TO LIKERT SCALES

R. T White and Mat:Adj

Criticisms of Likert scales

Liket t scales are widely used in tests of attitudes. The test of curiosity developed
by Flegg and Ilukins tin this issue) is a typical test of this type. Three general criticisms
of Liken scales are made below. these CritiCtSIIIS are not meant to apply speeifically' to
Ilukins test, which is constructed in accord with the accepted principles of Liken scales.
but -rte an attack on the accepted principles themselves. A suggestion fin an alternative
mocedme is illustrated by reference to the me:1mile of curiosity.

CI 111CtS111 1. 1 ikert scales lack validity bec-,,use it is often simple for the respond-
ents 10 pert:ilVi the intent of the items, and then those who have a set to score positively
to] neganely ) on the dimension being measured will slant their responses accordingly,
t he test then meastnes a complex combination of the lespondenrs standing on the
dimension betna measuied of his ability to perceive the intent of a set of items, and of his
set to iespond in a particular way.

Criticism 2. Scores on 5-point Likert scales are affected by the dogmatism of the
Mote dogmatic people sill tend to choose extienie values, and so will appear

mote 101 less) ctrious than someone less dogmatic though of really equal curiosity. The
only exception is for people whose total score on the test is equal to the mid-point of the
range of possible scores their dogn.atic tendency in one direction is exactly cancelled by
their 'tendency in the other direction.

Crrticims 3. Respondents may have a genetal positive or negative set in answer*
Likert-scale items. Some 1. ople may tend to choose the "favourable" responses of ogre.,"
or strongly agree", or whatever the phrasing of the responses is, while others may tend to
choose the "unfavourable" responses. Their scores on the scale therefore are a composite
of their set as well as their standing on curiosity, Or whatever dimension the scale is attempt-
ing to measure.

To meet these criticisms the alternative procedure must disguise the intent of the
test. at least to a greater degree than the Likert scale: and it must be free of the influence
of irrelevant attributes such as dogmatism and positive-negative response set. The pro-
cedure described below appears to have these properties.

Alternative procedure

Collect a number of statements that describe the writer, in the first person, e.g.
Flegg and Hukins' item 9: "1 get very enthusiastic when I meet people with new ideas",
and which clearly have some direct relevance to curiosity. Other statements of this type
are Hukins' items 2, 4. 6, 8, 12. 14, 16, 19, 22, 23, 24, and 25 though some of these,
e.g. 2 and 24. are negatively or anti-curiosity phrased, in a logical attempt by Flegg and
Hukins to meet criticism 3.
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t ollect a laigel number ot statements 01 stmilai frm. win,-11 do not have ieleance
to cintositv but which ielate to a diverse set of attlibutes, Examples are

"1 .1n1 genet ally kind to animals-
,un not scaled .4 dogs-

"I like team games tatliet than individual spot ts-
"I pteter gonig to the football to going to the pictures-

I am too \115 to glee nr opinion to a large pout)...

hods sets of statt111i1lis oil iJids Nhich contain one statement each,
Shut fle the ordei of the ,.11d. (1n,e the cards to a numbei of lespondents, and ask them to
hoe the statements 111 nine i:litsgotit's 111 legard to the question "Which of these

Oil MOSt like pc pie to sal about on"' The pi ocedure of placing the

statements in tilt 11111' catepines t, descithed b. Cohen (19711. No mention of curiosity is
made_ so that the rLsNpondents are classify ing the statements pinch on the degree of their

. Ilk categories ate marked I to 9, and the mean value is calculated for
each statement Alternatively, the median citegory may be found for each statement.

1,1%.11 cismiosit5 SiJleinent i. then paned with a general, of -background" state-
ment of equal mean for median .) social acceptability. The test of curiosity then consists of
the set ,1 pans of statements, which are given to the testees with the instruction "Mark the
One ot ea,:h pan that des :ibtss v on better-. The scoling of the test is simply a count of
the numhel of tunes that the cui ions statements in the pans ale selected.

The above outline does not go into the details of wording and procedure, which
would be crucial in tests of this type. It is presented as a suggestion for constructors of
new tests in science education research to conside, :le authors are currently attempting
to produce a test of this fv pc to measure the congruence between children's and
scientists- beliefs of how scientists think and act. which should he a useful instrument as
part of a battery for evaluation of science curricula.

REFERENCES

Cohen. 1) "Can scientific attitudes be evaluated?" Research 1971, R.P. Tisher (ed.),
Brisbane: Australian Science Education Research Association, 1972, 135-143.

Flcgg. R.B. and Hukins. A.A. "The measurement of a scientific attitude curiosity",
This issue.
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A TEST OF ENQUIRY SKILLS

Ilari .1. 1:nrAer

Purpose of the Test

I he m,oilh t,t any evaluation instillment depends largely upon the purpose for
which it ki he used, Betoie discussing the development .0/ l -i skills

I 0 1 S .
the, et.1e. the use 1,1 ulna tots I, to he put must he clearly understood,

1 lie ell 11,11N.1 101 It )l S in the N11111111.1'me ,4 the

ten, e 1 &it ation t NSI The Nile%.11ICA ilins foi design-

III:, 101 :1. 1:11.'1. 1, ,111i.11+:111 V1111 t+,111IC3111)01.11 lhet,te11ex1 e.11iaideiati +illsin

,sN,1111,01011

Curriculum evaluation theory

I ;.mposes 01 this al tide the se'r'e in .%111.....11 the itsiin si.1111111.iti\ e itirlIC11111111

LA.i111,01111 \% Ill Z\k: 1+1 lie %A-41111.0d 111 1\\u ways say discussion lune will be
c...i1;131 \i,111,-11 imokes pupils ;1,1110,0th:1H ot desirable goals, and

co 1? opintons NSI.P materials, teachers"

1\ in::: ASI eic if-indict discussion 01 liaid suid son ei,,iliisttion
_IA in 1 laset. and \\ Initield and Ken. I 07w.

Secontil e\ aluation mq he defined simply as the determination
ot whethei 11+11 .I pat ticulai eifectie till more enective than an alternat-

Instead, the definition adiipted here will be the more comple one given by Carroll
19W;. Banns.

"I s,ould define evaluation as a process of determining
which obje,:n\es it can attal11. iindei what ciniditions. and for what
kinds ot

l-ot curlitlllunl evaluati defined in this way . it is possible to judge the attainment of
objecti\ es ot any cuniculuin either ilgaliiA some absolute standard oi against the attain-

ment under alteinative

A definition +,f ctunctilum evaluation similar to that given above is also reflected

ill Walbergs model t Ithi9 I which is expiessed by:

/ .l -
11 r -k

In this equation. th stands foi the set of learning outcomes. for the instruction or
for the apinudinal and personological attributes of the pupil and Ek for the

lea' mg en\ it onment . By using such a theoretical model as a basis fur curriculum evaluation.

it is possible not only to provide more useful and comprehensive information but also to
-contribute to basic educational research and to the formulation of verifiable principles

and theories of !list I action . (Walberg, 1%0. p.IS5
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IIle ac,:eptaih.e kit the abase definition 01 cum:ilium evaluation has impot tam
r:npin..mons I'm the design of an instrument tot cutticulu ni Consequentl toot

tote OteNeni puiposes of developing a test of enqua skills, a set 111 SPeillicai11)11N 1.:1)11S1S/en1
11)1S difinithM ill now he estihhshed.

Specifications for the Test

illiiiraiiMenSiOndl Criterion

From the abose discussion n follows that curriculum evaluation should covet a
e range 01 as mans different leaning ouicomk.rs as possible. Indeed. as

,0,1,11 4 1010, p 4 ) Ad%0Late.. stiilable bat lel 101 ablation pUiposes
sip.itsite IneUstiles of all outcomes . considered important- Similarly. Stake

p..53o) has described Ins commitment to a Millndinlells10",11 elIle11011 tit CUITICIllal
:11e. incites. by saying_

tt is a great misfortune that the best trained esaluatois have been
1:koking at education Vith a micu,scope lather than with a
panoiamic viewfinder-

For the present purposes of test development, then. it is desirable to construct an tliSitti-
;11111 tslllili pill% ides separate meastites of a Nide VOlIcly of student outcomes.

ii»portant Pupil Outcomes

FII any itilliii1111111 evaluation insuument. an os erirding consideration is that each
oui, measured must be an important objecnse in science education. Consequently.

evaluation should he based upon the goals that a curriculum ought to attain
;Alet than those slated for that curriculum- 1f the goals stared for a curriculum are un-

Lint. then their Jaws einem is no indication of the efficacy of that curriculum. As
Semen t I907, p.52 ) points out. "it is obvious that if goals at en't worth achieving then it

uninteiesting how well they are achieved-. Clearly. if curriculum evaluation is based
uron curricula's own goals, the curriculum deemed most effective could simply be

the one with the lease entelprising goals. This opinion is shared by Cronbach 41963) who
;Am. that

"an ideal evaluation would include measures of all the types of
proficiency that might reasonably be desired in the area in question.
mkt just the selected outcomes to which the curriculum directs
substantial attention."

In an attempt to obtain a comprehensive statement of all important aims in
science education. an extensive literature survey was conducted. This survey included a
s) sterna tic scrutiny of all articles over the last ten years in Science Education, The Journal

Research in Science Teaching, and The Australian Science Teachers' Jouriud, as well
as the lafge number of cross-references found in the bibliographies of these articles Ex-
amples of important sources of aims include Hurd 11969). Hurd (1970). Lombard (1965).
Nuns Committee of the Newcastle and Districts Association of Science Teachers (1967).

N, ience 5 13 11971). and the NSSE Yearbooks 11960 and 1947). From this literature
ilev. 11 was found that Klopter's classification of science objectives 11971 ) was the most
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o)nipteliensiNe one and einhiaced almost all outcomes stated elsewhere. For this reason,

\. as used to iLiSsity the outcomes listed in all ot het aims statements.

Fot the purposes of test construction, it was decided to restrict attention to
categoitcs called the process of scienufic inqurrys From the liteiatute, ample

ciclence was collected to support the importance of these goals, which have formed the
basis lot the development of .4 Test of Enquiry Skills. The scope of the skills measured m

TOUS is shoi% n in Table I.

TABLE 1

Scope of A Test of Enquiry Skills

PART A REFERENCE MATERIALS

Skill I Library Usage

Skill 2 Index and Table of Contents

PART H INTERPRETING & PROCESSING INFORMATION

Skill 3 : Scales

Skill Averages. Percentages and Proportions

Skill 5 : Charts and Tables

Skill : Graphs

PART C CRITICAL THINKING IN SCIENCE

Skill 7 : Comprehesnion of Science Reading

Skill 8 : Design of Experimental Procedures

Skill 9 : Conclusions and Generalizations

Aptitudes for the Enquiry Approach

Reconsideration of Walberg's model, described above, shows that both aptitudinal
and environmental variables are of importance in curriculum evaluation. The relevance of

some of these variables in the case of ASEP can be inferred from the nature of the ASEP
course. In particular it is interesting to note that the ASEP curriculum is based upon the
enquiry approach ASEP, 1970). With this approach the pupil is engaged predominantly in
independent study using ASEP booklets to provide reading material. instructions for con-

ducting experiments and questions to answer. Furthermore, with any approach involving
independent pupil enquiry. it is reasonable to assume,that there arc a number of attitudes
and skills that are prerequisite for success. For example, motivation to work independently

is clearly an important attitude in this situation.
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In additton attitudes. however. the use of independent enquiry assumes pupil
mastery of a host of cognitive skills. Foi instance, it is assumed that the student can find
ielevant relerence materials in the htitar and can interpret science reading material pro-
vided. It is assumed. also, that students can lead the scales of instruments used in experi-
ments and an record then measurements iii tabular of giaphieal form. Similatly. the
independent enquiry approach assumes that students have sonic ability to set up apparatus,
to select appiopnate instruments and to draw valid conclusions from data. In other words.
the skills listed in I able l as clitella of einticulum effectiveness (independent variables)
could also seise as apittudinal (dependent 1 variables affecting, pupil achievement of other
goals in scienee education. For a discussion of these roles played by enquiry skills.
tete levee can he made to New pot j it/72 ).

ot the above reasons, test of enquiry skills can he justified in curriculum
evaluation. not only as a ititetion measure. but also for use as :rin udinal variables. Such
aptitudinal tiallables could not ontv influence pupil Stliiess on a wide variety of outcomes
but ,ouId also inlet act diftetenually with alternative curricula to yield the aptitude-
treatmoir inbructi4ms discussed by Salomon (1071

Content tree Outcomes

If one wished to compare the ASFP course with a traditional one. a problem
ssould immedutel> arise since the content covered in the two courses would be markedly
different. finthermore. even if ASEP was evaluated without such a control group. the
problem of ascertaining the content covered by the ASEP sample would still be acute.
The reason lot this Is that it is par: of ASET's philosophy that different ASH' teachers are
fie*: to choose different units for their classes whilst different students within a class may
choose different options from a given unit. Consequently. in curriculum evaluation, it
would be invalid to insist that all students should cover identical ASEP material since this
would be alien to the way ASEP materials are intended to be used.

One way of overcoming this problem of determining common content in curri-
culum evaluation is to focus upon content-free outcomes. In curriculum evaluation then,
content-free tests are more widely applicable than ones covering specific content. For
this reason. an enquiry skills test would be particularly useful in curriculum evaluation
because of the content-free nature of such enquiry skills.

Form 1 Level

Because of the relatively slow changes that would be expected in students' en-
quiry skills (and other content-free outcomes) over time, it was decided to concentrate
ASFP evaluation at the Form I level. The reason for this is that the ASEP curriculum is
likely to have more impact on Form I students who would have negligible prior background
in science than on pupils who have had some years of experience in other science courses.

Consequently, in writing TOES. care is needed to ensure that items are suitable
for the reading level and stage of development of Form I students. In practice, the
difficulty of vocabulary used in items was controlled using Gardner's list of words common-
ly used in science (1972).
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Sensitivity of the Instrument

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

A defining dialacteristic of cut twoluin evaluation has been taken here to he its

concent tot the do folential ettectiveneNs it any curriculum for different students. Con-

sequently it ',moon is to be iinected to the achievement of pupils of all ability levels,

mall oln late 1,, aim lot item difficulties at the -average- child. Such a bias would

tall in piovide int oi tuition about the achievement tit both high and low ability students.
Instead, an instillment with at 001'111,11e sensitivity would provide a wide range 0.1 dem

..'ompanble with the level ,if all students in the target population. The

tinpoitall: lilt wide hinge in item difficulty levels has been stressed by Tyler t 1%6).

I-millet:I-tole, ill developing 101S, it VI..th 3NNIIIIICti 11131 each enquiry skill would

he mastered 1,i N.II mg degrees by dutelent pupils. 1.01 example, the skill of reading a

scale iiiuld he tested at plogiessiely moie ekimplex levels. as shown in Figure 1. In this
tigure. leading the stale at point A is relatively easy. at point 13 a little harder, at point C
still mole do it, lilt and at point 1) the most difficult of the four.

t)tuo, . onstrucnm 01 10ES. then. an unpottant specification is that each skill
should ,:ont.i111 a range iii Item thfilitiltres comparable with Form 3 students' range of
act llty 10 each .1,111 hi pi actice. this was attempted both by interviewing Form I students
and by obtaining the subjective judgements of expetienced him I teachers.

F 161 RE I

Multiple Choice Forinat

A

0
r

The definition of curriculum evaluation employed earlier stipulated both the use
of a multidimensional criterion and consideration of aptitudinal and environmental vari-
ables. The implementation of such an approach to curriculum evaluation. however, incurs
considerable expenditure in test administration and in analysis, For this reason, it was
decided to use multiple-choice format for the test so as to economize on testing and
correction time.

Once the decision to employ multiple-choice tests is made, however. it is import-
ant to differentiate clearly between the analytical mode and the constructive' mode
described by Schwab 11963, p.473). The analytical mode of testing could require the
student to interprei a graph, to .elect from alternative hypotheses, or to choose the best
of alternative experimental set -Lips. Clearly, multiple-choice testing is appropriate for
measuring all these skills in awl). flea! 'nixie. On the other hand, however, the same skills
tested in the constructive mod° would require a student to construct a graph. to form his
own hypotheses or to describe an appropriate experimental set-up. Clearly, multiple-
choice items cannot measure these skills in the constructive mode. Consequently. when
interpreting results obtained using TOES, it is important to appreciate that data were
obtained for the anal% tical mode and ate not necessarily generalizable to the constructive



;1iodc eetilieless, It 1s leasible that peitonnance m the analtkal ,',1141t1 be 111v,14

lelaied to that in the ..onstructie. this question. howoel. InIeNirgothin-

elopment of the trial Nersion

In wining the that velon of TOi S. these me.isirie. were Liken to onstue the
xalidir .,1 items and then suitability at the lot III I le% el hi . extensive use was nude
1 the Inetatilie both to ratite the meaning and scope or e:ich skill and to he sine than
ea. h item ineasuted an objective important in science education.

Secondly, an extensive review or both published and unpublished evaluation in-
st ts was used as sonice tai ideas toi test items. Examples or tests that pioed
:1,001 for this put pose ate those developed b the New South Wales Derailment i-du-
,,nion419b3 Science Research Associates 4195S ). Nelson 41967). Rescatch mid Cum-
, ultun Branch in Queensland t 1972). Australian Science Education Pi oiect (19721.
(...irdner 41%9 ). Biological Sees Curriculum Study (1%21. Diessel a,,d MAN hew (1954)
1 indquist t 1`)::: 2 ). and McCune (1%4 ) and Wats0n and Cilasei

Thndl.. all items winten \vete ,.iihjected to the scrutiny of a yanel of experts in
Otill:a11011a1 measurement and m NCICIICe education_ By means of these panel sessions, the
to :e' of items was checked to ensure that each item did measure the skill to which
tt a alht.:ated. that items were suitable for the Form I ability range and that items were
well constructed and flee of clues or ambiguities.

The 117 items which survived the panel sessions were then assembled into a trial
banery and administered to 14 Melbourne Form 1 classes, each from a different school,
In each of these classes, a random third of the class sat for Part A of the battery. another
random third took Part B and the rest of each class took Part C. Furthermore, in order to
prevent fatigue, the test administration was spread over two class periods occurring on
different days.

Finally, in order to illustrate the nature of the items included in TOES. an
example of one item from each of the nine skills is given in the Appendix.

Statistical analysis of the trial version

Tests as a Whole

Table 2 shows data for the battery as a whole, including the sample size, the
number of test items, the mean and standard deviation and the Kuder-Richardson 20 re-
liability of each part of the test and each individual skill in the battery.

For all tests in the battery. with the exception of Skills 3 and 5, it was found
that satisfactory sensitivity had been achieved. That is. except for two skills, each test had
a satisfactory spread of item difficulties ranging from very easy to very hard. On the other
hand. for both Skills 3 and 5, the tests were found to be insensitive for measurements of
high proficiency since 28 of the 29 items in these tests were correctly answered by at least
b0 percent of students. The reason for this occurrence was that, during item-writing. the
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h..,e1 of Folin 1 pupils proficiency in these skills had been under-estimated. In order

biam tests with appropriate sensitivity lot these skills, it will be necessary to rewrite

tests adding a number of more difficult items, to administer the new version to a sample

of pupils and then to analyze the new data.

TABLE 2

Statistics for Tests as a Whole

leNt
Number 4)1

Student.
Number ot

items
meJn Standard

Deviation
K -R.20

ReliAdity

Skill I 151 15 8,(2.157'; 1 2A 0.53

Skill 2 151 11 7.871 "'0) 2.4 0.70

All Part - 151 26 16.4(637.,-) 4.2 0.74

Skill 3 147 13 9.7 (75q) 2.6 0.74

Skill 4 147 9 4. 3148 %) 2.7 0.83

Skill 5 147 16 13.7186 %) 2.4 0.73

Skill 6 147 15 9.3 (62 %) 3.5 0.79

All Part B 147 53 37.1 (70 %) 9.5 0.92

Skill 7 13.. 15 10.5 (70%) 2.7 0.72

Skill 8 134 10 5.7157 %) lAi 0.46

Skill 9 134 13 7.0 (54%) 2? _ 0.54

All Pail C 134 38 23.1 461%) 5.3 0.78

Finally. since it is assumed that each test in the battery does measure a unique
skill, it is important that each test has reasonable internal consistency, as indicated by its
Kuder-Richardson 20 reliability. Nevertheless, must also be appreciated that the size
of the K R20 reliability is restricted by the shortness of each skill test. Since the
definition used here for curriculum evaluation stipulates a multidimensional criterion,
TOES has been designed to maximize the number of separate skills whilst practical con-
siderations have limited the length of each skill test to 10 to 15 items. Furthermore, since

TOES is designed to measure group performance, a much lower K -R20 reliability is
acceptable than for tests used to discriminate among individuals.

Based on the reasons outlined above. it was decided that values above 0.50 would

be accepted for the K -R20 reliability of each skill in TOILS. Examination of the K ---R20
data provided in Table 2 shows that a value above 0.50 was obtained for all skills except
Skill 8. Nevertheless, upon removal from Skill 8 of ue two items that were not signific-

antly correlated with the ski:: total, the value of the K R20 reliability for this skill did

rise above 0.50. Consequently, for the purposes for which TOES was designed, all skills

had .14.. vtable K -R20 reliability.
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Individual Items

Table 3 provides some statistics for each of the nine test items shown in the
.Appendix. The data include the percentage of SlUdellis the pomt-biserial corre-
lation .at each nem with its test Pal t togethei with its significance level. and the conelauon
Of each item with all skills within its Part of the battery. 1 he con elations for each item
are unbiassed in that they were calculated after that particular item had been removed.
Also the corte,,1110hS of nems Son each have been corrected for attenuation to
account for the variation in reliability between different skill tests.

TABLE 3

Statistics for Individual items

'al I Skill item .: Correc i
Unbiassed

Correlation
with Pjr 1

Unbiassed Correlation!'
with Skills

Skill 1 Skill 2
1 3 57 0.33 0.0001 0.39 0.36

_' 19 8" 0.45 0.0001 0.47 0.54

Skill 3 Skill 4 Skill 5 Skill 6
3 35 65 0.55 0.0001 0.63 0.53 0.49 0.47

13 4 40 46 0.51 0.0001 0.50 0.69 0.39 0,43

13 5 57 89 0.26 0.001 0.21 0.18, 0.40 0.25

6 71 58 0:39 0.0001 0.35 0.38 0.29 0.43

Skill? Skill 8 Skill 9
7 87 79 0.46 0.0001 0.65 0.28 0.41

8 101 84 0.28 0_001 0.28 0.43 0.18

9 106 50 0.14 0.05 0.08 -0.06 0,40

these correlations have been corrected for attenuation.

The data in Table .1 can be used in three ways to guide the writing of a final
version of TOES. Firstly, where a skill test has numerous items of the same difficulty
level. the retoval of some of these items would reduce test length without adversely
affecting the test's sensitivity. Secondly, since each test is intended to measure a unique
skill, the construct validity of each test can be improved by removing each item not
significantly correlated with both the skill and Part to which it belongs. Thirdly, if an
item is located within the correct skill, its correlation with its own skill shoult. be larger
than its correlation with any other skills contained in the same testiPart, Consequently,
the removal of any item that diverges much from this criterion would also strengthen
the construct validity of a skill test.
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Writing the final version

Flinn the pretouN diNirINSIOn, a N11/11111a1 can now he made. of suggestions tit guide

the leAtning of 10ES histl the two .1.111 tests with Inappropriate sensitivity will need

to he iewiiiivii. admimsteied again and e,anal zed. Secondly, to impiove construct valid-

. it is advisable to remoe those stein. winch ale Whet 1101 Nigmficantly col related with

tests as a w hole ol w hose colt eiation 1, higher with 411,ct skills in the battery than with as
own skill One Hems ate leIllo%ed Ii. in lest s. 11011veer.n is desirable to asceitain the new
stansu:al ,innacteost Ks of the hattels ie-snal zing Ii131 data after those items have

been e:,/bqt.d

1-sq the 3le111-, that le111,4111 at lei appline the pi ocedures above. on4 very minor

:hanges should be nude tit uottimg. of diagrams or chor:e of distractors. These
minor :lunges could be based upon the opinions of measurement experts who have scrutin-

lied 101 S, mat ion obtained h:v Interviewing the students who nrialled TOES. or front

iii: diNII.K! ,Inah, .idninth1L111011 of 101.S.
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APPENDIX SAMPLE TEST ITEMS

SA111 I Library Usage

Figuie 1 below shows copies of 'Several pages front a dicuonat se these to answet
Questions 3

FIGURE 1

IICSKY 530

ICICLE 531 IDLE

IDOL 532 ILLATION

LLEGAL 533 Miff AT ION

IMMATURE 534 IMMUNE

miniature, a., not Mature.

immediate, a.. having no intervening medium; occurring
at once.

immemorable, a.. not memorable.

immemorial, a., ancient beyond memory.

immense, a.. vast, huge; (sI.) very good.

immerse. v., dip or plunge into liquid.

immigrant, n.. one who settles in a new country.

imminent, a., impending. about to occur.

immiscible, a., cannot be mixed.

immobile, a., immovable; motionless.

immune, a., secure; exempt.

3. On which dictionary page in Figure 1 would you find the wad "igloo "?

A Page 530

B Page 531

C Page 532

D Page 533

E None of the above
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Skill 2 index and Table of Contents

TABLE OF CONTENTS

CHAPTER PAGE

ARRIVAL OF THE ABOR1CiNS 5

The Jouthe,' to Australia 5

Early Tnhal Areas 8

Adapting to the FlIViTOTIMeni 9

ARRIVAL OF THE WHITE MAN 11

Treatment of Aborigines by White Man 11

Reaction of Aborigines to White Man 15

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN TRIBES 17

Areas of Settlement 18

Language 20

I turning Grounds 21

Differences in Laws

4 IANDING ABORIGINAL ATTITUDES

Class 26

Marriage 31

Illness 34

Death 39

ABORIGINAL CUM.MS 45

Initiation Ceremonies 45

Corroborees 49

Walkabouts 52

Religion 56

6 ABORIGINAL CRAFTSMANSHIP 58

Paintings 59

Making Tools for Food Gathering 66

Aboriginal Musical Instruments 69

7 ABORIGINES TODAY 79

How and Where They L Today 80

Famous Aborigines 83

Attitudes of the Government 1 85

19. Information about Evorne Goolagong (the well-known tennis player) would be found

in

A Chapter 1.

B Chapter 3.

C Chapter 4.

D Chapter 6.

E Chapter 7.



Slog 3 Scales

BLOCK

0

;5,

Skill 4

10 20 30 40

CENTUNILTRES

the length of the block of wood in Figure 13

A 25 centimetres.

B 20 centimetres.

15 centimetres.

D 30 centimetres.

E 35 centimetres.

Averages, Percentages and Pr000rtions

50

Ina football match the winning team kicked a total of 20 goals. The names of the 4 goal-
kickers together with the number of goals kicked by each person are shown below.

Name of Goal-kicker Number of Goals Kicked

Jim 10

Bill 5

Alex 3

Ja;:k 2

20
=.

Use this information to answer Questions 40 46 below.

40. The average (mean) number of goals kicked by Jim, Bill, Alex and Jack was

A 4

B 5

C 6

D 10

E 20



Skill 5 : Charts and Tables

1,4000

1,200

1,000

800

600

400

21")

0

4)1

CRIME IN AUSTRALIA

Statistics for house burglaries
for years 1967 and 1969

1967

Li 1969

N.S.W. VIC. QLD,

STATE

Which state had 500 burglaries in 1967?

A Tasmania

B South Australia

C Victoria

D Western Australia

E Queensland

S.A. W.A. TAS.



Shin 6 Graohs

the 11.0, dt.iun ttoln information obtained dining st series of car tests at

Ys,Indo'n h hoy, the speed ot -it different times. Use this gaph to answe
0,iestious

120

] t)

t)()

N

4- 4-
11011)1=N

) t MR

MON AR()

0 20 40 oo SO

TIME AFTER START OF RACE (SECONDS)

71. After .60 seconds. the speed of the Falcon G.T.

100

A is greater than the speed of the Holden Monaro.

is less than the speed of the Holden Monaro.

C is equal to the speed of the Holden Monaro.

D cannot he predicted from the graph.

120
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Skill 7 . Comprehension of SeienE.,! Reading

1se the ,wing paragraphs h answer Questions ,s'ñ SS heir W.

Par I Old y ou know that many bud songs ate not tot the enjoyment of man but a

means of telling othei bads to stay. .way'? Before selecting a female for a mate
the male bird stakes OW a territory. lk does this by lighting with, and chas-
ing oUt. othei birds nom the chosen area.

Par 2

Par

At ter a mare is selected a nest is built by the past of buds and eggs are laid
by the female_ l'sually tt t. the mother bird that keeps the eggs warm. She

sus tt the nest tot nuns days whsle the eggs ate incubating.

put kng the first few- weeks Ate the young birds hatch they eat a huge amount
of tood_ lite pool patent buds are kept so busy flying long distances to
collect suitable food that they get very thin.

Par 4 The y dung bnd «htcli hatches first gets most of the food. grows faster and

may even push Ate, y kiting birds out of the nest.

Par. 5 While on the ground the fledglings are quickly, eaten by enemies such as owls

and cats.

Par ;) Some parent bads overcome the food problem by collecting and storing food

for a few days before the eggs are due to hatch.

Par. 7 One such bird is the crested bellbird. These birds collect caterpillars, cripple
them and place them on the branches of a tree near the nest

$7. The way a bird claims its living area is described in

A Paragraph 1.

B Paragraph 2.

C Paragraph 4.

D Paragraph S.

E Paragraph



SAM 8 Design of Experimental Procedures

I01 Belong ate titre which ,can he used for measuring, amounts of liquid.

A

50 nil

13 C

250 ml

100 ml

500 ml

Which of the above containers would be the most accurate for you to use to measure
5 millilitres of water?

A Container A

B Container B

C Container C

D Container D

E Container E

Skill 9 : Conclusions and Generalizations

106. The builder says: Some Zanians live in round houses. Those people over there
are Zanians".

Which one of the statements below follows from what the builder said?

A Those people must live in round houses.

B Those people could not bye in round houses.

C We don't know whether those people live in
round houses or not.
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FROM THE TWO CULTURES TO MONEY:

TRENDS IN ENROLMENT IN HSC SUBJECTS IN VICTORIA

R. T Write

I he phrase "'light from Science'. has been current ever since the publication of
the Dati report 4 fins ), %%111%11 N110A:,i that in Britain the numbers of students in upper
Ne0111dAt /tool Nitith NO,'11: :ifter the rep..,r-t appeared there
were several inxesuganons rri whether there was a similar trend in Australia (Mackay 1968:
111,111110n lit. '1.%, lute bruit. Shanks 1%9: Fetish= P470). The conclusions of these
studies dittoed to a degree. because of the different methods employer; to ijentify any
tall in popularity ni Science. but in general it was clear that if there were any trend at all
away from Science then it was nowhere near as severe as in Britain. Because there may have
been a diange 111 the AtINITahtill ittlatt011 since the first group of studies. this paper pre-
sems an updated repot t of enlaments for the Higher School Certificate (formerly Matric-
ulation) examinant m Sit ''Iciona. No figures are presented for other States. Sheedy
I P)7 has a 041y:ruble. but not exactly parallel, set of data for New South Wales. Since
trends in enrolment have important implications for administrators, curriculum construct-
ors. teacher,. and the public in general. it is hoped that this paper will stimulate the
extraot.ru or crn tespr meting figures tot the rest of the Commonwealth.

Conclusions about trends in enrolment are, 10 some extent, dependent on the in-
dex used to measure the trend. Several indices have been used in cadre studies. Their
implications are discussed below.

School or university enrolments?

When one is trying to check whether there has been a decline in popularity of
Science as a field of study. all of junior secondary, senior secondary. and undergraduate
enrolments may seem appropriate for investigation. All suffer from disadvantages. At
junior secondary level few students have a wide range of choice of their curriculum: the
decisions are made for them by the school, overtly or covertly. Enrolments in subjects at
junior secondary level are determined by administrators, not by students. Undergraduate
enrolments are similarly directly determined by bureaucratic decision in Victoria, where
for many years quotas have been applied to all university faculties. Thornton (1968) and
Stranks (19691 included university enrolments in their discussions, but, as measures of
popularity of subjects. enrolments and the concomitant figure, number of degrees awarded,
are invalid.

Greatest freedom of choice exists in upper secondary school, though quotas have
an indirect effect here. If students perceive that it is very difficult to enter a Science or
Sciencebased faculty such as Medicine or Engineering, then many will prefer to aim at an
easier target by studying nonScience subjects in their final school years.

None of junior secondary, senior secondary, or university enrolments is entirely
satisfactory as a measwe of trends in popularity of subject areas, whert factors outside the
intrinsic appeal of the subjects are to be excluded, but because the greatest element of free
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twice is in the senior secondan elindnienis the ate piefoanie to the oi heis.

The fit st choice is to operate on sefitot secondary school emohnents, in this 'ase
the numbets enrolled lot the Higher School Certnicate evimination in N,'Iciotia. l lle next
-11'Ice is heirs en absolute numbet N. 'clause pi, yin ;ions. and ploptlitions or the
0,,pulanini. choosing each subiect.

Absolute numbers

Because the population IN growing, absoluie numbers stud mg each subject can
be expected to incleast.s. There is also a geneial 'lend for people 4 . star Alt longer at
scho,i1. s filch also should increase the subject entolments, Theienne it is only when the
popularit. 01 a subject is in marked decline that the numbets enrolled tot it will fall. and
onl then will absolute numbers provide a Clear and useful index. This was the case lilt
S. ience in Britain from 1064 on. and was the cause fot the widespread concern genetated

the Daimon teport. l'p to 1968, when the earlier Australian invesngalions were en tied
out. there uas no such fall in absolute numbers in this country. The Viloliall figures
since then show that there 'Ire still increasing ;:umbers enrolled for Science subjects. Table

twInch IN shown as a graph in figure 11contams the comparative figures for England and
Wales and Vli:torni The British figures ate fill IITSI year 6111 fortn. and derived from in-
Ittimation given on page tl of the D:11111011 teport. The sum of enrolments for Higher School
Cemlicate Physics and Biology 4V.U.S.E.B. 1%4.19741 is used in the Vict ilia') figures.
This would seem a reasonable index; for few students take both subjects; their total
should give a fairly consistent relative measure of the popularity of science subjects so long
as other factors remain constant, It would not. fur instance, he a sensible measure if a new

science subject were introduced. No changes likely to affect the use of this index appear
to 11.-4.e occurred in the decadt. coveted by Table I.

England
& Wales

Victoria

TABLE 1

Numbers of students in science courses in 6th form,
relative to 1962 enrolment

_ _ 1-- -9

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
a

1.000 1.100 1.225 1.174 1.148 1.117 1.059 - - - -

1.000 1.112 1.373 1.520 1.620 1.687 1.916 2.300 2.613 2.721 2.783

Since the ah.olute numbers enrolled for Sciee subjects in Victoria are increasing
at the same time as the population it increasing, little more can be deduced from Table 1

than that there is not so severe a flight from Science in Victoria as there is in Britain, if
there is any flight at all. An index independent of the growth in population is needed be-
fine more information can be obtained from the enrolment figures.

Relative proportions

The relative popularities of subjects are independent of growth in population.
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3

2

97

Victori

1962 63 64 65

England & Wales

I 4

6 67 68 69 70 71 72

Fig. 1. Numbers of students in science courses in sixth form,

relative to 1962 numbers.

40 Boys

Girls

30

20

10

0
1959 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

Fig. 2. Victorian sixth form enrolments as a percentage of fourth form

enrolments two years earlier.



\1a.kay 1 lozN oduk:ed of ili. tia.ton, tot each suhic,:t, of the uubei

t'ot the 11111%.'Ct dtvii by the nt:tnbet of students enrolled tot the whole Matt iculanon
%A-mil-mon. Tile Utnknes. of 'dame prtions is that they do not take into account

in the pe of pl,puhnon entg sixth form. Where the shift can he identified and
measured. allowance can he made. fol example. thew has been a shift in propowon of
males and females. Table 2 Minch IN shown AN a graph in liglaw 1 Nhou the o'inP.11-111.-
ly great mei ease 111 propor non of gnIs mg at school. "I lie tiguies woe dened nom
tables supplied by kli Commormebh Bureau of Census and Statistics (1%/1)1), 107.).

Diffetent prefetences of the sexes for different subjects may cause this shift to produce a
tall in !dame popularity of Nome subjects, such as Physics, that have never been popular
troth girls, and a rise for others, such as Biology, Because of this. Mackay presented separ-
ate results for the two sexes.

Boys

GITIS

TABLE 2

Victoriar. 6th form enrolments as a percentage of
4th form enrolments two years earlier

1959 1960 ; 19t.. 1962 ; 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969
\

1970 1971 19,2

33.0

21.1
;

33.3

22.6

1

i 35.1 :
i
i 24.7

37.2

26.2

1 37,3

i 29.3

36.5 36.4

28.5 1 29.9

37.6

31.2

37.3

30.2

37.8

33,2

39.6

36.9

40.6

38.5

.
40.3

39.7

41.2

40.4

Mackay 's results showed that between 1959 and 1967, for both males and females,
there was a decline in the relative proportions studying physical science and French, and a
use for Biology and Geography. These trends could, however, be due to shifts in the type
of population other than in proportions of the sexes. For instance, as the proportion in
the population of sixteen and seventeen year olds remaining to sixth form increases, it can
be expected that the fraction of less able students will icnrease (apart from other changes
such as tit, proportions of people from different economic backgrounds). It has been
shown that in the past the Sciences attracted the more able students (A.C.E.R. 1964), so
it could be expected that as more people seek education a lower proportion of those re-
maining at school will choose the present science subjects.

Changes such as general ability in the sixth-form population are not easily allow-
ed for when using relative proportions, but become irrelevant when the proportions of the
maximum possible sixth form population are calculated and compared for each subject.

Proportions of the relevant population

Calculation of this index is made difficult by the lack of accurate figures for the
number of people who could have been in sixth form in any one year irld they all stayed
on at school. Total numbers in. say, the seventeen year old age group are not satisfactory
because the relation between this figure and the possible sixth form population, which
would include a spread of ages. is unknown, and may vary with time because of changed
admission policies in primary schools long before. Perhaps the most reasonable estimate
based on readily - available figures is the total enrolment two years earlier in form four. Use
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t't this tigtitt to iStiMAW the MaiiMitii POSSOik SithfOiln 110011;1114M assumes that the

propAntion SU), mg on to tomtit loin fetnainsteasonahly constant from yea! to year, It

mould S.itet to use thud loam liguies Ihlet years earlier, of film form tigutes live years
em1:0, but these do not seem to be ;i%adahle. Ilse of the fourth form figure also assumes

Mat the numbets Illatureage. reeent -1,11111411am, and repeating candidates are either
negligible of ate in pu poi (ton to the total emolment. which can probably' be accepted as
reasonably 1tl.eiy . One tut Ow! assumpoon is involved in the figures presented below in
Table 3, In ,:onsideimg the plopintion %,sho go on to Higher School Certificate in Victoria,
it would be pietet able it ifflohnents i11 fowls tour in high schools and private schools only
welt Ilse& MO: el f-2u teetnucal Ndlool students enter for this examin,tion. Possibly
sepatate t,qals tot high. pi iv ate. and technical schools exist, but only the combined total

Aa's AM LIO at the time of writing. Its use in the construction of Table 3 (which is shown
as a gi aph ni tiguie 3) assumes a tchim el itllstX11 Ian° between technical school and
total entolments itl loon tour nom one seat to the next,

risitocittig Table 3, the mimbeis enrolled in the subjects were taken from the

Vic lot fall l'inCt \Ines and School. Examinations Board Ilandbooks(1958-1974), and the

unbet in h.i17 mini bete taken I tom the Schools publications of the Commonwealth
Buteau and Statitics (1957-1973).

On the 1956 to 1968 figure, of Table 3, White 41969 ) argued that for boys there
%% as tail tS idence a flight from science. Until then the Physics and Biology figures showed
an effe.:uvely constant attraction by these subjects. Since then a change has occurred. In
1972 Physics sutleted a serious decline; so great was this decline that the absolute numbers
choosing Physics fell while the population rose, Biology. in contrast, showed a marked
rise. The same features can he seen in the graphs for girls. though the downturn for Physics
is not so severe, and the use in Biology, which has been going on since 1960. is even more
spectacular than lot boys, White also argued that for boys Literature and French had

suffered a serious decline. fhe decline has been arrested for Literature. while French has
Laded away, to a veil minor subject with prospects of following Latin into oblivion. For
girls the same serous decline can be seen for French; Literature, except in the last year,
has continued to grow and remains the most popular subject other than English. The rise
In Geography, which was apparent up to 1968. now seems to he reversing. What White
(1969 ) called the most striking feature of enrolments up to 1968, the surge in Economics
and the subjects likely to he associated with it. Social Studies and Accounting, is even more
marked. Physics. which was for a long time the most popular subject for boys, has been
passed by Economics. The tot;.1 emolment for boys and girls in Social Studies leapt by 40%
in 1972. Accounting has risen from an insignificant subject to pass Literature, and, if
present trends are maintained, will soon be more popular than Geography for boys.

These figures show that there has not been a flight from science in Victoria, but
there has been a mai'ed change in enrolment within the sciences from physical science
(the figures for ChenUstry are closely parallel with Physics) to biological science; that there
has not been a swing to the humanities: but there has been a marked flight to commence.

It is not the purpose of this paper to identify causes of these trends. However, it
may he useful to suggest some possible causes. which are open for future researchers to

investigate.
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MALE

-....------
Social 13tudi"

1956 57 56 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

Fig. 3. Entries for HSC subjects as a percentage of enrolments in fourth form

two years earlier.
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Uidi minks thildien sta Ili}; on at schools, and thus huger sixth forms, schools

ale mote able to establish classes in subjects such as Biology, which Were previously un-

economic to 1 on

Mote teachers of Biolop , hconoinics, and Accounting have appeared in

I he gclei al fiend in the community away from authoritarianism has caused

a Lick of MIMI)) with h subjects such as Physics and French that are perceived as rigorous

4 Choice of subfects is largely determined by perceptions of how difficult the

subiects ale, and thew IN a giow tag tendency to seek the easiest subjects.

Suhie,s1 ,:hoEse is determined by employment plans. and these have changed

because gisen to failure of physical science graduates to find suitable positions.

b. Slibleisi choice is deternined by experiences in junior forms, and the loss of

populant of Ph \h.'s land Chemistry the mathematics subjects) is attributable to the
persistent shortage sat qualified and eN.perienced teachers of thes.: subjecis.

It must be sfiessed again that these are hypotheses only, and do not necessarily

reflect the opinion of the wilier,

l he trends that have been identified, and their possible causes (whatever they may
be), pose a number of questions for the community. Answers to the questions will be a

matter of opinion, but it is preferable that opinions are formed after consideration, and that
a consensus should he reached if possible. It should at least be discussed whether the trends

ate in the 011111111111i1.% best interests, rather than to allow changes to occur unconsidered
and unremarked. Although it is not intended to give or imply answers to any of the
questions that may he of interest. it may be useful to list some possible questions below.

I. Is it desirable for growth to occur in neither of the two cultures" while

rapid growth occurs in subjects outside their scope?

2. Is it satisfactory for about one boy in six and one girl in twenty to be study-

ing Physics at 6th form level?

3. Should generalist subjects like Social Studies be encouraged? Should there

be a scientific counterpart?

4. Are enough students studying Literature?

5. Is it desirable that hardly any boys and very few girls are studying a foreign

language at sixth form?

h. What changes should tertiary institutions make in their practices in con-
sequence of these trends?
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CONTENT ANIALYSIS AS A TECHNIOUE FOR DETERMINING THE

STRUCTURE OF TEXT MATERIALS

Brian W. Carss

introduction

The origin of this development stems from a project which was funded by The U.S.

()file! of Education in 1908 called Cognitive Memory. This was an interdisciplinary pro-

ject based in the Coordinated Science Laboratory of the University of Illinois. The main

aims of this project were to develop the software for the retrieval of information from a

large, generalised data hank. This was not to be retrieval in the normal sense of the word

however, IICTe the entire data bank was to he searched in an exhaustive manner in order

to trod the pieces of int'ormation that were required. Rather, an attempt was made to

develop a CJIiii Loeg which would simulate in some way, the way in which human be-

ings etneve information from their own memories. Obviously the speed with which a

human can 'remember' a given fact (in about 0.1 second) precludes any possibility of

carrying out a komplete search of all of his 109 neurons. Individual facts after having been

assimilated by the brain .ire linked into associative structures and signposted in such a way

that TC1TiCV.11 of a fait also allows retrieval of a mass of associated information. The
Cognitive Memory project made an attempt to understand how to store information in a

data bank so that it was automatically signposted.

Although a considerable amount of research effort is being devoted to this very

problem by a number of research teams, little real headway has been made because of

the difficulty in relating written symbols to meaning without ambiguity. Results are
encouraging, but an operating system is still a long way off.

My particular area of interest in the Cognitive Memory project had been in the use

of word frequencies as a means of Content Analysis, and it was this background that was

used as a starting point for this project.

The basic assumption upon which this analysis is based is that there exists
sufficient meaning within selected words of a piece of text, and their relative distribution

and location to determine major themes. In other words, it is necessary to generate the
informational categories with which many content analysis systems begin.

Each document is divided into a number of paragraphs and a word frequency count

of a selected group of words is recorded. A paragraph was selected as the informational

quantum for analysis purposes because an idea or concept is usually contained within one

or several paragraphs but not in anything less than a whole paragraph. Using these frequency

data, intercorrelations among all words are obtained. These intercorrelations represent the

degree of co-occurrence or association between words as they occur in the various paragraphs

of the text materials.

The matrix of intercorrelations is subjected to a principal components analysis to

determinA in a systematic fashion, those components which can account for the inter-

correlation matrix in some meaningful way. By definition, the number of principal corm
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;'.'!rents will be sei man\ ewer than the 1ilunhel of %olds 1n the raLi hose Itimewi, the
p,ialnes that must he paid toi this iedth, non 111 the amount 1 matelial II, be manipulated.
ale I elated to ma,.:.nk.*swe, plogiam twining nme and tactot noetpletabiln} 1t is the
Pui pose ot this pipet to descithe how this can he acInoed.

1)ewription of the S %tem

As in most natilal language studies. using .1 .inputet demands that the text
:flak b, in ,1 11.1,11incleadable Joint I his ii411411o11 of A1111011 text into

leaLhibie is a s,.i} expensi%e operation, 50 that dii saVings :..111 he .1c11ie

1.1,1 INe c\lilcd t,, the roll In older 10 ,4\ winecs,s,0 evens,. And to
,1! \ w toonni 1.. eliminate all manual ,,Iding where possible. In this

1,A1 .1\ 11,111`01hed 111!0. 01110 plIniit'd .11th, A111.11 .11k.1 pool.
as Lie raw oars! tin Irwin to the fits! slap.' 01 the anal} sls.

tnsi \i.0 in ilk' an.iksis 111 \okes %ICU:111111in)); ..nti 101

Auk] tit 11 on a paiaglaph b} paiagiaph basis. Cei tam 01 w olds arc
k . : 1 1 3 1 1 C , i 1 1 \ auso :hes occui SO ft Of so 1AI/1.111110U 1/1.0 !kelt

11:!. 1 `,ZZ IC ill is Sinai' t lieSe VOldS all belong to 011c of the follosing gioups. con
Old ,?..1 tote and indefinite aincles

lo the lii11411nis of th e site eoinpitiel .ind machine
;ee.t ttdln ,!tiler w olds have to he deleted from the other end of the f:equen,,} spec -

=1 Ills means that all of the tstOtis that phi occur are deleted. Dot lion
1.1 w Olds that CCUT nk:e dppears to be reasonable_ since we are pililiClik14 MieteSied in
the 1:i.itt.q1ships that exist between parapaphs. and these singleton words can not coninb-
dns an} thing to the know ledee of inter-p.itagiap ielationships. Successie deletion of the
l: asl fliplentIN kl,.:T ring A odds is continued a corpus of words that still fit into the
.1\ allabie 6111111liter memory is ,ibtained.

1 he second pass through the pieproeessmg program determines the frequency of
till selected words in each patagraph and this woad frequency/paragraph matrix forms the
basis of the input to the second stage of the anal} sis which is a principal components
anal} sis.

Lich principal component that is extracted consists of a number of words that are
Most highly correlated and taken together define a Thematic Element. (rabic I) The

principal components are rotated to simple structure using a Varimax rotation in order to
make the thematic elements Male easily interpreted. The final step in this stage of the
anal} sis is to calculate the factor scores for each of the paragraphs. The factor scores re-
present the *amount' of each thematic element in each paragraph.

The matrix of factor scores is printed and stored on a disk file at the smile time.
The factor score matrix is the input data for the final step in the analysis. a correlation
analysis. A diagrammatic representation of the steps in the analysis are shown in Figure I.
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TABLE 1

Educational Psychology : A Cognitive View

Thematic Elements

1. "Mullis 80 3. Concern 78

Personaliq 78 School 77

Factory 78 Academic 71

intellect 62 Student 66

Motivation 51 Intellect 47

Variable 50 Curriculum 40

Situation 49

Social class 40

5. Commonsense

Psychology 77
13 Instruction 83

Theory 61

Condition 47
Principles 49

Variable 41

Learning theory 80 10. Verbal 82

Teaching theory 79 Concept 82

Educ. Psycho,. 50 Process 53

Empirical 51

2. Meaningful learning 84

Reception learning 81 6. Function 75

Task 79 Subject matter 39

Rote 77 Discovery learning 39

4. Problems 78

Applied 76

Research 71

Solution 57 9. Pupils 78

Relevance 50 Teaching 69

Science 48 Motivation 41
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FIGURE 1

Machine-readable text
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Elements

1Cross-correlation
analysis.
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In the cross-col 'elation .ilialysts, the factor scores for each thematic element, when

plotted on a paiagiaph basis, can be iegardcd as a time series. Each factor scote trace
elated withevery other trace with lags of 0 and 1,

A lag of U 111CjIls that the traces are set side by side without any lateral shift in the

paiagiaphs. In this case it the ,:ortelation was high, then it would he interpreted that for

most of the tem undei cnsidetation these two thematic elements are present together.
With a lag of 1. theme Is a latetal shift of one paragraph for the two thematic element traces.

A high correlation in this case, would be interpreted that one theme is followed by another
throughout most of the text,

During the cross-correlation phase of the analysis all pairs of thematic element

traces are ctoss-cot !elated with each other and the results printed. Only correlations which
are significant at the 0.05 significance level are considered for further interpretation.

he Intel plet anon phase has two parts. The film, the actual structure of the

1% It ten text Is plot ted using the factor scores data and the information gained from the
cm -ss-cort elation The decision as to whether a particular thematic element is present in a
paragraph depends on whether its factor score exceeds a critical threshold value or not. At
this stage in the development of the technique we do not have any definite guidelines as to

what is an apps opriate threshold value. Howeve:-. we have applied a cutoff value of + or -1,
and this seems to work reasonably well for the text that we have analyzed so far. The cross-

coil elation indicates which thematic elements .-an be joined because of the significant
correlaton between them. The resulting diagram is a pictorial representation of the :ex'
structure.

The second part, can be regarded as the idealized ctructure in that a plot is con-
structed from those highly correlated thematic traces which could theoretically follow each

other. In this plot no temporal sequence of paragraphs is implied. By tracing the various

pathways tin ough this plot. one can trace the development of a series of concepts.
Figures 2,31.

illustrative Examples

The first example is the first chapter of D.P. Ausubel's book Educational Psychol-

ogy- A Cognitive View. Holt. Rinehart & Winston, 1968. The chapter itself is called The
role and scope of educational psychology'. It was divided into 96 paragraphs, and the

analysis carried out as described earlier. Twenty four thematic elements were extracted
accounting for 78,i'7; of the variance and of these 24, only 15 were interpreted. The cross-
correlation analysis was carried only on these 15 thematic elements.

The partial idealized structural pattern is shown in Figure 2. Only 3 partial ideal-

ized structu 'e is presented here in order to avoid confusion. What is presented, is enough

to illustrate the technique. Figure 2(c) shows three sequential thematic elements, where
sequential is defined as the continued occurrence of the same thematic element_ It would

appear that in this type of writing, the same concept is being developed within itself and is

mu being modified by reference to any external theme.
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FIGURE 2

The importance of the acquisition of
knowledge as an end in itself is given a
higher value.

Intrapersonal factors within the learner
(cognitive strut.: devel. readiness:
ability: motiv. & pers. vars.)

13 ---- 13 13 13 Situational factors in the learning situation.

5 Comparision of the relationship between

8

_

(b)

10 10 10

4 4 4

(c)

6 66

99 9

Ed. Psych. & Commonsense.

Theorie of learning vs. Theories of Teach-
ing.

Types of Learning: meaningful vs. rote
reception vs discovery.

Acquisition of concepts & proposiiions
through inductive processing of verbal and
nonverbal experiences.

Extrapolated basic science research in the
applied disciplines.

Contrasting reception and discovery learn-
ing.

Relationship of teaching and learning.
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iguic 211) )b compatision, thematic clement 2. de%clops a :OMNI him be
l'%een meaningful learning and tote leanung and lecept ion et sus dI \:twerl leo; inne
theme is progressively modified b. another thematic clown:. Ihelne 10. %%hien discusses
the acquisition of concepts and propositions through Nethal and nomeibal expettelices.
oln,s1 o<0ids IO is being, used I Nuppl examples fot the doelopment of theme 2.

iguie 2(a) is by fat the most complex set tit thematic intetielain mslups. out
thematic elements 3. 1. 5...V- s ale all sequential in Chdiaitil blot with vety diffelent
kinds of inter-relationship patterns. For example. theme 1 is being piogressmely modified
by theme 13 in exactly the s:11110 way that theme 10 modified theme 2 in Figure 2(b).
lloss ever, theme 1 in turn modifies theme 3 which limn its interpretation wi iuld appeal tti

he at a lughet lel,e1 of abstraction. rheme 13 also modifies themes and ,., and alsoso sei es

as a linking theme between I, 3 and 5 and 8.

The second example is chapto t) of a geogtaphy book which discusses the snuct-
Ale and undelly ing concepts of geoinaphy as a discipline. The hook by I). Harvey is called

Taws and Theories in t._;e()graphx It can he seen nom the idealised structural diagram
it gure 3i that the structute is a much mole complex one. than we have just seen foe

,Nusubel, '1 enty biter 1110111,111i elements twee extiacted, not all Ott hich could he intel-

pi:ied nicaningiolly the wInle of the idealised situ:tun.% has not been piesented heie be-
:aline 01 its complexity. The paiiial diagi am (Figuie 3 that is shown hen: hoW0Vet, shows
s:veral important features. For example. one can see on the far left side of the diagram how

thematic element 5 acts as an initiator, and is linked directly to five other thematic elements.
Thematic component S is actually a discussion of the basic postulates for theory In geography

and so in that sense, it serves as an advance organizer. In contrast to thonatic element 5,
theme 4. on the right hand side of the diagram serves as a summary. The interpretation of
the thematic component shows it to develop a general theory in geography which explores

the links between spatial form and temporal processes.

In this diagram too, one can trace the development of a particular set of ideas as
shown by the pathway through themes 2. 7, 18, 4 and 1. (Table 21. Theme 2 is concerned

with the derivation of laws in geography; theme 7 discusses how geographers use very

specific examples to illustrate a point. 18 would appear to be some padding and concerned
with interaction; 4 explores the links between spatial form and temporal processes and

finally theme 1 deals with how the ergodic hypothesis may be used to link temporal behav-

iour with spatial form.

An even better example of the progressive development of a set of con,:epts would

be the pathway defined by the themes 20. 17, 16, 4. I (Table 2). Theme 20 describes how
human geographers make use of the methods derived from social scientists in atternp:ing to

explain geographic phenomena.

Theme 17 gives definitions of geography which give rise to a set of questions pur-

sued in research in geography; 16 states that geographers must be aware of the empirical

status of the laws derived from other disciplines; and we are back to them 4 again.
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TABLE 2

HARVEY THEMATIC COMPONENTS

I . 1 he tilgothc hypo thesis may be _used to link temporal behaviour with spatial form_

2. Methodological universality and the derivation of laws in geography.

general theory in geography explores the links between spatial form and temporal

process.

5. The establishment of basic postulates for theory in geography.

7 Ceographers frequently use statements of low order generality.

8. Physical geography applies laws derived from physics.

The concept of region in geography may perform the same function as that of class

in science.

11. Geometry provides the language used in discussing the sets of relationships inherent
in problems of geographical interest.

12. It has been argued that universal laws have no relevance to cultural geography because
of the differences in the value systems of different cultures.

13. The literature of the subject provides a wealth of source material from which to
derive an understanding of the nature of geography.

15. There are problems of formulating laws in geography as is apparent in the studies of

several research workers_

16. Geographers must be aware of the empirical status of the laws derived from other

disciplines.

17. Definitions of geography give rise to a set of questions pursued in research in

geography,

18, Probably discard. Very generally concerned with interaction.

21. Some concepts used by geographers are derived from other disciplines.

Some concepts are indigenous to geography (and may be used in the development of

theory in geography ).
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Areas of possible application

Five main areas of application of this technique spring icadily to mind and they
Ate in.

11) Information storage and retrieval

(2; Development of reading tests of to, r live type.

(3 Analysis of dialogue

(4) Textbook evaluation

01 Curriculum development.

the idealized structural network was developed using woods from abstracts of a
selection of research papers and books then the network diagram itself would represent a
developmental history, of that particular subject area. The various pathways through the
network would show how a particular idea was developed and how it was related to other
ideas. For example, if one was working in the field of Early Childhood Education, there is
a considerable body of research literature concerned with human intellectual development
and it is possible to trace the development of current practice through a sequence of relat-
ed research documents. There is also, body of related knowledge which deals with the
ielationship between nutrition and nut Ilectual development. Where these two pathways
intersect in the network diagram one would expect to find a selection of documents deal-
ing with aspects of nutrition and its effrct on intellectual development in ECE. There is
really nothing new in this idea because in fact, this is precisely how the present library card
catalogue system works. However, one can imagine with the idea or concept linked cata-
logue, a user of the library would be supplied with a map of his particular area of interest
instead of having to rely on the card catalogue.

Secondly, in the development of Cloze type reading tests where certain words are
systematically deleted and must then be replaced by tne person taking the test, deletion is
carried out systematically, say every eighth word. The use of text structural analysis would
allow systematic deletion of words occurring in only one thematic component.

Thirdly, in the analysis of dialogue such as may take place between a teacher and
a student. It would seem that the skill of a good teacher lies in his ability to match his level
discourse to the conceptual map of the student. By continuously monitoring and analys-
ing the feedback that he receives from his students, the teacher will be able to judge whether
the material he is flying to teach is beyond their grasp at that point in time or not. Analyses
Of this kind could be used in teacher training programs to analyse discourse in microteaching
sessions.

Fourthly, the analysis of textbooks. So often the adoption of a textbook or the
recommendation of a particular textbook is an idiosyncratic decision. Maybe it is the lay-
out of the pages or the particular type font that appeals to the teacher or lecturer that
leads to his recommending the hook for use in a particular course. How much bey.er it
%vould he to have some objective Means of evaluation. so that the teacher can be sore that
all Hof the stated objectives of the hook have been met. A thematic and structural :analysis

oi such a textbook would allow such an objective evaluation. In fact a doctoral dissertation



1 1 7 it 8
is hong completed fiele al the t imeisity of OueenSland, at the moment in this very area.
where 11A0 geograph lembooks and seve:;11 research papers are being analysed in this way

ill elder to see if they have been written :gem ding to the accepted structure of the dis-
eiphne and also to we it tho are consistent with any learning theory in educational

chol*

thtie is the area of curriculum development which is really an extension
of the textbook analysis eept that it would he an ongoing adaptive procedure in that the
analysis would be carried out continuously during the development of the curriculum
materials. It would not mean that there would be no more field trials or a need for eval-
uation, but rather it would speed up the whole process of producing a final version of the
nixerials: So much nine, money and energy is presently wasted in trying to evaluate new
curriculum materials, when it is an almost impossible task due to the interference effects of
the materials. the classroom environment, the teacher's characteristics and the student's
Own motivational and personality variables.

The second half of this presentation is a description of just such an experiment in
ctirrietilinn evaluation where one small part of one of the ASEP units has been rewritten
and then taught in one of the Brisbane metropolitan High Schools. (See Clarke's article
which follows. f
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THE ROLE OF THE CONTENT AND STRUCTURE OF

CURRICULUM MATERIAL IN COGNITION

John Clarke

Introduction

In recent }ears. numerous writers have highlighted the need for various types of
studies of ASEP materials. in particular evaluative studies designed to determine whether
the picture of science presented in the materials is valid. (Moritz, 1972; Power, 1970).
What is reported here is an evaluation of the core of an ASEP unit "Pushes and Pulls'.
ASEP-. I972a) without the possible distorting influence of teachers, pupils and school

environment, a revision of the core on the basis of the evaluation, and a field trial of the
original and revised versions.

Curriculum evaluation

A conventional approach to curriculum development is shown diagrammatically
in Figure 1. where "formative" evaluation (&riven; 1967) takes place during development
and by the use of field

Available teachable
content

Specification
of Objectives

Development _______ Field Trials to Final Product

Pre -trial Field Trial
formative formative
evaluation evaluation

Feedback

FIGURE 1

Pre-trial formative evaluation is built into most curriculum development schemes
in the form of evaluation committees, (ASEP, 1971; Ramsay, 1971), referral to "experts"
(Grobman. 1969: Lockhard, 1968; Welch and Walberg, 1968), etc. Questions have been
asked about the objectivity of such procedures (e.g. Herron, 1966). However, most form-
ative evaluation seems to come from within the classroom, (Lockhard: 1968) and perhaps
more important are questions such as, how useful is the field-trial formative evaluation
feedback, and how much is this information a true indication that the unit's objectives have
been achieved? It is almost impossible to determine the amount of influence that teacher,
pupil and environmental factors may have in enhancing or inhibiting the objectives of the
curriculum developers. It may be suggested that what really matters is how the curriculum
"works" in the field. The problem still remains however of differentiating between Out-
comes due to the material and outcomes due to factors other than the curriculum and know-
ing how much possible output has been lost due to, or distorted by. 'interference'.

Curriculum theorists Johnson (1967) and Macdonald (1965) recognize this problem
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'then they note that curriculum evaluation is all to often conducted at the output point
of instruction rather than at the input position. with the result that

cinticulum evaluation is confounded with insnuctional evaluation_
Cuiricillum serves as a cineinm foe instructional evaluation, vanations
in instruction Cal:1101 be permitted to elite, into the evaluation of
curriculum" (J01,nson: 1%7:13S ).

Some suggestions have been made as to how to overcome the 'interference Not),
km. Johnson, for example. suggests that ".. .. differences in instructional effectiveness
must be controlled, randomized, or portioned out ". (!bid ) These methods may be Jan:Alt
and perhaps not completely successful. The only sure way would seem to be to evaluate
bePre any field trials.

This pre-trial formative evaluation, should, in part. alti,w an evaluation of the
potential of the material to allow pupils to achieve stated objectives, allowing a reslitICItli-
mg of the content. if necessary, to more csely approximate stated objectives belin.e
interfering field-trial influences distort the outcomes, and hence allowing more reliability to
be placed on the outcomes of field trials.

In an attempt to do this, what is being suggested is. in addition to the perhaps too
subjective (? ) pre-trial formative evaluation strategies presently being used, and in keeping
with the idea that it is necessary to include elements-'from the outside" in formative eval-
uation (Ahmann, 1967:87). that there be a more objective evaluation of the final pre-trial
product by means of an analysis of its content.

Content Analysis

Content analysis, defined broadly as

a multipurpose research method developed specifically for in-
vestigating a broad spectrum of problems in which the content of
communication serves as a basis of inference" (Holsti, 1968:597).

or more specifically as

a research technique for the objective, systematic and
quantitative description of the manifest content of communication-
(Berlson, 1952.18).

has been used to investigate a diversity of problems.

A recent comprehensive review of content analysis research is given by Holsti
11969 ). Most of these studies. however. use either a sophisticated analysis specifically de-
signed for a given purpose le.g. The General Enquirer: see Stone ei al. 1966), or very simple
frequency counts. both of which have limitations. Further, there seems to be little study
in the education area. or more specifically in the science education area, most research

seeming to concentrate on history, politics, etc.
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he eso..ptik iti this ina he leadalidiq research were :ortrihmes of content are

ottelated %% WI ease ot s:ompieliension that acter isms ot text which have often been test-

ed include sat toils aspeits of i.ocabula, (diversity, hard words, long words, abstract words),
sentence sttuctlie length. ty pc number of prepositional phrases or indeterminate clauses)
and human interest elements I petsmal pronouns, colourful words). 1969).

Gardner i 19(8), using procedures hased on ear her work by Elesch (1948) evaluated the

teadabilii of the text tot AMU:al:Ill students. ASEP also used the Resell read -

ability formulas to prepare then materials ("The ASEP I handbook;46.513 ), and have devel-

oped a checklist for analysing the "style" of their materials (Shepherd, 1972). Although

measuies ot style and readability are obviously essential, the formulae etc. can only check
on the comprehensibility of the text. They can, in no way, cheek that the content itself is
valid. The approach here is to use a technique reported in an earlier paper (Carss; 1973)

on the core of "Pushes and Pulls" (ASEP; 1972a).

(a ) to isolate the important themes of the content,

th;) to detect structure, if any, and

(c) to see if the themes and the structure have the potential
to achieve the stated objectives.

Once this has been done, faqir/ objective pre-trial formative evaluation feedback

will be available as a guide for any rewriting that is necessary.

The original curriculum (C.)

I. Thematic Elements

The Principal Component analysis isolated thirteen significant components which

accounted for 55.1% of the variance. In order to name these thematic elements effectively,
it was necessary, occasionally, to look at the text to see in what context the words occurr-
ed. A summary of the themes appears in Table 1.

Theme 1 is obviously a "measuring" theme, combining both how to measure
(stretch, mark) and what to use (rubber-band, metre-rule). The high loading of "centimetre"
suggests a quantitative as well as a qualitative method of measuring. Theme 2 outlines the
structure of the total unit, including the core and options plus some idea of how to record

answers to small self-evaluation tests that occur throughout the unit. In Theme 3, apparat-
us (rubber ball on table) is being used to pose questions about forces.

Themes 4, 5 and 6 appear to be themes that one would expect to be related if any

structure exists. They describe a way of "seeing" forces act (6), and what they do when

they act (5 ). logically leading to an operational definition of detecting and measuring (4).
Whether these themes are, in fact, structurally related will emerge later.

Themes 7 and 8 are "comparison" clusters. Theme 7 seems to suggest a "sensi-

tivity*" theme small and large force-measurers being calibrated against a standard. This

theme may be weakened by the lack of some quantitative words e.g. tenth, unit. Theme
is an example of a theme where text consultation was required before a suitable name could

be applied. It is suggesting. in fact, a preparation for calibr on using washers that have the
same or different weights.
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TABLE 1

THEMATIC ELEMENT %VAR WORDS IN THEMATIC ELEMENT ILOADINGS)

biltoduilory II:Marks on
the phenomena of
nieusuiellient

5,0 3/4:eniimeite (.01 ) timou it I.5t))
'stretch ( .4)0 ) , . mark ,in i.t.51)
lubber -band 4.851 'nieto..-iule 4.52 )
graph (.63) le:404.42)
show 4v ) 4 .(2) ))1111 (n) (Al )

Outline of the unlit 5.3 option (.$o) ) Wont] book (.7 ))
test In )4.84) allsWei 4n)(.59)
core I .80 ) each 4.49 )
hook 1.70) beim:(.42)

Posing Questions . 1 rubber-ball 493) table 1.83 )
happen 4.87) questiol; (.731
suppose (.87 )

Definition in operational
terms

4.ti definition (.83 ) try 4.5.6)
detect 1.83) measine i.55 )
how (.72) only 4.52)
tell 1( -65 )

Comparative effects of
change of state

4.5 change (v )( -.85) mu:11( -.56)
shape (n)( -.85) know ( -.52)
act( -.76 ) force in )( -.45 )

Concept of a tierce 4.3 push 40(.81) length (.51)
pull In)1.80) word (.48)
see (.71) something (.41)
way (.53)

7 Sensitivity of measuring
instruments

4.2 large ( -.79) force-measurer ( -.46)
newton ( -.76) weight ( -.43)
small (-1)0) blade (-.40)

8 Preparation for calibration 3.9 different (.77) many (.47)
weight (.58) result (.46)
same (.54) each (.46)

washer (.41)
Assembling apparatus and
developing standard scale

3.7
r
card (.60) force-measurer (.47)
mark (v) (.59) now (.42)
up (.57) your (.40)
zero (.53) blade (.40)

10 Mode o a scientist and
his methodology

3.5 scientist ( -.88) nd ( -.45)
like ( -.79) give ( -.42)
word (-.58)

11 instructions on performing
experiments, recording
and examining data

3.4 add ( -.78)
sinker ( - .63)
do ( -.43 ) --.......

1 instructions on
calibrating

3.3 stop (v) (.79) bla de (.56)
mark (n) (.66) unit (.47)
washer (.58)

13 Procedural instructions
and summary

3.3 check ( -.65) answer (n) (-.51)
page ( -.62 before ( -.46)
sure ( -.56 )
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theme n is a tor tiler -ineasuong- duster but with an additional "calibrations'
dimension inhit Is. loot. l.ogicalls. it would link with of tun concuttent with, Themes 11

and 12, s Inch ucnor.al- themes. one giving instructions on measuring (11 ), the

the' mst 11k:11%01N +IA cahhiatme 412) Again any structural relalions will be seen later.

1-11,,me 10 seems to be trymg to say "Scientists do things like this" or "We are go-
ing to do things the way Ntlefirists do-. Theme 13 is obviously one of instructions con-
coning the self-evaluation that occurs throughout the unit. It is much more specific than
Theme 2 which relates to the whole unit. but one would expect perhaps some structural

with Theme 2 and Alter quantitative themes (e.g. 9, 12')

Str4,c rare

he Cioss-correlation anah,sis makes it possible to see at which stage themes
emeige and tecetk and also which themes and subthemes are bilked, The results of this
amity \is are shown thagrammancally in Figure 2. It can be seen from Figure 2 that there
ale tom distinct palls to the unit. Pal t 1 (para. 1-25 n appears to he the most integrated of
all the pails and contains three major themes. 4. 5, and 6. It begins with a two-part

Introduction ;ion paragraphs. Instructions. and the predicted linking of Themes 2 and
occur in the fit st pail while some hint of things to come occupys the second part vii..

that pupils AM he -Neling- I Oh:CS (I heine observing their effects ;Theme 5 ). trWaStir-

mg I Th.smeN e%aluatmg t theme 13) and defining (Theme 4) these effects "just like
scientists- (Theme 10). This latter section acts :is an "advance organizer" for the whole
c+,-e. Then follows a six paragraph block (8 -13) in which forces are actually "seen" i.e.
the concept of a rtnie (Theme 43 zs developvd. Important sub-themes here are Themes
and 12 whew the idea of measuring forces is introduced. What a force is, leads logically to

what a force does and this theme (Theme 5) dominates the next major paragraph block
t14-18). Questions are asked about what a force does (Theme 3). and links arc made with
what a force is (Theme bland a range of measuring and evaluating themes. The section
culminates in paragraph 18, where some self-evaluation (Theme 13) concerning forces
(Theme 6) occurs. Paragraphs 18.20 form a bridge between what forces do and the next
marl theme. theme 4, which is concerned with developing a method of defining force in
operational terms viz. detecting and measuring. !Experimental activity is again present to
some degree (Themes 11, 12. 13). Part I finishes in paragraphs 24-25 with a summary and
self-evaluation (Theme 13) "like scientists do" (Theme 10).

The suggestion that Themes 4.5, and 6 should logically have some structural re-
lationship have in fact occurred. At the end of Part 1 there is a definite hiatus suggesting
perhaps that a new sequence of events is about to occur.

This new sequence does, in fact, eventuate in Part 2 where, generally speaking,

there is change from measuring and detecting to calibrating. One would expect. with this
more quantitative approach, a need for greater precision and this it reflected by a strength-
ening of the evaluation strand (Theme 13 ). and inure instructions on experimenting
assembling apparatus (Theme 9), preparing for ana calibrating (Themes 8, 12) and record-
ing and examining dint. (Theme 11). Sonic of the earlier domiran! themes have all but

disappeared the "detection" (Them 4) and "examples- (Theme 6) job being virtually
flubbed. They have laid the foundations for the more ditficuli calibrating themes that
dominate this section.
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Part 2 also has a 11k o part nu: oduction but of NIt paragraphs only. 126-31). The

fit st lout "set the stage" tit the whole ot Part when questions are posed (Theme 3) and

there is piepaiation experimentation 4Theines 1,9, 1 I ). The remaining two paragraphs

lemuid pupils how to use their record booklets fin this new quantitative experiment-

anon tilreme 1. 1ti palaglaphs 31.35, the effects of forces (Theme 5 ) are in fact measured

quantitattely t Themes I, 1 i ) and some Mtn of ealibtation occurs 1Themes 12, 13). The

lemanidet 01 Pat t 2 13o45) 1. devoted completely to this cab/nation. The predicted
N1111:111131 I elationsirp -t Ihemes k), 12 and 13 developed as all three strands strengthen,
until with the assistance ot theme ti (para. 42) the linkages occur near the end of Part

143-451. Theme 13 also acts a'. a means of summit/Mg and giving further instructions.

Pail 3 is Almost do oid of sink:lure apart from an only attempt to prepare for

;:\peliniou,ir ion iiihnnes ti, 11)1. If the .311.11NIN t. valid, one could

suggest that thole seems to be little of consequence occulting aS fat as tieVdOplilelll Of

the ,,,11 opt oikernedAn examination ot the content IASEP: 1972a: 20-22)
shows that it I. :Ic.diue with ''good Siandrds Measurement" and is attempting 10

develop ,1 standaid, leading eventaully to the newton. The only possibly dis-
ft,,i1:11; it this standards' theine iPossiblv Theme 7'?) to emerge is

that it is lequil,,d iea the next section, Put 4. Pail 4 0979 ) does not seem to he as highly

integrated as Pali, 1 And Apar I host structutalh complex introduction 00-641. The
gt:iwtd ,th, .A111 L'sifibrdling and c%,i111,1111q. l I haws 9, 12, 131 but including

as well l ireine ni winch -11eV4.1011- loatiN 1111.I111\ 4.70 suggesting comparison with a

standard.

The mnoducnon lays the baso for this standardization but the attempt does not
seem to succeed. tprohabiv due to The lack of support from Part 3) as evidenced by the
middle section t65-7` 1winch is rather disjointed. The first part 165-70) attempts to carry

out the standardisation, while the second part 171-76 ) attempts to extend the new ideas
,uppow you wanted to measure something heavier than one newton" I ASEP., 1972a:27).
The remainder ot Part 4 177 -79) contains a core self-evaluation test and instructions on how

to proceed onto the options 1Themes 2, 13). There seems to be no evidence of any attempt

Is summanze the w hole cote .

The "ideal" or "essence" of the structure can be achieved as indicated in an earl-

ier paper Wars., 1073 ) The "essential structure" is shown in Figure 2A which shows that
the themes divide themselves into two interhnked chains qualitative and quantitative_

The main aspects Of structure that emerge arc that

fa) Themes 5. 6. 9 and 11 are the important **pivotal" elements or
"en,,wing points" of the structure:

lb) Themes I 3 and 12 are terminal themes:

4c) The concepts present in the structure can be obtained by
tracing the numerous pathways e.g. 2-13.4-5-6-10;
9-13-4-5-6-1 etc.
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3 Reiationship of Thematic Elements and Structure to Stated Objectives

To determine how well the core has the potential to achieve the expected out-

,onies. a companson can be made between the content and logic implied in the thematic

elements and then start titre, and the statement of expected knowledge outcomes,

Expected Knowledge Outcomes MO/ of the Core IASEP; 1972b:vi)

,0.1 The first 3Clivines are designed to allow the students to visualize unseen forces

by ohsetving men. effects. The students are shown that forces cause observable

reactions. Forces cause objects to:

1.1 Change shape.

1,2 Start or stop moving.

1.3 Slow down or speed up.

1.4 Change direction.

K.0.2 A :,,Actitist gives a description for definition) of a thing by answering two

questions,

Ilow can I tell if I have some of this?

How can I tell how much of it I have

3.0.3 You can tell how much force you have by the amount that it changes the shape

of something.

K0.4 It is necessary to have a calibrated scale to measure something.

K.0.5 It is important to have standards of measurement.

K.0.6 When forces cause certan objects to cha-ige shape these objects do not return

to their original shape. This characteristic makes them less useful than others

as force measurers.

K.0.7 Weight is one kind of force.

K.0.8 An instrument must be zeroed before making a measurement.

K.09 The newton is the standard unit of force.

K.0.10 An instrument can be calibrated against a standard instrument.

K.0.1 I The range of an instrument can be extended by chaning its sensitivity.

K.0.12 A force measurer can be used to measure forces other than weight.

K.0.13 Knowledge that a standard must be plentiful, of suitable size, easily duplicated,

agreed on by everyone.
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TABLE 2

THEMATIC
ELEMENT

EXPECTED KNOWLEDGE OUTCOMES

3 i 4 5 1 b 7 J 8 0 10 11 1 ' I.,

1 X 1

1

X

.;

1

15

7
1 X? X? X?

8 X?

9 X X

10

H

1'

13

1
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.sompanson of thematic elements and knowledge outcomes is shown in Table 2,

and suggests that the majority of expected outcomes are represented to varying degrees.

Ilowevei, some either do not occur IK.0.13) or are only weakly represented (K.O's 5, 6,7,

4, 10,11) Of the Lunn. K.O's Iv. 7 seem highly specific in that they would probably need

.rote to 0,,in once the ieniaindei, along with K.0.13 foam a "standards" cluster. Ex-

amination of the content show that the development of the concept of the standard newton

and cahhation of insituments of varying ranges against this standard is the responsibility of

Patti, 3 and 4 of the cote. It is in these areas that the material is most poorly structured.

The tit oad aim of this ASEP unit is

to allow the students, through his own investigations, to arrive

at an undet standing of concept of a force. In the process, the student
builds a force-measurer and calibrates a scale in newton units ... In

addition. the student activities are designed to develop a scientific
.ippi oaLli to problem solving, the gathering of data for interpretation
and the presentation of data.- t ASH): 1972b:ii)

and the anal sis suggests that the content has the potential to do this up to a point. The
analysis also shoos that the content seems to he aimed at the correct cognitive readiness
level of students. Ausubel. working within a Piagetian framework suggests that

. . it would appear that, tin the concrete operational stage), given
only the stimulus support provided by concrete images of exemplars
of criterial images, the child would be able mentally to construct a
representative image embodying the meaning of the concept."

1.1usubel and Robinson, 1969:185y

and the high emphasis on -doing- and "seeing" would help to achieve this.

Questions that the curriculum developers may now ask, however, are:

41) 1)0 themes emerge and fade at appropriate times? The non-emergence of a
"standards" theme at the appropriate time li.e. paragraphs 48 -58) may be a cause for con-
cern.

;it) Is there any "dead wood" oi poorly structured material present that may be
interfering with the developai,.nt of a theme or the concept as a whole e.g. in paragraphs
48-58,65-75?

On) Is there any need to "tighten up" the structure of the latter sections which
are not as well integrated as the early sections.

The inadequacies of the core highlighted by this analysis of the content, may be
overcome by a revision of Parts 3 and 4.



The revised Curriculum KO

Theoretical Basis of the Revision

Bruner 41966
problems as being
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181. in discussing curricula construction, regards one of the majot

how to have basic subjects rewritten and their teaching materials
revamped in such a w4 that the pervading and powerful ideas and
attitudes relating to them are given a central role."

Sonic learning theorists have delved deeply into this idea that the SU-WPM' of the
material presented to learners is of the utmost importance, the best known perhaps being
Ausuhel who says, lOr example, that

the major implication for teaching is that control over the accuracy,
clarity, longevity in memory and transferability of a given body of
knowledge can be most effectively exercised by attempting to influence
the crucial variables of cognitite structure . ... e.g. by employing suitable
programmatic principles of ordering the stihjet matter and constructing
its internal loge,: and organization.- (1964:168)

Ihs ideas of "advance organizers" etc. are well documented (Ausubel; 1960, 1963)
aid hate been used successfully in science education research (see for example, reviews by
Kuhn, 11972 ) and Novak el al (197 I ).

Bruner (1964.309) suggests that the structure of any domain of knowledge may
he characterized in three ways. each effecting the ability of any learner to master it, the
mode of presentation, its economy and its effective power. Figure 2 and the subsequent
discussion suggest that some of these conditions particularly the last two may not be
present is much as they could be. What seems to be required is sonic restini..uring and
rewriting of Parts 3 and 4 (or slightly before), with emphasis being given to economy (no
"dead wood ") and effectiveness (potential to achieve objectives) without loss of appropriate
level of difficulty, readability, visual impact etc. (mode of presentation). The Ausubelian
ideas of "advance organizers-, "integrative reconciliation" etc. mai act as theoretical guides
for the rewriting. This new version can then be reanalysed by content analysis to see if the
rewriting has been successful in overcoming the apparent deficits of the original content.

' The Revised Curriculum

Paragraphs 46 to 79 were rewritten and reduced by three paragraphs. The source
01 I he original ASEP material proved to be most useful here i.e. "Probing the Natural
World. Vol.1- (ISCS:1970). This reduction occurred in Part 3 where most of the "dead
wood- seemed to be. An example of the rewritten material is as follows:
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ORIGINAL CURRICULUM ICII)

"Pushes and Pulls 41'472;1.20)

Paid, 47 iRetes to Fgure 2 )

By now y ou know that you! "washers'
card is different If mil the cards of some
of y ow neighbours. You may have
even guessed wh.v, Although they looked
the same the piles of washers in each
pile weighed the same but those in
different piles had tilifetelli weights.
You can check this bv, 'feeling' the
weight of a pile 01 eac'i colour,
l'his rs wits y on and 111:111), of your
classmates got dif fetent results when
you weighed the sinker,

4 s

The scales made with different washers
will not be the same. They differ
because memt -ms of v otn class used
different standards2 to make their
scalCN If eve,yone had i.:sed washers
that weighed the same. the marks on
all cards would have been in the same
place (the scales would be the same).

REVISED CURRICULUM (c R1

47R

By now you know that your "washers" card
is different front the cards of some of your
neighbours. You may even hz.r guessed
why. Go back and think about how you
made the scales on your "washers" card.'
You made a mark each nine a washer was
added to the cup. Anything (such as a
washer) that is used 10 make a scale is
called a standart:.2

4 s R

Now compare your scale with the scale of
your classmates. li the -washer units" on
your scale are not the same, it means you
must have used different standards to make
them. Thus, the washers of different
colours must have different weights. You
can check this by 'feeling the weight' of a
pile of each colour. This is why you and
many of your classmates got different
results when you weighed the sinker.
Q.23. How would all members of your
class be able to produce the same scales?'

1. Integrative reconciliation ( Ausubel; 1963:80-1).

2. in C.. this is the first mention of the word "standard ". There would seem to he a

need to introduce this earlier to avoid confusion between "standard and "scale".

This is done in ('R by means of a definition an "expository organizer".
AUSIlbel; 1960).

3. To promote problem solving and test understanding of the section.

The new core (paragraphs 1-45 of the original core and the revised paragraphs 46-76).

was then analysed as before. The resultant thematic elements are shown in Table 3 and
the structure of paragraphs 46-76 is shown in Figure 3.
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TABLE 3

THEMATIC ELEMENT I%VAR WORDS IN THEMATIC ELEMENT ILOADINGSI

i ; Introductory Temarks on
the phenomena of
measurement

5.6 centimetie (.92)
stretch (.92)
rubber-band (.81)
graph (.69)
show (V )(:64)

amount (.51)
metre-rule (.49)
mark in ) (.49)
pull In) (.42)
need (.40)

_ Outline of the unit t 4.9 option ( -.92)
core ( -.83)
test (0( -.80)
book -.71)

-
record -book ( -.66)
answer (-.51)
each 1 -.a0)

3 Posing questions 5.0 rubber-ball (.9-11
suppose(.911
happen 1.8(3)

table 1.83)
question (.73)

Definition in operational
ivrfllS

3.7 definition (.81)
how (.67)
detect (.65 )
tell (.132)

mea.sure (.51)
try (.50)
only (.42)

3 omparative effects 411
change of state

4.2 shape (.76 )
act (.75)
change (.74)

much ( A)6 )

know (.59)
force 01)1.52)

H
t) Concept of a force 4.2 see (.73)

push (n) (.70)
pull (n)(.68)
way (.66)
find (.53)

measure (v )(.49)
something (.49)
length (.44)
word (.43)

7 Sensitivity of measuring
instruments

4.9 tenth (.86)
weigh (.76)
new. 'n (.71)
weight (.68)
small (.60)

unit (.57)
sinker (.51 )
do (.43)
try (.41)

Preparation for calibration 3.2 collect (-.73)
large (-.71)
sure (-.62)

before (-.57)
blade (-.41)

9 Assembling apparatus and
developing a standard scale

3.7 zero (-,75)
force-measurer (-.56)
card (-.54)

mark (-,52)
paper-hook (-.45)
now (-.41)

10 Model of a scientist and
his methodology

3.2 scientist (.82)
like (.77)
word (.59)

many (.48)
give (.47)

11 Instruction on performing
experiments. recording and
examining data

3.5 time (-.66)
add (-.62)
each (-.60)

amount (-.53)
same ( -.48)
sinker (-.41)

12 Instructions on
calibrating

3.1 stop (-.77)
mark (n )(-.65)
washer (-.53)

move (-.41)
blade (-.41)

13 Procedural instructions
and summary

3.7 different (.78)
check (v)(.76)
page (.71)

answer (n) (.60)
answer (v) (.52)

14 Characteristics°, f a good
standard

4.2

I

standard (.84)
measurement (.82)
good (.76)
object (n) (.48 )

make (.471
choose (.46)
all (.43)



3, Thematic Petnents

A' might be expected. there was a redistribution of variance and changes in the

loadings ot words but the order of the original thematic elements has been maintained in

I able 3 allom, easy comparison. A' might also be expected, there was a large degree of

correspondence between the two Nets or themes. There were however. four significant

changes. Firstly . and perhaps most importantly, a completely new thematic element einerg.

ed Theme 14) vii_ chatactetistics of a good standard. This theme should have emerged in

Pali 3 of the original curriculum. It should appear in this region in the structure of the

revised curriculum. Secondly. Theme 7 was strengthened by the inclusion of words such

as "tenth- and "unit- and can now be regarded with greater confidence as a "sensitivity-

theme Thirdly , rn Similar fashion. Theme 11 is now a much more powerful experimental

instills:now, theme as a 1CsUlt of the tnclustott of mote relevant words such as "each

-amount-. -same-, etc. Finally, the tole of Theme 8 was clarified as being one that re-

presents preparation for a calibrating activity.

4. Structure

e Pitts l and 2 of the original core were not rewritten, their structure can be

regarded as mauling the same. Figure 3 immediately suggests two significant differences

when compared to the corresponding sections ot Figure 2. Firstly, the rewritten section

has much more SMUCtUie and secondly', is mote integrated to the point where it can be re-

garded as one Nee non tParl SRI. It consNb of a series of sub-sections that either overlap

ot are connected by "bridging- themes. The exception to this integration may be para-

graphs 73-76 which act as a core summary.

Two structures dominate Part 3R the new theme (Theme 14) which binds the

early sub ections together and paragraphs 66-70 where the all-important standardization

oc,:uts. I hese aspects were either missing or only weakly represented in the original core.

Theme 14 develops over paragraphs 47-56 and during this development, the need for a

standard tied to the measuring and calibrating skills developed in Parts 1 and 2 and re-

introduced here as a preliminary to the development of the standard unit of force after

Theme 14 recedes. In the first sub-section (46-51) experimental instructions (Theme 11)

on detecting and measuring Theme 4) and calibrating (Theme 12) forces are reintroduced

with. however. a new aim the development of a standard. Experimental instructions

(52 -53) act as a bridge to the second sub-section (53-57) and an overlapping third sub-

section (50-62) w here calibration (Themes 8, 12), now using a standard scale, leads to the

emergence of the standard unit of force the newton (Theme 7; 59-61).

Theme 14 then acts as a bridge to the last major sub-section of Part 3R (62-70)

where the standard newton is then used to measure small and large forces. This can be

.dieted from the dominance of paragraphs 66-70 by the now strengthened sensitivity

theme (Theme 7) and the presence of experimental and evaluation themes (Themes 11, 13:

67-68: Theme 8: 6S-70).

The final section (72-76) summarizes what has occurred throughout the core, as

o'denced by the presence of most of the thematic elements, as well as giving instructions

as to how to proceed with the options in a scientific way (Themes 10, 13). This -tying

together- was lacking in the original core.
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11 now Seettls that "oil papet the revised version of the core Ifid has more

1101rential than C aelneve the stated Albjeetives of the curriculum writers. The new th

lheme 14 and the strengthened themes and 11, along with the improved structure of the

latter sections should %welcome the inadequacies of the original core. One method of check-

ing Oil this would be to rupar e the effects of both versions on pupils "in !me field". Be.

fore reporting on the field trial, it should he noted that CR is by no means the "best"
possible version of the core. CR itself could easily be subjected to further rewriting and

content analysis any number 01'111110 e.g. para. 62-66 may well need further revision,

Field Mal

I Organization and Sample

During l9"3. sLience teJeliers under Mr. S. Mackenzie at Wavell State High School

in Brisbane changed the normal Crade i first secondary year) science program to one of

eight ASLP units. tour to he done per semester. "Pushes and Pulls" was one of the first

semester units Due to school organizational "problems" !see Clarke: 1973a) eight class

groups I four groups oi Iwo) were chosen from an available twelve to act as the sample. The

groups were ,:hoseil 10 .1%0111 Ff oup. tth unique characteristics, to minimize the teacher

variable and to provide an opportunity for replications. The seqa,_nce of groups is shown

in Table 4.

TABLE 4

- ,

GROUP TEACHER

SEQUENCE

29/ I

to
2f3

5/3
to

30/3

2/4
to
4/5

21/5
to

15/6

I 8A7

8A9

2 8A3

8A5

38A22

8A4

4 8A6

8A10

Mrs. A

Mrs. A

Mrs. B

Mrs. B

Mr. C

Mr. C

Mr. D

Mr. D

P

P

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

P

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

P

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

P

P

"P" : Pushes and Pulls Other ASEP units.



instriiments

fa ASEP booklets.

In preparing the mate IA. an attempt was made to maintain the -ASEP atmos-
hs having individual cote and record booklets and by making the revised si.lsn

Nets similar in appearance to the olignial veision e.g. the same illustrations in much the
same position. There were, however, some deviations from the normal ASH) tOrmat
booklets were reproduced in foolscap tOrm and a special separate -Check Yom Answers-
sheet Was prepared to replace the "Turn to p, l l') and check your answers- type of in-
struction, The core booklet. record booklet and "Check Your Answets" sheet for each
version had a consistent colour diffetence.

h ) Pie. and Post-tests.

Short objective pre- and post-tests were produced by the author. Each test con-
tained tso distinct sub tests one sub-test contained questions related to the section of
the e not revised 4p.na- 1 to 45) and the 'tullel sub-test contained questions related to
the section of the cote that was revised tpara. 46-70 Details of the consnuction of these
questions_ in particular their -elation to relevant K.O's, ate available elsewheie (Clarke,
ltr3a). Reliability measures. however. are not yet available.

3. Methodology and Design

Teachers were given verbal and written instructions (see Clarke, I973a ) and dur-
ing the first "Pushes and Pulls" meeting, administered the pre-test. randomly assigned pupils
to control Original ASP core) and experimental !revised ASEP core) groups. distributed
the booklets and introduced the pupils to the -hardware- they would be handling during
the unit e.g. force-measurers. sinkers etc. The distriliution of the sample to this point of
time. is shown in Table 5. The original sample has been reduced by 29 so far. due to pupils
not completing both pre- and post-tests, not having a school record card, transferring to
another school etc. Table S shows the reduced figures.

TABLE 5

Group 1 2- 3 4

Teacher A B C D

Control

Experimental

27

35

27

28

34

23

*

*

Total 62 55 57 *

* Unavailable at this time.

As each individual finished the core 14-5 forty minute periods) they completed the
post-test. The pupils were then issued with the "real- ASEP books and allowed to proceed
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onto the options. I in, pie test, post-test, control group design, with tandom assignment of

individuals to tApeimicithil and control groups, is regarded by Campbell and Stanley (1967:

183 ) as a tine experiinenial design.

Teaclicts and pupils were asked to indicate pioblern areas throughout the cure by

teachers keeping a list of pupil questilnis that related specifically to understanding of the

content ot the cote. and by pupils marking sentences or paragraphs they had difficulty in

understanding. This technique teacher and pupil reports is the most common format-

ive evaluation technique tLockhard, 1968) but is regarded by re,iewers of ,:t1tfiCtlititil

evaluation research (Clarke, 1973b: Lockhard, 1968; Welch, 1969) as being of questionable

use roi a numhei of reasons e.g. the feedback is not suitable to allow changes to be made

in the materials. A preliminary analysis of the feedback has already shown the advantage
of content analysis A control group pupil's question "Why do we have to change the
hacksaw blades?" reflects confusion concerning sensitivity. Content analysis of the original

cow could have predicted such confusion. However, in many cases it seems that teachers
and pupils ale lust too busy in the ASEP classroom to provide feedback. There may be a

'iced lo provide teachers and pupils with some structure and system within which they
could provide usable feedback. or to get the feedback independently of them e.g. video-

tape

4. Results and Discussion

Scores obtained in the four sub-tests were analysed using a stepwise discriminant

analysis. Results are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 8

GROUP 1 GROUP 2 c.aouP 3 TOTAL

F df F df F df F df

Pre-test sub-test 1 2.28 61 - - 163 52 2.01 172

sub-test 2 L23 59 0.21 51 2.18 53

Post-test sub-test I 1.64 60 0.28 52 3.10 54 2.95 173

sub-test 2 **3.77 62 0.40 53 *4.13 55 *5.50 174
..., ....,

- insufficient for computation
significant at 0.05 level.

** F = 3.99 is significant at 0.05 level.

A significant difference between control and experimental groups was found with

group 3 and the total sample, while group I approached significance, the one discriminator

in each case being Post-Test sub-te 2 the set of questions related to the rewritten para-
graphs. Group 2 differences were not significant but again. the same sub-test discriminated

most. It seems that some of the "instructional evaluation interference" metnioned at the

beginning of this paper may account for group 2 results The pupils in this group took

nearly three times as long to complete the core as did those in groups I and 3. (:0-12
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peitods c t. 4 -(' peitodsi ()vet nits emended period one could see pefiLipN an in:tease of
te-1110 influence at the "expense- or the text influence.

At this eat4 stage of data analysis, the results aie very encom aging but can only
he accepted \ oh optimistic cannon. What has sel to be done is to establish beynid 1 i.tht
able doubt. the teason for the Nigmficam ditteien,e. Hopefully_ it will be lust the text
material but other variables may explain the dilletence e.g. sex. intelligence, vetbal abilities

c Measures of general scholastic aptitude innelligencei. word knowledge and leading
:a-prehension are available from the results of a standatdiied test hatted administeied to
all Queensland state prima* schools late in that Glade 7 year and mulniegression analysis
should isolate the discommanng satiable.

Other contemplated anals sis will be looking Im individual questi4ins t as >IpposCd
slib-Iests) that discriminate between the control and experimental gtoups, a mote detail-

ed examinanon of the teacher and pupil -feedback-, a look at the effect of the nine takr-i
srnplete the ,.ore, and a look tot at* "ASI P fannhatny" et feet that may emerge in the

Liter glom), a. a 1,,,,sint 01 then e\posute to other units before -Pushes and Pulls-.

Summar) and Conclusion

11,11 has been repotted here is an obie:t se. pie-mai formative evaluat n,n of the
,ote pit an ASH) unit designed to show its potemml in terms of themes and sit uctut e. a

Lqt m on the basis oignitie-tield Icar;;Ing theory of those sections of the core shown by
the NiN to be possihlv deficient. and an tingoing field-trial of the original and re: ised
:ores.

The field-tnal results. though only tentative. have demonstrated the of the
Cats% (1973 ) content analysis technique as it Illay he applied to formative curriculum evalu-
Jthill since it supplies ". the diagnostic analysis which is at the heart of formative
evaluation" (Baumgart 1972,9). The technique produces, prior to field-trials, usable in-
formation with respect to the potential inherant in the text, showing for example where
structure is poor or where there is irrelevant of too much information. The technique also
allows feedback from tield-t nals to be used more constructively since general statements or
questions. hitherto of little use in giving writers directions for revision, can he linked to
themes. the content and disttibution of which are available.

The use of this technique for the analysis of the manifest content of communic-
ation-written or verbal seems unlimited. The analysis of the teacher and pupils verbal
communications in parallel with the textual analysis. and the analysis of "expert" ideas
on "what is sciencerto obtain the "essence" of science are but two. The technique itself
needs further refinement and this refinement and possible uses offer an interesting challenge
for future research.
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REFLECTIONS ON THE SOCIAL CONTENT OF SCIENCE

EDUCATION MATERIALS

Peter J. Fe»sham

This paper is a reflection on the findings of a research investigation rather than the

investigation itself. It could be rewritten in a more traditional form which would suggest

that a deliberate plan ,ind design had laid out the procedures. In the complex fields of a

social science like education, it is, of course, important to keep such planning and design

in mind but its dangers need also to be remembered. In the physical sciences, good design
is usually a much simpler matter and carefully planned studies can be carried out. How-
ever. many of the mainsprings for the more important findings and lines of advance come
from the unplanned by-products of earlier investigations, or really critical appraisals of
the restricted thinking that is inevitably associated with a tight design.

the planned study in this case was the development of methods of content anal-

ysis for use with the materials of various science curricula. The content was to be analysed
for 'callous social dimensions. There has been a growing Interest since 1968, the year of
the Dainton Report, in the social relevance of science education.

Tv, social aspects of science led to the first two dimensions.

The first is the social nature of science itself. Pragmatically, this is mentioned by
the Dainton Committee when it says that students should study science because it is one

of the great achievements of humanity and so often provides examples of the best of man's
creativity and inventiveness. The theoretical base for this social dimension of science comes

from the work of Storer', Merton3 and other sociologists of science. They argue that
science and scientists form a social system with its own value system and special means of
communication that transcend national and cultural boundaries. In science education it

may be that some of these aspects of scientific work could be appreciated and learnt.
Several primary level courses have emphasised this point4. The presence of this dimension

in the materials of a course could take many forms. Among these would be case studies

of scientists and of the exchanges between them that led to the development, and reput-

ation of experimental results, conc-pts and theories. Exercises that require the pooling of
data would be emphasised and teachers, texts and data tables as sources would be re-

peatedly related to the energies and work of past and contemporary scientists. The con-

tributions of the technicians who :le behind apparatus and instruments would be made

explicit.

The second social dimension is also to be found in the Dainton Committee's
critique of the teaching of science in English secondary schools. It is the application of

scientific knowledge in society technology and all its implications. Examples of past
and contemporary application of science, and of how scientists were set on the track of

many of their discoveries from real life situations, would be evidence of this dimension

in the materials of a course.

The third dimension is derived front the second one the interaction of scien-
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title knowledge with society. It is essentially a set of ideological positions that has become
meaningful in relation to the cult ictilum of formal education since the year of the Winton
Report. It is bard, only five years later, to believe that such a maim report on science
education could he written without the phrase "social responsibility. of science- being
used The environmental issue, the rise of SRS groups in natty countries and the corium-
culture movements in these mteiv ening y cats, have made us awaie that three can be differ-
ing ideological positions about the interaction of science with society. The Daimon Report
came at the end of an era when the established view of science and of science education was
that 'it was good, meet and right so to do'. It is now recognised that, as well as the position
that sees applied science as problem solving for society, there is a position that sees it as
cleating problems. In other words, science is viewed as a source for the mipiovement of the
quality of social life or for its detenoianon. Both positions can also be held at once and
such an ambivalent stew of applied science is now increasingly the noon. As soon as a
medicinal breakthrough is announced, the question of its side effects are raised, etc.

Procedures and results

The pi ocedures for making the content analysis on these three dimensions have
been described in detail elSeWliCie5.. The first two dimensions are finally. scored on the five
point scale 0, very weak, weak, strong, very strong. The last is scored with + and - depend
ingion what positions are implicitly o1 explicitly taken in the Inclusion and discussion of
examples of SI cial application of science. The number of + or signs signifies in a crude
manner the strength of the presentation of the ideological positions.

Table I shows the results of the analysis for a number of chemistry' text books
that are used in conjunction with courses in Australia or elsewhere.

TABLE 1

Social content of textbooks for
secondary chemistry courses

TEXT SOURCE
SOCIAL CONTENT

Nature Application
-...-

Ideology

Chemistry 'Fakes Shape Johnson and Morrison weak strong + +, -

Scotland

A Modern Approach Stove and Phillips weak very + + +, - -

to Chemistry Victoria, Australia strong

Chemistry A Stranks et al very very +

Structural View Victoria, Australia weak weak

CIILAI STUDY Parry very very +

U.S.A. weak weak

C B A. U.S.A. weak 0 0

Chemist ry Nuffield Foundation weak very + ++

The Sample Scheme England strong

Chemistry Nuffield Advanced weak strong + +, -

Science
England
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All the books except the first edition of Stove and Phillips are associated with
curricular reforms of the substantial variety that began with the PSSC project in the late
1950's. This exception was the spare time work of two practising school teachers and was

a text for a course that had known only the minor revisions that science curricula had
enjoyed for most of this century until the 1')60's. Although published in 1963, after the
major overseas projects had begun it was uninfluenced by them. It was an excellent ex-
ample of the Npe of te' in common use before the project eta.

The data m Table I indicate a polarisation of the texts on the second dimension.
They are either "very weak" in social applications of chemistry or "strong" to "very
strong". The score on the third dimension is, of course, affected by the result on the
second so the "weak" texts have a positive position but largely implicitly. The others
present their positions strongly, but no examples of strong negative positions appear until
the texts of the late 1960's and 70's.

Table 2 presents the results of a similar analysis for the texts of some other science
course of this same period. The results are similar.

TABLE 2

"Social" content analysis of secondary science materials

Published Level
Science

as
-Social"

Social
Application

Ideological
Stance

/
.

J.S.S.P. 1967 7-8 0 weak +

Discovery in Science 1970 7-10 0 weak +

Discovery (Revised) 1972 7-10 weak strong +,-

Nuffield Combined 1970 7-8 0 weak +

Nuffield Secondary 1971 9-11 strong very
stiong

+

A.S.EP. (Aust) 1974 7-10 weak very
strong

+,-

S.C.1.S.P. (U.K.) 1974 9-11 very
strong

very
strong

+,-

P.S.S.C. Physics
(U.S.A. & Victoria)

1959 11-12 weak very
weak

+

Nuffield "0" Physics 1966 7-11 0 weak +
1

JSSP, early Discovery, PSSC, and Nuffield Combined Science are examples of
"weak" social content. Nuffield Physics and revised Discovery are more like the "strong"
group of chemistry texts and the post 1970 ones, Nuffield Secondary Science, ASEP

and SCISP are all "very strong".

The procedures have now been applied by several analysts to a number of texts
and consistent scoring is obtained in relation to the defined criterion of the dimensions.
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We may theretore conclude that Austiulian secondary science is still latgely
gripped by peculiarly a-social courses, since PSSC.CHINI STl'In. and its &mates, and
JSSP are very prominent source materials, Indeed, none of these ,:ouises can exist
apart from their textual materials and the texts have become the course foi most teachers
and students.

Discussion of the results of the analysis

The results in Tables 1 and 2 can be interpreted in a number of ways. One
simple correlation is to look at the sorts of people who wrote the various exis and deter-
mined the details of the projects of which many of them form the basic part. If the
projects are separated into those in which research-oriented scientists were prominent
and those essentially in the hands of experienced secondary teachers there is fairly good
correspondence with the "weak- and "strong- groups respecti%ely, Nuffield Combined
Science. Nuffield Physics. JSSP and early Discovery seem to be exceptions. Combined
Science was a pruned amalgam of courses with more social content and in the squeeze the
straight scientific content won precedence. Nuffield Physics really had a research oriented
person since Rogers moved into academic physics after the project.

JSSP though written by teachers did draw on academic scientists and had PSSC
and Chemistry a Structural View as reference points. Discovery was written for course
outlines which were still heavily oriented towards university requirements.

However, this relationship just raises another question. Why do these two types
of persons interpret the content of school science so differently?

A closer look at some of these curriculum projects does provide part of the answer
to this more basic question. Any persons writing material for a science course will ask
the question, What is the content of the subject I am to write for?

In the 1950's. Joel Hildebrandt, the doyen dean of Berkeley's chemistry depart-
ment answered for his subject. 'Chemistry is what chemists do'. Cryptic, but profound
remarks often tend to be misinterpreted and oversimplified.

A number of the curriculum projects whose material we have considered were
influenced by the particular philosophical approach known as the Structure of Knowledge.
Allied to the slogan of Bruner(' about the learner of physics being like the research phys-
icist in his laboratory. this appeared to be entirely consistent with the Hildebrandt
definition. Furthermore it provided the way to put the flesh and bones on to his chemist.
Hirst and Phenix8, on either side of the Atlantic developed grand schema within which
the science subjects in the essentials of research type science could be credited with a
special place. Schwab9 and Zacharias° translated the schema for biology and physics and
BSCS arid PSSC took shape. Less directly, but still using this view that the essential con-
tent of a science is the substance and syntax of its pure researchers, Pimentill 1 and Strong"
fashioned the two chemistry projects in the U.S.A. Nuffield Physics. Victorian Chemistry
and JSSP of all the other projects were those most closely in touch with these sources of
the structure of knowledge.
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It maims little to education that other philosophers have attacked the validity

of this whole oliilosophical approach. Its influence has been strong in education,
particularly t, science and will go on being so,

In his recent challenging book, Whitfield has expounded the theory in a way that
voll appeal to many educators and cer tautly extend its influence. He gives an answer to the

a basic question secondary educators are asking about the curriculum of the school_
lhe curriculum must therefore draw upon analyses of the nature of knowledge and the
n'hetent human abilities it develops in order to determine its nature, prior to analyses of

societ, the leather and the learning process.

This consequential statement ft om the structure of knowledge theory immediate-

ly wily the texts in which it is an influence are so weak in social content. It is

the knowledge fin the knowledge sake that is the priority determinant of the content in
the school Only secondary are aspects of its relation to society, the characteristics of the
learner ,ti even how learning occurs. No wonder with vast knowledge structures like the

these secondary features are not reached in texts of this persuasion,

Some henust N do do research but the great majority do not. What they do is to
existing knowledge in situations of immediate concern to society? The structure of

knowledge is not contiaiv to Ilildebrandfs dictum, but it relates to only the minor part of

it. Reflections on the di..nssion of the results.

If. as I have suggested, there is a clear link between the "structure of knowledge"
philosophy and the .pate of a-social materials for science courses, what lies behind those

vv oh a good measure of social content?

One explanation would be that their authors were not influenced by the S.O.K.
either through ignorance of it or because they rejected it in favour of some other frame-

work for then writings. As has been pointed out above, the main authors of the "strong"
socul texts were successful secondary school teachers. Perk ps we might argue their re-

sulting emphases are the natural outcome of recognising that motivation is important in
learning. Relevant. textual material may enhance the interest of the learner and experienced

teachers are likely to be well aware of this.

However, this explanation is not the only one that can be advanced and the recent
debate on t' e Nodal significance of chemistry suggests that what is occurring here is a
conflict of philosophies. Just because the authors of the "social" materials for science

education do not draw on the structure of knowledge approach does not mean that they
do not have a philosophical approach to the content of their subject.

A person whose philosophy is essentially pragmatic or utilitarian is very likely

to perceive the content of science and its origins in a way that relates it to himself or to
society more broadly. Could a Marxist write a chemistry book like CBA or a physics text

like PSSC? The fact that East European texts for science are also, oti occasions, sterile

st krilly does not disprove these philosophical emphases. We would need to be sure that
the authors in these socialist countries were in fact wholly integrated persons in their

philisophy arid practice. Many Christian scientists are able to compartmentalise
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then faith and dad') work almost completely, They can and do wine deposonahsed science
while holding intensely personal, antinopomoiphic religious beliefs.

However, a CIIIIStaill eistentialist like John Wtell-LeWiS13 sees a continuous link
between technology and science with the formei as the real essence of the whole alea.
Sinn larls evhcitly Mat mst-oriented NCIentists like Joseph Needhatn14, Haldane 15 and
Bernal in their 'writings repeatedly inter-whited science V%1111 its application in society_

It the content of science education can be determined so differently due to the
callous "philosophies of knowledge- held by its writets, then research in science education
Illd be likewise affected. in other words, what sort of questions are we likely to ask in a
ieseatch sense if we are essentially using the Stricture of knowledge as our philosophical
base How would these be different, asked by persons with a utilitarian position?

Concept attainment, learning hierarchies and TOUS type investigations are con-
gruent with the former position and have been major interest areas in the U.S.A. and

where -structure of knowledge- courses have been popular. Diffusion of
curricula and "supply and demand" type studies have been best developed in the U.K.
where the Ncien,:e course; have retained a higher social (and more utilitarian?) emphasis.

At this stage in the development of research in science education, there are a
number of reasons for us all to step back and civically analyse our efforts from time to
time. An obvious one is the fact that much of what we do is because it can be done, and
not because it is related to the most important or most basic questions_ As in all fields of
research, but education and other social sciences seem particularly susceptible, we must
not use possibility as an automatic criterion of importance. Myron Atkin17 at the Kiel
Conference of 1970 pointed out a second reason that relates to the likelihood that curric-
ulum evaluation becomes bounded by the terms of reference laid down by the particular
curriculum being studied_ This paper, springing as it does from some findings in content
analysis, may provide yet another reason related to the philosophical frameworks from
winch we work.
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CONTENT ANALYSIS CRITERIA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

R. I). Linke

i. F.10 4'0011100A Emphasis

!his 11 IdeX lileNellis a measure of explicit emphasis associated with the theme
anthropocenim emnonmental interaction. or the relationship between man and his

natural (biological and pit. swat ) environment. The assessment is based On a four-point
1,11mg scale. as shoun irl the table below. and is determined by the degree of recurrence, or
nequeneN distribution. of statements which incorporate some torin of explicit interaction
between man and his biph sical environment. This condition excludes all moral, social,
economic and pohth:al issuLs, unleSN related to some aspect of the natural environment.
Thus a reference to population control based only on moral or social issues (example 1)
would not he .cidsstited as a statement of environmental interaction. although relation to
moie practical plohlems (example 2) may justify positive classification, in a similar way
the disLussion of e,sotionuc and political issues (example 3) need not involve any form of
environmental interaction, unless related to the production or consumption of specific
resources (example 4 ), 1t should also be emphasised that ecological issues, although con-
cerned by definition with the natural environment. must also he related in some way to
man, .1.:,:oldIng to itie nt t- explicit anthropocentric interaction.

EXAMPLES

1, "Infanticide allows for selection of personal characteristics of the offspring such
as sex and physical condition. Motivating factors can be ritual or economic. In some
societies twins are considered unpropitious and one or both may be killed. Other
societies consider them a highly favourable omen." (Benedict 1970: p.173)

2. "Infanticide for economic reasons seems to he closely linked with the food supply.
It occurs liming peoples living in very harsh environments, in very restricted environ-
ments such as small islands, or among those living in great poverty. In such societies
it is usually female infants who are killed, and this factor is closely linked to other
aspects of the social structure.- (Benedict 1970: p.174).

3. "A high rate of investment is a necessary condition for a strong rate of economic
growth, especially when capital-widening investment is as demanding of resources as
it is in Australia. But a high rate of investment is not a sufficient condition for strong
growth: capital has to be directed to economic and efficient uses.- (McMahon
1972: p.295).

4. "The huge investments in the mining industry have yet to fully pay off in terms of
national growth. The same could be said of much investment in manufacturing in-
dustry in recent years, or the large development investments the Government has
undertaken beef roads are an example.- (McMahon 1972: p.294).
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Frequency of Reference to Human/Environmental

Interaction

Rating

0 Y) explicit interaction references.

1 References rare or widely dispersed.

Occasional or intermittent references.

3 Consistent or recurrent references:

11, Qualitative Classification of Environmental Interaction

This index reflects an overall impression of explicit attitude or approach toward
the nature of human/environmental interaction. together with a measure of intensity relat-
ed to the presentation of this position. The object of interaction is irrelevant to this index
and may either be man, some part of the biophysical environment exclusive & man. or
both_ since these are in practice inextricably ielaied. and thus the effects of interaction
the long term mutually determined.

The assessment is based on a five-point classification scheme. as shown in the
table below. Although the qualitative divisions are not mutually exclusive, in that a single
unit may present both positive (concordant or beneficial) and negative (conflicting or
detrimental) aspects of human environmental 1.in (example ) each of these divis-
ions is limited to a single rating of overall intensity. These ratings. however, need not be
the same. and may be used to reflect a differential emphasis on positive or negative aspects
of environmental interaction. It should be emphasised, on the other hand, that a neutral
rating (example 2) logically precludes any additional qualitative classification. It should
also be stressed that the assessment of predominant emphasis prevents the classification of
any isolated reference to concordant or conflicting interaction, unless substantiated with
additional qualification or appropriately positioned to maximise the overall impression.

EXAMPLES

1. -13.D.T., used with care, and at minimum doses, has successfully controlled in-
sects in many countries, and has usually done so without any recognisable harmful
side effects. Used in ways which we now consider unwise it has done a great deal of
damage to wild life." (Mellanby 1970: p.123).

2. "It is possible to treat considerable areas of woodland with D.D.T. without
necessarily causing havoc to wild life, if suitable precautions are taken. minimum
doses are used, and the operation is not too often repeated.- (Mcllanby 1970:
p.12-4).
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Classification

0

153

Intensity Interpretation

Strong Concordant or consiiient relationship. express.
ing beneficial aspects of human/environmental

Moderate interaction.

Model ate

Strong

No explicit stance on qualitative relationship, or
no expression of beneficial or detrimental influ-
ence associated with human/environmental
interaction.

Discordant or conflicting relationship, express-
ing detrimental aspects of human /environmental
interaction.

III. Conservational Approach

This index IN 0)110:tiled with explicit considerations of environmental conservation,
which in general loins refers to the long-term management and beneficial use of both
natural and artificial resources (Barwick 1971. Wright 1970). The classification of con-
NerVaii01411 approach. which is bawd on IIITCC independent divisions or categories defined

in the table below, IN determin d by an overall assessment or impression of predominant
emphasis. and involves no rating of degree. Titus an isolated reference to conservational
implications (example 1) would probably not produce an impression of general concern, or
positive classification, unless substantiated with additional information (example 2) or
appropriately positioned to maximise the overall emphasis or impact.

EXAMPLES

I. "The annual harvest (of kangaroos) should not exceed the equivalent of the
natural increment. that is the number of young produced that can be expected to

reach maturity." (Ratcliffe 1970: p.5).

2. "An industry based on the cropping of a wild animal population which does net
accept the restraint implicit in this principle is doomed to self-destruction because
it will eat into the living resource on which it depends. and usually at a progressively

increased rate." (Ratcliffe 1970: p.5 ).

Classification Interpretation

0

Negative or anti-conservational approach. involving explicit
rejection of long-term considerations, or denial of concern
for possible resource limitations and associated problems of
management.

Indifferent or non - conservational approach, involving neglect
of conservational implications and suggesting no explicit
reference to long-term considerations of resource limitation
and management.



Positive cxmseivanonal appioach, ins Axing lecognition gat
possible iesoumcc 'mutations, and explicit i U/Shits1 11)11 Col

problems of longhsim management.

IV, Emotive Intensity

This index involves a subjective assessment of general emotive impact or
and IN based on a tour-point rating scale as shown in the table below. The assessment of
anotie intensity is not necessanly assiMaled with an halticmilar environmental reference

theme. and should instead take general account of the frequency, position and int enSitV
of all emotive statement sAlthotigh influenced by lecui ence 01 Tepetitions it should he
emphasised that the asNessment of overall intensity im Ayes more than a bask frequency
:own tlf emotive words and }liases, since these. it taken ow of context. ma lose then
emotive impact or present a false impression of strong emotionality, For example the
toms destroy", -wipe out and -eradicate-, although apparently synonymous. may all
be used in a more or less emotive sense. depending on the general context in which they
occur. Moreover. with respect to position, a single emotive statement is likely to he suong-
er in terms of general impact if placed near the start of a passage rather than inserted else-
where since this may increase sy mphathenca:ly the impact of subsequent statements. and
in tact the emotive intensity of any individual statement may similarly increase the impact
of others around, Thus the examples outlined in the table below are suggested only as
possible indications of appropriate rating divisions, and in this sense assume some consist-
ency of presentation style.

Rating
Emotive
Intensity Example

0 None "h is well established that pesticides present in small amounts
in water can be concentrated many-fold by aquatic organisms,
including algae, and that the degree of concentration may
thereby increase from link to link in the food chain."
(World Health Organisation 1968: p.55).

1 Weak "Besides being direct threats to human health, synthetic
insecticides are among man's most potent tools for simplify-
ing ecosystems. The increase in concentration of the most
persistent of these compounds with each upward step in a

food chain exposes the populations least able to survive
poisoning to the highest concentrations." (Ehrlich and
Ehrlich 1970: p.167).

1oderate -We are poisoning plants on land and in the sea in various
way s at an alarming rate. An estimated three thousand
ctn: ircal compounds have been added to the atmosphere
by rian. and we are dumping as many as half a million
poLutant substances into the oceans." (Ehrlich and Ehrlich
1970: p.190).

3 Strong 'The history of the recent centuries has its black passages
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the .1aughtin of the buffalo on the Western plains, the mass.
...are of the show-buds by the market gunners, the near-
,: fel inlrhillOn Of the egrets for 'hen plumage. Now, to these
and others like them, we are addinr new chapter and a new
kind of havoc the direct killing i,f birds, mammals, fishes,
and indeed practically every form of wildlife by chemical
insecticides indiscriminately sprayed on the land.- )Carson
1071. p:07).

V. Quantitative Emphasis

I his index reflects the degree of ieteience to various forms of statistical inform-
ation. The assessment is based on a tom-point rating scale, as shown in table 1 below, and

is del mimed by the degiec of recurrence, 01 frequency distribution. of reference to numer-
ical u slat istk-a! data. This data may either he presented in the text, or given separately
in :shies- Wag, ais. Davits of pictorial legends. Since the index is intended to measure the
t equenc of teterence rather than the absolute number of figures, tables of multiple data
sh.,uld he Aissitred comprehensively as single examples- uuless further reference is made

to the intin illation throughout the text. Cases of multiple reference to the same individual
data should also he classified as single examples, although an individual statement

incorpoiatitig ditteient numeneal examples may justify multiple classification. General
comparative statements such as -more- or -less- should not be classified as examples of
statistical reference unless qualified by more spccific quantitative terms, although these
111,1i include approximations. such is tractional estimates or rounded percentages.

The general rating of quantitative emphasis (table I ) is independent of any refer-
ence to environmental interaction, and should account for every instance of statistical
n-tormation. The conditional rating. however. outlined in table 2, involves an assessment

of the overall proportion o, references to statistical information which are directly or
explicitly associated with some aspect of the humnarenvironmental interaction theme.

This rating is tic t limited by the first, provided that the general rating is positive, since a

unit which refers infrequently to statistical information may still have a high proportion of

environmental data The only limiting condition for this index is therefore one of relevance
to the environmental theme outlined above.

(1)

12.1

Generai Rating Frequency of Rafe' enCe to Statistical Information

0 No reference to statistical data.

Rare or scant reference to data.

Occasional or intermittent reference to data.

3 Consistent or recurrent reference to data.

Environmental Proportion of Statistical References
Rating

0 0 25%

25 50%

50 75(.7

3 75 1001'",



VI Pictorial Emphasis

This index r..I.ects the degiec olieteience Itl vallttils to] iepiesent-
anon the assessment is based on a foui-point ,atmg scaly as silos\ n in table I bolo and

},), the kniewn IiequenA r hotogiaph,, d,,mms.. map,.
«1,10115 and other pictorial forms, Composite pictures of graphs should he classified as single
cAsimples, unless insohing nlutilpiti.eie,.nce In the text to diffeleni asivcis of information.
in tilts each iefeience should be classified as a separate example, It should be emphas-
ised_ per tubs. that this index IS independent of- pictorial area or although the o crall
latuq: dray be influenced by position of distribution. As explained tom hi.-:ex V. the general

ing ilk:tonal emphasis ttable I independent 11 any teleience TO environmental
niteLic lion. and should account 101 e%ei instance of repiese11141iOn., the

iaung of propollion ii,utlined in table 2) invoixes some kiwi of explicit assoc-
rat %% yin the tumuli 011,1101111mila' inteiacnan ihelnc. Ohl. idanonship should oldie,

explained in the text or outlined in the appropriate legend, and 1,1 mst mites an essential
toi eni,uonmental classification,

t I 1 General Rating Frequency of Reference to Pictorial Representation

0 No refeience to pictonal representation.

1 Rare en scant pictonal reference.

Occasional tar inteinntlent pictoiial 1etelence,

(`onsistent Or ICC1111011t pictorial reference.

Environmental
t 2 f

Rating
Proportion of Pictorial References

0 0 '5';
1 25 5(r;

50 75q

3 75 100';

PPrmral liolvement (A) Intellectual Activities

This index reflects, for materials with an educational role, the degree of personal
or student involvement initiated through various intellectual activities. The general assess-
ment is based on a four-point rating scale, as shown in table I. and is determined by the
overall frequency of reference to all intellectual activities, irrespective of environmental
relevance. These activities may include questions, directions for further reading or literary
research. written assignments involving recall or rational argument. and a range of similar
intellectual problems, Composite questions or activities should be classified as single
examples. and rhetorical questions, for which answers are subsequently given in the text.
should not be included at all in this assessment. The presentation of activities in terminal
12.roups.%vhile probably justifying multiple classification, need not involve separate con-
sideration lot each example, unless additional reference is made to these activities in the
text. The conditional rating (outlined in table 2) involves an assessment of the overall
proportion of intellectual activities explicitly associated with some aspect of the human/
environmental interaction theme.
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I 1 1 General Rating Frequency of Reference to Intellectual Activities

reieren,...e to intellectual a,..ti.111e1,

R.110 01 %i.1111

Aal nittiffilltent 11:Ele111.:e

CO111111(.11( or lecturent referen

Environmental
Rating

Proportion of Intellectual Activities

0

50

75 100

Ill Personal I enicni 18) Practical Activities.

I 111., ,Iee,/,%. or i,elsomiliii\oleinent imitated through practical

, I ,111.11111011 b11ed hirmit. scale.

\11:.`1.1 .1i 1 s1t:!,:i111111Cki 11: the trequenc\ of reference to ext)(..riment-

.ir .1, 11;11,.`s, lileN,114:t.' I hist: :ICTIIWS1111)1 imolve some

ini;`111,11103) ,'1 11+11111,1..1 \k111..11'.11 .111

; 1:1:
110111

\P.1114'111N at \Ingle examples.

Nr111.. those ni 1,1,11111,11 gi prob.thl itistit tug multiple.

need nI ,,IiNidelanoll 1111 ,%tch . unless 311.1.1itional reference

iN MA& 1411110,..1.11111e.111 Illi IC \l. I h ,onditional +ming totillineki III iable involx-es

atl assessment ot the oer.til proportion of piacti,:al activities explkAtl.. .issok:i.itt.sd with

11,:nt....1111C\ OW hilindn CM)11,1)Inenl.ii 111101.1111111 1110111e.

General Rating Frequency of Reference to Practical Activities

0 loteltmcc i,) pwctical activities.

Rare 1st h%...1111 lcilent e.

Ot.,:astortal or fl etnuttent reference.

fortsistent or re,:tirreitt reference.

Environmental
Rating

0 25';

'5 50',;

50 75';

3 75 100';

Proportion of Practical Activities
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RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
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SOME ASPECTS OF METHODS FOR PLACING PEOPLE IN GROUPS

R I Witte

oi..,asion in iese.n....h it ma\ he no,\....u di%itie a ._notip people oil WIlOin

hae pees made into sl.lallerlolilh 11101C homogeneous types.
An e\ampit: 1, phi\ ided b\ I hettbaltl in-go114! tt'seateh tl the effect of teaching styles
on \ anous snideni iint,onies. Since ii is not teall possible to direct teachers to use one
st\ theobald 1s usnwz a numbo of teache IN, and is dassif mg them into one
st .inothel I he Ja,,ilikanon In\ 01\ es making audio-tapes of several lessons given by
each teAchel thionglwiut the eat, and anal\ sing then behaviour by a Flanders-type

\Jeri Nht.h gives them Nolte!, on some Int\ ai tables. the teachers ate then to be split
so Ilia! nit sse \, hose s...,1 t's on the nft -odd \ aoables ale sundat ate placed in the same
1.N4,01, dten be eompated lo then pupil's scores on tests of

ow.

Ilthiindi it is simple to N;1\ that people will be Doilped on the basis of how
nwsit ate on a set of tests, the pi oblem of how to go about the grouping is

mote subtle than ma\ lit st appear. Some of the subtleties. and two solutions, are describ-

ed hnell belt .
Anothei introducten:\ neannent of the purposes and problems of

,:h.N1...3131e has h.\ 1 31,noka i 14)7.; 2s2 -'S4).

Measures of similarity

Figure I howVN a hypot-mteal set of scot es for three people. HOW can these
scores he reduced to single indices which will

1 3 4

Joh 0 1 6 1

Person Robert 1 3 -4 0

Dick 8 10 -4 4

Figure 1. Hypothetical set of scores for three people.

indicate the degree of similarity between each pair of the three? Perhaps the most obvious
is the Pythagorean distance between them. hi this example the value for the distance

between Joh and Robert is

1() 2)2 + ( 2 3)2 + (6 ( 4))2 + (2 0)2 = 11.5

3 11rifint%hed Ph I) Ihrsts. Monash University.
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I oe :aestiet the disiaih.e. the less the smulainv. 1),111,11ZolCsill distame is used as the
measui e 111 the technique known as 11 gioup AVeldinan 1`)0-1

It In .11,0 be used in the grouping technique invented lay Cattell and Coultel, know n .1\
,TinInW Walla and Coultei loot)) (..'attell and ('oulter aigue. however , foi the use

of a it anstormanon the distance into a slinilatiis imaNnic known 3,

E - d2
1: d-

%Miele E is the expected value pit d "2 for a pair of people chosen at random. Lot
which are dismhuied noimallv with Ntandaid deviation 1.0, E is equal to twice the

;Iwthan 1'50 lelti-square value tin numhei of degrees of freedom equal to the iinil)el of
s..-t es for each person. d IN the Ids thagotean distance between the pair. It Lail he seen

that when d = 0. r = ; when d = L. t = 0. and when d approaches infinit,... r apploadies

A quite different Nrmilarit measure is the correlation between one person's set
,I scores and another-N. This measure is used in Stephenson's 1 1936) clustering method_
and is also known as Q technique. It sutlers from the disadvantage that it overlooks difter-
eiences in degree with which attributes arc held. The correlation between Dick's and

Robeits scores in figure 1 is, t it example. 1.0. indicting that Dick and Robot are identic-
al when they dearly are not.

Nfeaning of similarity

Once a measure of degree of similarity is selected, it must be determined what
'Bally is meant by "s.milar" and by "groups of similar people."

In defining "similar". the choice lies between definitions in continuous or
dichotomous terms. If similarity is seen as a continuous thing, then the measure of simil-
arity ilia, has been selected will do quite well as an operational definition of similarity.
However, one might want to say that there is a threshold of similarity: if two people are
closer together than this threshold value, they are counted as similar; if further apart, as
dissimilar, totally and absolutely, not as a matter of degree. Which choice is made is up to
the researcher. Some techniques, such as H-group, are based on a continuous definition of
similarity, while Cattell and Coulter's Taxonome is based on a dichotomous definition. It

will be seen that the dichotomous definition introduces a further point of arbitrariness, the
placing of the threshold between similar and dissimilar. The final form of the groups of
people is heavily dependent on just what is accepted as similar. To expand this briefly, if
too broad a threshold is specified, everyone will be found to fall in t. le large group, while
if tot) narrow a one is used no one will be found to be similar at all to anyone else.

In defining what is meant by "groups of similar people", there is a choice between
what may be called "clumping" and "contiguous chains". Consider the distribution of
people. who have been measured on two attributes, which is shown in figure 2.
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In A clumping scheme it wculd be probable that, if the people were forced into
two groups, the clusters A and C would be in one group. and B in the other. In a con-
tiguous chain scheme A would be in one group, and clusters B and C in the other. Con-
stde the three people marked I. 2, and 3. The clumping scheme would put I and 2
together, because they have a small separation. Person 3 would not be put with I or 2
because 1t IN fat fiom them. The chaining scheme would not ..n..h dI an_ _ becauseecause there is
a chasm between them, a chasm that is not bridged by a chain of "similar people. Person
2 is colanee led to 3 by a chain of people, so they would be grouped together. Which
definition one chooses is a matter for consideration. II group is a clumping scheme,
Taxonome a contiguous chain scheme.

Methods of forming groups

Although the distinction between clumping and contiguous chain schemes was
outlined in the previous section, more needs to be said about how these procedures operate
to bring out the second type of difference between H group and Taxonome. This is the
distinction between what may he called hierarchical, dendritic, or agglomerative methods
and instantaneous in singular methods.

One form of agglomerative method is to start with all the N people in N groups of
one person each. Two people are then placed in a single group, so that there are now (N-2)
groups of one. and one group of Mt). a total of (N -I) groups. This process of merging
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loo 1o11/1 the g,toups with the closest cennords, %II it eouid be to join those ht,h cause the
smallest addition 10 the .um Of some!, Of within groups. as 11 group does, 01 tt
,ould he Imic tulle ,net

Other denthine methods ale pos.:11,1e. One onild, tot eample, S1.111 %1111 eel
one in one group, nOtlp into two, then each 01 the net gitnips into mo, and
so 011 until oups of Aille ate a general dianaeterisne of these methods of the
fit st INN s that theN plot-1de N solutions, tot the people divided into 1, . , N groups.

,ontiast instantaneous or singular methods gle rInIN %nit' giouping, 111 1.1\011-

0Me, the !list step is to eaksulate a 111,1111\, Arlueh 6,111JIIIN values

11 IlUgMe311 distance, col 611-1 elation eitettteienl, or wiritoer NninianIN measure has heon
sele,:ted I his matm rs then ielolaeed by a oir responding one w Melt indiedit'S which pans

t people eome within the threshold of smulamy linked chains of people are then search-
toi and finalIN spe:ined in term\ 01 then members. liott hams there ale

.111I101 he f,notold there is no guarantee that there w ill be two groups, oi one, oft N !he
1114111bil call be manipulated, howeter bN altering the definition of the sinnl,ifil tineshold,

of h Altering the definition ot the strength of a hulk instead of sat mg that two mut ualIN
sinnlat people ,-onstuute a link between two other, one can bleak link, and so melease the
number, ot eioups mg that for two people to he linked they must hat e at least three,
or four, or tite similar partners.

Summary

The distinctions between ll group and Taonome are summarized in figure 3.
There are other grouping NCIICIfieS, but these two were ellOSCII to illustrate some of the
techniques and problems in grouping people.

H GROUP

(lumping
Meaning of
groups

Contiguous
chains

dendritic singular
Procedure for forming groups

4-TAXONOME

Dichotomous
Meaning of
similarContinuous

Figure 3. Types of grouping schemer .
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ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR COMPARISONS OF CHANGE'

Barry .11r Ga

iii edukanonal and psliologtal research it is ot ten Vet) difficult to make valid
compaiison. of pimp peitiiiniances at the i;11,1 itf the expenment, because the groups used

are ,eltiorn equitalent herd »ehand 1 he usual procedure in such cases has been to base the
t,i1n1P,n IS1111\ on !IWO III es of jlange,

le,liniques for arial sing changes in group performance can be separated into two
kategories In one categoi me those techniques which compare groups on the total change
nom inin.11 to 1111.11 status L. ahs, ;hit e chage_ In the Other category are those techniques
which compate gtoups on only that part of the final status winch cannot be predicted front
the inni41 status i.e unpredictable change or residual change.

With either atmolute change or unpredictable change, the change itself may be
..alciliSted It 0311 4,terred sc'are's on pretest and posttest or from estimates of true scores.

Analyses of Absolute Change

I he simplest measure ire absolute change is the difference between the observed
scores on the pretest and posttest. There are two precisely equivalent ways of analysing
such change scores obtained for different groups. One way is to use an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the change scores as the dependent variable. The hypothesis of no differ-
ences among the groups in the extent of their change can then be tested with the E-ratio
for the Between groups of

The other way is to use a repeateu measures ANOVA with the observed pretest and
posttest scores themselves serving as the dependent variables. The hypothesis of no differ-
ences among the groups in the extent of their change can then he tested with the F-ratio for
the groups x occasions interaction effect. The two F- ratios will be identical (Werts & Linn.
1971).

A major weakness in these analyses with observed scores is that the estimates of
change are usually quite unreliable. Real changes in status arc confounded with changes due
to regression to the mean, a phenomenon arising from the unreliability of the measures.
These difficulties can be overcome to some extent by using estimates of true scores rather than

observed scores. Techniques for deriving both simple and multiple regression estimates of
absolute true change are described by Cronbach and Furby (1970) and O'Connor (1970.
1971).

Analyses of Unpredictable Change

Scores on a posttest can be partitioned into two components one linearly pre-
dictable from the pretest. the other (residual) unpredictable from the pretest. Analyses of

SuLtmor% of issues dis, ussed in seminar at the Annual Conference of the Australian Science I.Jucation
Researth Assn, 1.1111#11, Brisbane, %La. 1472 come. Of J fuller %ersion lit this paper are asailahle from
the author
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unpiedkiable changes Ilia) be pet 1,11 tiled III ways

One as lo pot iinon each indiNhin poNlies1 soi)e as des.iihed and t,, use the
unpedictable pot non s as the dependent anable m .ANOV A 1 mote dtie,..1 was is
rovided by analysis ot co\ LiiKe AM 0 A )%s oh the posttest as dependent table and

the Ptele\I as estate In ANCOV A, the analyas 1s Pettatilted the posttest adjusted
tot ditietences in the pretest.

These Iwo procodines, While conceptually the \Arne. 0111111111.1litillail tillitn

I he sum of squares behseen pours to the ANOVA with anpiedi,:table dune.: sovi es will
he gleam than the adjusted NUM of squates between groups iii ANcoV A it-, ,111,1n, ti5-'

.\\COV asides the belief test at the hy that there ale no doteien,-es among
the groups in the extent pit then unpiedictable change.

'meltability of obseived scores athersely affects analy ses of tat changes.

past does those of absolute changes. Vanous procedures tot eslinlai tog unpiedichible
!me Jhine ate described by Cronbach and Fut by Adaptations to ANcoV hjsed

these estimates. aft, descilbed in detail in Mcaw t 1972a) and ale outlined in 1Ictiaw
:hi they are summattied below_

Absolute vs Unpred: :able Change

The choice of whether to focus on absolute or unpredictable change in the compar-
ison of groups is fundamental. In the case of unpredictable change. temoval from the post-
test scale of that portion predictable from the pretest is equivalent to removing the pretest
score it selfirlus any component of the absolute change predictable from the pretest. In the
ease ot absolute change, of course. only the pretest score itself is removed troni the posttest

score.

In an experiment with groups differing in initial status, the most appropriate way
to I Ike ioMparisiOns of post-experiment performance would he to remove from the post-
test scores the elf ecis of both differences in pretest level and differences in change predict-

able from pretest level. Only those differences which remained would then be attributed to
differences among the experimental treatments. The best procedure, therefore, is to
analyse unpredictable change and ANCOVA provides the best means of doing this.

l here are. however, sonic serious problems in the use of ANCOVA for any method

of analysing unpredictable change). The remainder of the paper describes these problems

and proposals for minimizing their effects.

Problems with Analysis of Covariance

In the ANCOVA model. derivations of estimates of parameter values depend upon
the assumption that the covariate is measured without error. The effect of any error in
the covariate is twofold. First. it increases the estimate of the within groups sum of squares
and thus gives a less powerful test of the test of significance of differences among the groups.
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SelOnd, It 11:SUIIN in an lindeiesirmate 01 14,e slope of the \\Willi-groups ii.giession

line foi posttest scoti..0 ) on p, 'test s,otes i \ 1. II the iegression slope tor posttest scoies

CV till tut: pretest toies i 111\( 11\1 the ieg,tession slope lot observed Sk.:0:eN V4,ould he

h b iv.

10 whalevel esiteni the 1013,11,1111v ot the pi etest 11 ) is less than 1.00_ the tegiesslon slope

tor the obselved \cotes will be an undeiestimate pit the slope involving the nue pretest

.ind it is tins fatter slope wind' ..iSsurned to be knoAn 111111aking covan,ince

.1.11W:11,.'11

I he et tict undei estimating the slope is an undetadjustment of gioup

..,cans ,11 the pos;:test 1 hat is, the 11111 eftect of difieleih: .14.11011g tha ik*I11:1N On the pie,

1.-st is not 1. :nov This I\ illustiaied in l igute I in which the tegresslon slope lot tine

is but that (0: obseted NioliS IS =lint 00. A11110 114: PtCleSt TelLihdl. is
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.Adjustments to Analysis of Covariance

1 licie Are essnnailv two approaches to the adjustment of ANUMA kedutos

'Lint umehabdov of the ,'ov.iti.oe. These .411)10;h:hes dine= in the point at which

estimates tit pollulation pat:nth:leis ale derived. hi one. estimates of tine pietest mi=les are

derived and ..Vv:CfrN' A Is pet founed with them. On fai..t. the estimates themselves need not

be sletivel. the Algol), th: s:onsequences on the : \ \t computations can be determin-

ed and the Adinlnients can be made directl,. upon them.) In the other. adjustments to

\CoV A ilt !isle covariate stoles can be derived and estimates of these adjustments obtain-

inplocal ,:oinpaosons \leGaw l97. I 97 2b suggest that the former appioach

is the stapenot. till this appioach. the estimate.. ITIIC SCOTCS may be obtained tiont either

simple it multiple tcgi,esson techniques. One readil available computer progiatti 2 Wail

C! 1')72. i 110Vt provides at least fur simple regression estimates of true scores rather than

,,bserved iOt the CIA.ithite.

The effe it the adjustments to ANCOV A based on estimated true eovariate scores

Ate! the within groups sums of squares and products based on observed scores m the

inannet shoi.v n ill 'Table I. 'Be between groups sums of squares and products are unaltered.

2 I Ile ,t4/11,,r ha% thi% program on the I)Ceompunet network in eJstetn NUsir,111.1.4nd irn

t,,ir it% us.t. t,i .in.,me interest..d.
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TABLE 1

Within-groups Sums of Squares and Products with
Estimates True Covariate Scores

Simple Regression Estin. te Multiple Regression Estimate

Sum 0 t Squares

Sum of Products

W = T2 W
ti 1,c xX

W = r
ty xx xy

T Y
r2 I 1 2

y xx xx
tt

=
ty xy

1 r2xy

w
Xx

Estimates of Reliability

In the adjustments summarized in Table 1 an important variable is the pretest
reliability . Txx'.

The most appropriate estimate for the purpose described here is A test-retest re-
liability. In a case where the same test is used for pretest and posttest. a pooled within
groups correlation between pretest and posttest could serve as the reliability estimate.

Conclusions and Recommendations

From the empirical comparisons reported in Me.Gaw (1972a) the following con-
clusions and recommendations can be offered.

Identical Pretest and Posttest

1. If pretest reliability > .80 and prior differences among group means
< 1,25 times error variance, the observed covariate is adequate.

In general, simple regression estimates of true covariate scores provide
sufficiently unbiased adjustments for appropriate inferences to be made.

Non-identical Pretest and Posttest

Unless prior differences among group means < error variance, observed
covariate is inadequate, no matter how reliable.

2. Simple regression estimates of true covariate scores produce underadjust-
ment unless prior differences among group means < 1.25 times error
variance.

3. In general, multiple regression estimates of true scores provide sufficiently
unbiased adjustments for appropriate inferences to be made.
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